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Importantnotice

ZEMAX@®is a registered trademark of Focus Software, Inc. Copyright © Focus Software, Incorporated
1990-2001. All rights reserved.

All other product namesor trademarks are property of their respective owners,

Information in this manualis subject to change without notice and does not represent a commitment on
the part of the vendor. The software described in this manualis furnished under a license agreement
and may be usedor copied only in accordance with the terms of the agreement.
The material in this manual is copyrighted and may not be reproducedorelectronically distributed
without written permission from the copyright holder.

Focus Software, Incorporated (FSI) provides this publication "as is" without warranty of any kind, either
expressorimplied, including but notlimited to the implied warranties or conditions of merchantability or
fitness for a particular purpose. In no eventshall FSI beliable for any loss of profits, loss of business,
loss of useordata, interruption of business,orfor indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages
of any kind, even if FSI has been advised of the possibility of such damagesarising from any defect or
error in this publication orin the Software.

Published in April, 2001.
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Thischapter describesconventionsa
tions and terms ZEMAXusesare comm
differences. id |

Active configuration

 
  

 
 

——|

The active configuration is the configuration currently bei dis ; yadint e lens data | si or.FeChapter "Multi-Configurations". a nicetrentis Reina eBoyaNNe
Angular magnification

Apodization

Apodization refers to the uniformity ofillumination in the entrance pupil of the system. By default, the pupilis
alwaysilluminated uniformly, However, there are times when the pupil should have a non-uniform illumination.
For this purpose, ZEMAX supports pupil apodization, whichis a variation of amplitude over the pupil.
Three types of pupil apodization are supported: uniform, Gaussian, and tangential. For each type (except
uniform), an apodization factor determinesthe rate of variation of amplitude in the pupil. See thediscussion on
apodization types and factors in the chapter "System Menu".
ZEMAXalso supports userdefined apodizations, which may be placed on any surface. Surface apodizations
behave differently than pupil apodizations, because surfaces need notbelocatedat a pupil. For more information
on surface apodizations, see the "Surface Types" chapter under "The User Defined Surface" section.

Back focal length

ZEMAXdefines the backfocal length as the distance along the Z axis from the last surface madeof glassto the
paraxial image plane. If no surfaces are madeof glass, the back focal lengthis the distance from surface 1 to the
paraxial image plane.

Cardinal planesee_rlee!

The term cardinal planes (sometimescalled cardinal points) refers to those special conjugate positions where the
object and image surfaces have a specific magnification. The cardinal planes include the principal planes, where
the magnification is +1, the nodal planes, wherethe angular magnification is +1, the anti-nodal planes, where the
angular magnification is -1, and the focal planes, where the magnification is 0 for the image space focal plane
and infinite for the object space focal plane.
Exceptfor the focal planes, the cardinal planes are conjugateswith each other, that is,the image spaceprincipal
plane is conjugate with the object space principalplane,ete.If the lens has the sameindexin both object space
and image space, the nodalplanes are identical to the principal planes.
ZEMA\lists the distance from the image surface to the various image space planes, andlists the distance from
the first surface to the various object space planes.

Chief raymgaSSaa

If there is no vignetting, and there are no aberrations, the chief ray is defined to be the ray that travels from a
specific field point, through the center of the entrance pupil, and on to theimage plane. Note that without vignetting
or aberrations, any ray passing through the centerof the entrance pupil will also pass through the center of the
stop and the exit pupil.
Whenvignetting factors are used, the chief ray is then considered to be the ray that passes through the center
of the vignetted pupil, which means the chief ray may not necessarily pass through the centerof the stop.

25 Chapter 3: CONVENTIONS AND DEFINITIONS
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; ass through the centeif there are pupil aberrations (and therevirtually always are), then the chief fayaiming is UeH, but generally,
the paraxial entrance pupil(if ray aiming is not used)or the centerof the stop .
not both.

If there are vignetting factors which decenter the pupil, then the chi
vignetted entrancepupil (if ray aiming is not used) or the vignetted sto { the vignetted pupil, while th
The common convention used is that the chief ray passes throughteypada uses the principal ray. | to
principal ray passes through the center of the unvignetted stop. ; is generally st
calculations are referenced to the chief ray or the centroid. Note the TOTOeeePnaDaruACi ane
becauseit is based upon the aggregate effect ofall the rays that actually illum!
the arbitrary selection of one ray which is special’.
Coordinate axes

will pass throughthe center of
ees (if ray aiming Is used).

rh
’

 

Theoptical axis is the Z axis, with the initial direction of propagationfrom the object being theeea ij
Mirrors can subsequently reverse the direction of propagation. The coordinate system Is ial Y axviaien
sagittal X axis being oriented "into" the monitor on a standard layout diagram. The tangent! Ly
Thedirection of propagation is initially left-to-right, downthepositive Zaxis. After an aneoo
beam physically propagates in a negative Z direction. Therefore,all thicknesses after an odd number
should be negative.

Diffraction limited  

The term diffractionlimited implies that the performanceof an optical system is limited by the physical &
diffraction rather than imperfections in either the design or fabrication. A common means of determir
systemis diffraction limited is to compute or measurethe optical path difference. If the peak to valley OP!
than one quarter wave, then the systemis said to bediffraction limited. ;
There are many other ways of determining if a system is diffraction limited, such as Strehl ratio, RI
standard deviation, maximum slope error, and others. Itis possible for a system to be considered diffracti
by one method andnotdiffraction limited by another method.
On some ZEMAXplots, such as the MTForDiffraction Encircled Energy, the diffraction limited respo:
optionally shown. This data is usually computed by tracing rays from a reference pointin the field of vier
apodization, vignetting, F/#'s, surface apertures, and transmission may be accountedfor, but the optica
difference is set to zero regardless of the actual (aberrated) optical path. r

For systems whichincludeafield point at 0.0 in both x and y field specifications (such as 0.0 x angle and0.0
angle), the referencefield positionis this axialfield point. If no (0, 0) field point is defined, thenthefield coord
of field position 1 are used as the reference coordinates instead. d

Edge thickness =
i. rl

ZEMAXusestwodifferent definitions for the term "edge thickness", Usually, the edge thickness is computedfor
a specific surface by: rte

E..= 24,72, 4T;

Cal

where Z,is the sag of the surface at the +y semi-diameterof the surface, 2; 1 iS the sag of the next surface at
the +y semi-diameter of the next surface, and 7; is the axial thickness of the surface. Note that the edge
thicknesses are computed accounting for the sag at the respective semi-diameter of each surface, which in
generalaredifferent. , oe
Note also that edge thickness is normally computed for the +y radial aperture, which may be i enesurfaceis notrotationally symmetric, or if surface apertures have been placed upon airae,Fee int ‘
The exceptionto this rule is when computing edge thickness solves. Because the ed ve can
changethe center thickness,the edge thickness solve can change whereraysstrike the oeCe aN
in turn means the semi-diameterof the next surface may change.If the semi-diameter of the nextsucees is used
in the edge thickness computation,an “infinite loop" orcircular definition may occur. a
For this reason, edge thickness solves compute the edge thicknessstrictly at ech stsurface, for both surfaces. The semi-diameter of the second surface is revert a scaRell of ue =
shapeof the surface is used. : gh the curv: v

 

 

q
rto
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Chapter 7 ANALYSIS MENU
Introduction
SSaeeeeeee

iN hydallaylamtan detailed descriptions of each of the analysis features ZEMAX supports. Analysis in this
Soin rame aa graphical or text datacomputedfrom data defining the lens. This includes aberrations, MTF,
spo many other computations, Program features which modify the lens data or which manipulate
other data (such as glass Catalog data) are describedin the chapter “Tools Menu’.
eens eile option will immediately perform the requested calculation. Once the graph or text window is
disp ae +y ay selectthe Settings menu option to modify the default settings for that window. Once you have
mace eeee changes, click on “OK” and the program will recalculate and redisplay the data presented
in the window.'Tyou prefer to change thesettings before the graphicor text data is displayed, use the “Show
OptionsFirst" checkbox on the Graphicstab of the File, Preferences dialog box.
For a description of the OK, Cancel, Save, Load R tt fi tti " dialwindows, see the chapter “User Interface" eset, and Help buttons present on most of the "Settings" dialog
Each analysis window has an "Update" menu item. The update function forces ZEMAX to recompute and
redisplay the data presented in the window.Thisis useful if the lens data has changed andthe graph now displays
obsolete data. Double clicking within the window has the sameeffect as selecting Update. Clicking with the right
mouse button is equivalentto clicking on "Settings". For more information, see the chapter "UserInterface”.
Layout

2DLayout

Purpose:

Layout diagram. This is a simple YZ cross section through the lens.
Settings:

Thefirst surface to be drawn.

 

  
  

  
 

 
Last Surface The last surface to be drawn.

Wavelength Either any one orall wavelengths may be shown.

eeEither any one orall field positions may be shown.
Numberof Rays

Scale Factor

Upper Pupil Limit The maximum pupil coordinate to draw raysto.

Lower Pupil Limit The minimum pupil coordinate to draw rays to.

Marginal and Chief|Draws only the marginal and chief rays, overriding the otherray settings.
Only

Square Edges Drawsflat faces and edgesif selected, otherwise uses the semi-diametervalue to draw
lens edges.

67 Chapter 7: ANALYSIS MENU

 
  
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 

The numberof rays specifies the numberof tangential rays to be drawn for each defined
field. The rays will be evenly distributed along the fan of the pupil, unless apodization
has been specified. This parameter may besetto zero. 
 
 

If the scale factor is set to zero, then "Fill Frame" will be selected, which will scale the
range of surfaces drawntofill the graphic page. If a numeric value is entered, then the
plot will be drawnin "real" scale, times the scale factor. For example, a scale factor of
1.0 will plot the lens actualsize on the printer (not the screen). A factor of 0.5 will plot
the lens at half scale.
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a = F = use. This option is
escription sr the DXF format Od’ Thefile will be aed Seq j

In this text cell fier theTFFile" is subsequently P N thethe button "Export As
default directory for output.

  
 DXF File

 
  

 
ak a —— on of a DXF formatted lewhichwicogs

—— aI e the generallol!™ | dow. Thefile nameis give ihthesamedata that| “displayed in the graphic at of the lens system Suitaby the
the same dala that's DXF file generatedIs @ 2D rs Oe ciscussiny lable
"DXFee SPCADprograms that can read DXF files. ihimporting into
details. | %

eld position, orSelect "Fields* to use color to distinguish between eachfield p Waves
istingui en each wavelength.distinguish betwe he screen, which leaves more Xeof t ’

aeacastbt erleel No pate ontheressblock, or otherdata will be displayeq.”
for the layoutplot itself. No sca ,usae y surface.; ‘ j ed by anDelete Vignetted If checked, rays are not drawnif they will be vignetted Dy

indi direction of :Fletch Rays re drawn on eachray to indicate the Propagation,

  

 
  
 

Export As DXF File
 

  
 

  
 

 
 

 
 

  
 

Color Rays By

 

  
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 lf checked, small arrows 4 
Discussion: .

obscurations, obscuration decenters,X-angje.This feature is not available if you use coordinate breaks, spider :

holograms,or other attributes which spoil the rotational symmetry of the ere the 3D i.ee
The” ile" F file and storeit in the file name provided in the "DyeExport As DXFFile" button will generate a 2D DX d to show the shape of ctmegicsFile" data field. The DXFfile will consist of arcs and lines. The arcs are use t
faces. If only spherical(or plane) lenses are used, then the arc is a perfect representation of the lens, Howeve,
the arcs are only approximations to non-spherical surfaces. If the surface sag 's described by an asphere, the,
the areis correct at only three points: the vertex, and the top and bottom points. ZEMAXusesthe exact surface
sag at these three pointstofit the arc. See also “Export IGES/STEP Solid” on page 151.
If rays miss a surface, then the rays will not be drawnto the surface where the error occurred.If the ray is totg
internal reflected, then the ray will be drawn up to but not past the surface where the error occurred.Rayfailures
can be evaluatedin detail by using the Ray Trace calculation described later in this chapter.

3D Layout

Purpose:

Draws 3D layoutplots of the lens system. The algorithm draws a wireframestyle representation of the lens.
Settings:

 
 

 
 

 
First Surface Thefirst surface to be drawn.

Last Surface The last surface to be drawn.

Either any oneorall wavelengths may be shown

 

 Wavelength

Numberof Rays

Chapter 7: ANALYSIS MENU 68
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  eeeraneunuoee Listy ri or Random to indicate whatthe patter of
defined andlisted ina file, see thediso’eon idicatesthat the rays to be traced are Use". ie e 1 ® "If List is selected the Numberof Rayscourooetinformation on theraylist form
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Description

|

 
     Scale Factor f the scale factor iS Set to zero, then "Fill Frame” will be selected, which will scale the

SonBoece drawn to fill the graphic page.If a numeric value is entered, then the
# Sawn in "real" scale, times the scale factor. For example, a scale factorof1.0 will plot the lens actual « (| ‘ .5 will plotthe lens at half scale. ual size on the printer (not the screen). A factor of 0.5willp

  

  
 

 
 
 

   
 

  
 
   Hide Lens Faces

Hide Lens Edges

Hide X Bars

f checked,this option will suppress drawing of the lens faces, and only the lens edges
will be drawn. Thisis usef : ’z t look cluttered with thefaces drawn. ul because some complicated systems 

 

 
 

  

   If checked, this option will suppress drawingof the outer aperture of the lens. This is
useful for giving the 3D layout a 2D "cross section" appearance.  

  if checked,this option will suppress drawing of the X portions of the lens faces. This
option is useful when "Hide Lens Edges" is checked and "Hide Lens Faces"is not
checked.

  

 
 

 
 
 

Rotation About X The angle in degrees by which the lens appearsto be rotated aboutthe X axis. 
 
 

 
Rotation About Y The angle in degrees by which the lens appears to be rotated aboutthe Y axis. 

  
 

Rotation About Z The angle in degrees by which the lens appears to be rotated about the Z axis. 
   Color Rays By Select "Fields" to use color to distinguish between eachfield position, or "Waves" to

distinguish between each wavelength, or “Config” to distinguish between configurations.  
  

 

Suppress Frame Suppresses drawing of the frame on the bottom of the screen, which leaves more room
for the layoutplotitself. No scale bar, address block, or other data will be displayed. 

 
 

   

  
  

Delete Vignetted If checked, rays are not drawnif they will be vignetted by any surface. 

 

 
 

 

 
Select"All" to draw all configurations at once, or select the one configuration to draw,or
select "Current" to show the active configuration.

Configuration

Offset X, Y, Z

Fletch Rays

Split NSC Rays

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

TheX, Y, and Z direction offset between configurations in lens units. Only has an affect
on the drawingif "All" configurations are being drawn.

 
 
 
 

 

If checked, small arrows are drawn on eachrayto indicate the direction of propagation.

 
 

lf checked, rays from NSC sourceswill be statistically split at ray-surface intercepts.
Rays entering from the entry port are not affected by this setting.

Scatter NSC Rays|If checked, rays from NSC sources will be statistically scattered at ray-surface
intercepts. Rays entering from the entry port are not affected by this setting.

Square Edges Drawsflat faces and edgesif selected, otherwise uses the semi-diameter value to draw
lens edges.

Discussion:

Pressing theleft, right, up, down, Page Up, or Page Downkeyswill rotate the displayed imagefor a different
Perspective.

For rays from the sequential entry port only:If rays miss a surface, then the rays will not be drawnto the surface
Where the error occurred.If the rayis total internal reflected, then the ray will be drawn up to but not past the
Surface where the error occurred. Ray failures can be evaluated in detail by using the Ray Trace calculation

described laterin this chapter. :Whendrawi figurations, an offset may be added to each configuration in the x, y, and z directionsindependently: Eeeaa may all be zero if desired. If the offsets are zero, then all the configurations are
Superimposed: otherwise, the configurations are all displaced from one another by the specified amount. Note
that all offsets are defined from the global coordinate reference surface position. The global coordinate reference
Surface is defined on the Miscellaneoustab of the System, General dialog box.If all offsets are zero, the multiple
Configurations are all overlapped at the global coordinate reference surface.
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file mustbe calleg higina tile The Me! RAY,fined ina” distinct methods Igy fytobe traced are ae ascll, with Ser on each ina nino
If List is chosenfor the ray pattern, the see Thefile fort Aonsists of tw De traced at gach Hele or iand be placed in the main ZEMAX ree implicit format “a s are neq fgand oneforthepynormalizedpubl coordinates. The
wavelength selected. |Example: Four marginal rays are defined by:
0.0 -1.0 !
0.0 1.0

-1.0 0.0 y, Z, |, m,n, and1.0 0. e values %, ¥, 4. 1, M,N, Waven0.0 EXPLICIT laaOv direction cosines, and wavenymye"%|The explicit format file consists of the word. ha he object thickness ising
eSeescooremanates are in objectspaceen ‘to coordinates areraHespuaicoeey tun SatepatenteAuta 1. If the object !s ein prior to refraction into surface 4. 4 fs
Surlace O. In Rothaetera itself is in the object Seared and only thoserayslisted in the file are ty
formatis used, then thefield and wavelength settings 4" Y axis parallel to the Z axis are defined as folly
Example: Three rays at wavelengths 1, 2, and 3 along the 7
EXPLICIT ‘

!
|
;

saome

0.0 -5.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 1

0.0 +0.00.00.00.0 1.02

0.0 +5.0 0.0 0.00.0 1.03

SolidModel

Purpose: |
Draws a hidden-line representationofthe lens.
Settings:
The options are similar to those available for the 3D layout feature. The “Hide Lens Edges"and "Hide X Bay!
checkboxesare not available, and several new controls are added as described below.

Ceee
DXFFile In this text cell enter the name of the OXFformatfile to use. This option is only used!

the button "Export As DXF File" is subsequently pressed. Thefile will be stored ine
default directory for output.

 

    
  
   

     
  
  If pressed,this button will cause the generation of a DXF formatted file whichwill contait

the same datathatis displayed in the graphic window. Thefile nameis givenby the
DXFFile" option. The DXFfile generated is a 3D faceted model of the lens sysiél

Suitable for importing into CAD programs that can read DXFfiles.
Select "Full"
just that muc

Export As DXF File

Radial Segments

Angular Segments|The numberof angular segm : saidrequite more processing time.U°°% © approximate the lens shapes. Largernut

  

  

 
 
 

 

  
     to draw each lens element complete ions oraett y. The 3/4, 1/2, and 1/4 optionsNof the element, yielding a cut away perspective ofthe lens interit

The numberof radial se . bersrequire more processingtime. used to approximate the lens shapes.Larger num"
 
  

  
   

   
  
 

   

Discussion:

The solid modelalgorithm describes the lens as a Collecti hi
hidden from view are removed, which gives the leng wou peoY90N facets. The lines and facets |
layout plots, but produces the best looking results Th Ppearance. This algorithm is slower than”
be modified usingthe radial and angular segment oplishe Of facets used to display the lens elements”

Chapter 7: ANALYSIS MENU =
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“Export As DXFFile" button wi; oe field. The DXF flewillcocoons a 3D DXFfile and storeit in the file name provided in the "DXF
f, show the shapeofcurvedlens faceoH small faceted surfaces in a fully 3D orientation. The facets are used

Wever, the facets ly flat ents which only approximate thece contour. The corner: it ets are nearly flat segm i ly approxne S of eachfacet alwayslie exactly on the real optical surface, but arbitrary points withinthe facet do notfollow the contourof the surface, 2
to define the facet shape, Seealso “Export IG ES/STEPSold Crasirae sag at the corners of each facet

ing the left, right,

Perspective. ant; HP, down, Page Up, or Page Down keyswill rotate the displayed imagefor a different
if rays miss a surface, thenthe rays will not be drawn to the surface where the error occurred.If the rayis total
internal reflected, then the ray will be drawny t Ray failures
can be evaluatedin detail, see "Ray Trace” ae “ssaeh pastthe surface wherethe error occurred. Ray
Wireframe
Purpose:

Draws a wireframe representation of the lens.
Settings:

The settings are identical to those available for the Solid Model feature, including support of DXF export.
Discussion:

The wnenee modelis identical to the solid model, except hidden lines are not removed. This representation
may cause the screen to becomecluttered with lines. The "Hide Lens Faces" option can be usedto clean up the
display. The advantageto this display methodis speed: it is faster than the solid model.
If rays miss a Surface, then the rays will not be drawnto the surface where the error occurred.If the ray is total
internal reflected, then the ray will be drawn upto butnotpast the surface where the error occurred. Rayfailures
can be evaluatedin detail by using the Ray Tracecalculation describedlaterin this chapter.
ShadedMode!

Purpose:

Draws a shaded solid model representation of the lens using OpenGLgraphics.
Settings:

The options are almostidentical to those available for the Solid Modelfeature, except there are additional controls
for setting the lighting level and background color.

ZEMAXElementDrawing

Purpose:
This feature creates a mechanical drawingof surface,singlet, or doublet elements suitable for use in optical shop
fabrication.

Settings:

 
Thefirst surface of the element to be drawn.

Select either "Surface", "Singlet" or "Doublet".

Note File Name The nameof the ASCII file which contains the notes to be appendedto the notes section
of the element drawing. Notes should always start at number 2, since number1 is

Edit Note File

  
 
 

  
   
  

reservedfor the units specification. 
Clicking on this button will invoke the Windows NOTEPAD.EXEeditor, which can then
be used to modify the selected notefile.

  
 

Rad n Tol The radius (1,2,0r 3) tolerance box value.

|Powirn|The power/irregularity (1,2, or 3) tolerance box value.
Clear Apn The clear aperture of the lens on surface n. The default value is twice the semi-diameter

value.  
  
 

71 Chapter 7: ANALYSIS MENU
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Item Description

Thick n Tol The center thickness

Scale Factor

Title

  
If the scale factor is
elementto fill the "9nt ha
the plot will be drawn In

real” 
 
 

  

will plot the element
This field is for any User def

r 
All of these fields are for use Drawing Name  

 Approved

Revision

Drawn By

Project  
   

 Note Font Size Choose Standard, Me

drawing. Smaller fonts permi
  

 if selected, this button will resResetall buttitles
surfaces, but the current text 

Discussion:

The element drawing settings may be stored for the
analysis features, the element drawing feature savesall th

d then new notes andtolerancesfor surface 3 may be |

to zero,set if of the alem

, nt at ac
of 1.0 will plot the Sead scale.

ined text. The defaul

dium, Sinaa anj j ly affec
The Note Font Size setting Seal he fleet

  
 

 
 

a" will be selected, which wi
faving. Ifa numeric value ig ante®

factor. For example,a t
ter (not the screen). A fac

"Fill F

ent crai c
e, times the sca!aoe size on the prin

 t is the lenstitle.

 

  
 

 
  

 

defined text. Any text may be entered. No deja,ya

ine. These are in order of decreasing foF e size of the notefile thatis annotatedgs r
o be displayed.

et all the default tolerances and aperturesfor the spegijaill .
titles will remain as they are.

specific lensfile by pressing the Save button.Unlike may | Sx
e settings for each surface separately. For exampa|&

the notes and tolerances for surface 1 may be saved, and t te
entered and then saved. To recall the settings for any specific surface, change the surface numberto the desis
surface, and then press the Loadbutton.If a match is found with a previously saved surface,the settings forth l
surface will be displayed. This feature makesit e
systems.

An important feature of the element drawing capabil

asy to regenerate complex drawings for multiple elem

ity is the ability to load different note files and place them
the drawing. The default note file "DEFAULT.NOT"is a generic set of notes which will rarely be useful ast
However, the user can modify the notefiles (they are ASCII files which any word processoroftext editorca
modify) and store them underdifferent names. For example, you may want to have a .NOTfile for each typed
optic you design, and then load the most appropriate notefile when the element drawing is generated.
The notefiles should always start at note number 2. Note number1 is reserved by ZEMAXfortheline "yA
dimensions in millimeters" or whatever the current

will be replicated exactly on the element drawing,
lens units are. The line breaks and spacingsin the note!

Whenever a new element drawing is generated, or the "Reset" button is settings villregenerated. The default tolerances are taken from the tolerance data SatohThetaasihnith of ae mil
tolerance rangeis used as the default. For example,if the TTHI
value will be 0.05. Only TTHI, TRAD, and TIRR
generated, the tolerance is set to zero. Note all
requirement.
A handy conversion betweenradius tolerance and t
test against a test plate is given by

#fringes = AR

Chapter 7: ANALYSIS MENU

1

Ag thickness toleranceis -,03, +.05, the toletal?iGrenines are considered. If a suitable default canna!
tolerance fields are text; and may be edited to sul

he power tolerancein fringes for a Newton'sringstype
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he test wavelength.pi i dR isth ius ofis formula is an approximati gth, p is the radial aperture, andKis the radius o curvature.ire J. Wiley & Pa poet for shallow curvatures. For more information, see Malacara, Optical Shop

soElementDrawing
Purpose:
This feature creates an ISO 10414
shop fabrication.
Settings:

0 type drawingof surface, singlet, or doublet elements suitable for use in optical

Description

Thefirst surface of the element to be drawn.

The ISO A 1 reer Drawing iS an interpretation of the drawing specification "ISO 10110 Optics and Optical
Instrumen = eeeact of drawings for optical elements and systems: A User's Guide", by Ronald K. Kimmeland Robert E. Parks, eds., published by the Optical Society of America. For more information see OSA’'s website

 
Discussion;

al WWW.0Sa.Org.

NSC3DLayout

Purpose:

Draws 3D layout plots of the sources and objects ina single NSC group.
Settings:

Fletch Rays lf checked, small arrows are drawn on eachray to indicate the direction of propagation.

Split Rays lf checked, rays from NSC sources will be statistically split at ray-surface intercepts.
Rays entering from the entry port are not affected by this setting.

Scatter Rays If checked, rays from NSC sources will be statistically scattered at ray-surface
intercepts. Rays entering from the entry port are not affected bythis setting.

Suppress Frame Supproeene drawing of the frame on the bottom of the screen, which leaves more roomfor the layoutplotitself. No scale bar, address block, or other data will be displayed.

Color Rays By

Scale Factor

  
 

 
  

  
 

 
 

 
 

 

  
 
 

  
 

Select"All" to draw all configurations at once, or select the one configuration to draw,or
select "Current’ to show the active configuration. 

 
 Select "Sources" to use color to distinguish rays traced from each source, or "Waves"

to distinguish between each wavelength, or "Config" to distinguish between
configurations.  
 

 
 

 If the scale factor is set to zero, then “Fill Frame” will be selected, which will scale the
range of surfaces drawntofill the graphic page.If a numeric value is entered, then the
plot will be drawnin "real" scale,times the scale factor. For example, a scale factor of
1.0 will plot the lens actualsize on the printer (not the screen). A factor of 0.5 will plot
the lens at half scale.

  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 Rotation About X The angle in degrees by whichthe lens appearsto be rotated aboutthe X axis.

Rotation About Y The angle in degrees by which the lens appears to be rotated about the Y axis.

Rotation About Z The angle in degrees by which the lens appears to be rotated aboutthe Z axis.

Offset XY Z The X, Y, and Z direction offset between configurations in lens units. Only has an affect

 
 
 
 
 
 

on the drawingif "All" configurations are being drawn.
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- ich meet the criteria dein= 7Ete Pal s wh '

Description ony oeinformation about thefilter String) by——— 8

Ray Database

 

   
 

 
 
  

ise
] Otherwis : ia

Wath areOraee the discuss!fi é

aSaal ays
If “none”is selected, Net ray
selected, then ray$ ©

  
If blank, alfilter string will be and displayed. Ifa ZRD dawill be traced » will be displayed, In ej ase ws, e databas va large databa ither og ll

rally, re4 aa fatabase af rays is that
filter, if any. iS applied. “avantad 2 Beoa: ZEMAX cannottell jf ¢ .
retracing them. The oie databasé ! replactsplayed: so care should be"
always the same, until the currentlens being pay yata being displavec’t@
databaseis for rays {OTTS Corresponds 10 = files” on page 267. - For
aee27RD file, see “Ray databasinformatio’

  
  
 

 

    

   
      
     

 
 
 

 
 

 

 arts on the 3D Layout feature, Hoy,
d draws rays from sources defineste t

Discussion: terpheey like their coun
The settings in the above table FSO and only traces an
feature only draws objects in a sing ,
the group. oe

Thefilterstringrties. For example, when so. * wsattering «| ane

It is frequently convenient to dra if many rays are traced. The ngyal § ;
splitting are turned on, the layout diagram will Paneee drawn. Thefilter string syntax consists dla e
allows definition of a "test" rays must ee eee ‘erlected, or refracted from an object within the NSCigog f ‘ell!operations betweenflagsthatindicate if a ra
The supported flags are:

Hn: Rayhit object. To test whether
hit object 5, the flag would be H5.

w only rays which hav

euffhy

he form Hn. For example, to testi, E ¥
alla ray hit an object, the flag is of t

s of the form Mn. For example,ope / 2Mn: Ray missed object. To test whether a ray missed an object, the flag i oo
if a ray hit missed object 15, the flag would be M15. PaRin: Rayreflected from object. The flag R7 would testif the ray reflected at object 7. | | |
Tn: Ray transmitted (refracted) in to or out of object. The flag T4 would testif the ray refracted in or oui! (sed
object 4. esd

| |e
Sn: Ray scattered from object n.

Dn: Raydiffracted from object n. Fi

Each flag is evaluated for each ray traced, and the flag is assigned a status of TRUE or FALSE.The flags mi) jipcp
be used alone, or may be combinedusing logical operands. Logical operands generally act on two otherloqeh)
flags (the exception is the NOT operand which acts only on the flag to the right of the operand). The suppti!
logical operands are: Tk

&: Logical AND.Bothflags oneitherside of the & symbol must be TRUEfor the AND operationto retum le
|: Logical OR. If eitherof the flags are TRUE, ORreturns TRUE. |

A Exclusive OR (XOR).If eitherof the flags are TRUE,but not both, XOR returns TRUE. Ms ;
! Logical NOT. Returns TRUEif the flag to the right was FALSE and vice

The parentheses symbols mayalso be usedto set operator precedence
Examples ’

eg example,if the only rays to be draw are those whichhit object 7, thefil
If the only rays to be draw are those whichhit both objects 7 and
H7 & H9

If the rays to be drawn musthave eithera)hit ob; <iobject 15, thefilter string would be a) hit object 7 and object 9, but did notreflect off object6 orb)™
(H7 & HO & !R6) | M15 »

-a -versa. Pe)

ter string would be:

9, thefilter string wouldbe iils,
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St

hefilter string is checked for basic syn ien are checked and reported, yntaXx errors, such as mismatched parentheses,but notall possible syntax
ber of ra i ;

edrsdsientnseept test and are thus drawn may be very small, and perhaps evenRant : S defined fort f t rays parameter), but onlthat fraction of these rays whichpassthefilter will aybeen pha denkre :
NSCShadedModel

Purpose:

Draws a shaded solid model representation of the lens using OpenGLgraphics.
Settings:

The options are very similar to those available for the Sh iaded Model feature, except this feature only drawscomponents and rays from sourcesin a single NSC group. : ?
One eee eae is the option to color detector objects by either the energy incident on the detectorin the
cosas Tiging aree P traced in the layout view. The detector shows false color or black and whitei } erent intensity or any of i tor viewer. See“Detector” on page 244fordetails, y yofthe other options supported by the detecto
Fans

RayAberration

Purpose:

Showsray aberrations as a function of pupil coordinate.
Settings:

Plot Scale Sets the maximum vertical scale for the plots. The maximum scale is in microns for ray
fans, wavesfor OPDplots, or percent for entrance pupil aberration plots. This overrides
the automatic selection of scale for the plots. Enter zero for automatic scaling.

Numberof Rays This is the numberof rays traced on eachsideoftheorigin of the plot.

Wavelength The wavelength numberfor which the calculation should be performed.

The field numberfor which the calculation should be performed.

Tangential Selects which aberration componentto plotfor the tangential fan. Since tangential fans
are functions of the y pupil coordinate, the default is to plot the y componentof the

Sagittal Selects which aberration componentto plot for the sagittal fan. Since sagittal fans are
functions of the x pupil coordinate, the default is to plot the x component of the
aberration.

Check Apertures Specifies whetheror not to checkif rays passall surface apertures.If this is selected,
rays which do not pass surface apertureswill not be drawn.

If checked, the pupil axiswill be scaled to the unvignetted pupil, in which case the data
will reflect the vignetting in the system.If unchecked,the pupil axis will be scaled tofit

aberration.

Selects either color or dashes.

the vignetted pupil.

 

  
  

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
  
 

 
 
 

 
  
 

  
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 Vignetted Pupil

 

 
Discussion:

Thetangential fans showeit
Pupil coordinate of the ray.
transverse ray aberrations are vectors, rthe y Gieaee the plot is labeled EY, whenplotting the x componentof the aberration, the plot is labeled EX.

her the x or the y componentofthe transverse ray aberration as a function of the y
The default option is to plot the y component of the aberration. However, since

this is an incomplete description of the aberration. When ZEMAXplots
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ing plotted is the difference b
h. The ential fan is the plot eefthe gf@Pi. te. The tang Of the acth f

Lehacen coordinate andthe pe fe)ciel ray XOFY Coon the ray x OF ee viee the chieftan ;
re een the ray x or y coordinate A is the difference ontal scale for each grap normalizeda Wy
y Souriseainlcoordinate. The ho al‘ ate as a function of the xp . length chief ra a} |)pupil coordinate,either PX or PY. aged to the primary WAI a YI MONGAon oNi i . the datwae refere ce. For this reason a fo
If "All" wavelengths are shown, then the plot nd is used 8reonochromatic and polychromatic display? inthen the chief ray for the selected wavelengin © betw i i
wavelengthswill in general change when aoe anday component,thefeyAereystons th eon.} n 4 o . if

Becauseray aberrations are vectors, with both a the image plane 'S a "slices" through the py : Wig93 Adescription of the aberrations, especially when rrations along tw ; Upil, "atherotationally symmetric. Also, the fans only indicate abe fan plotis to determine whataberrations are "tyfs the ray i r Hi e Aaover the entire entrance pupil. The primarypeater performance, especially fo systems Without [Ota Fine.
in the system; itis not a complete description ©
symmetry.

OpticalPath
Purpose:
Showsopticalpathdifference as a function of pupll coordinate.
patie. except the only option for "Tangential Fan" ANd "Sai
Theoptionsareidentical to those for ray aberration fans,
Fan" is OPD, since OPDis a scalar quantity.
Discussion: ; ; ;
The wriax sates gun athe botothe gab.ThsSA.ayantheopal ahhSa

or OPD,whichis the difference between the optical pa ny pétweenthe ray path lengths at the eyet 4ray. Usually, the calculation is referenced back to the differen t |
pupil. The horizontal scale for each graphis the normalized entrance pupil coordinate.

an i length based reference spherg;If "All" wavelengths are shown,then the plotis referenced to the primary wave 2 spherechiefray. If Maneencnic, then the reference sphere and chief ray forthe BelAclad WeValenenys Used
reference. Forthis reason, the data for non-primary wavelengthswill in general change whenswitching bety
monochromatic and polychromatic displays.

PupilAberration

Purpose:
Showsentrance pupil distortion as a function of pupil coordinate.

Settings:
Theoptions are identicalto those for ray aberration fans, exceptthe only option for "Tangential Fan’ and "Sag
Fan" is pupil aberration, since pupil aberration is a scalar quantity.
Discussion:

Entrance pupil aberration is defined asthe difference betweenthereal ray intercept on the stop surface aft!
on axis primary wavelength paraxial ray intercept as a percentage of t i ius. If theaberration exceeds a few percent, ray aiming (see the chapter eeraniabe aed on

data be

 
  

 
 
  

*

 

  
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Spot Diagrams

Standard \
Purpose: i,
Show spot diagrams. LY,
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ti ttings:
ig =
FayaDescription

Pattern The pattern may be either hexapolar, square, or dithered. These terms refer to theit Rater satay as they appearin a pupil plane. Defocusthe lens significantly to see the
a, Sie i Nes Dithered spot diagrams are generated by pseudo-random rays which

ot ate the symmetricalartifacts in the spot diagram typicalof rectangular or hexapolar
Pl  Odiocvion©, Pattern is distorted to give the correct distribution of rays if pupilDe Podization is specified. There is no “best” pattern to use, each shows a different
t in. character of the spot diagram.

‘ah ’

‘Sen Reter'v0 The spot diagrams by default are referencedto the real chief ip The RMS and GEO‘Ong ei Sizeslisted at the bottom of the diagram (and defined in the discussion section) are
oa culated assuming the chief ray is the "zero aberration" point. However, this option
allows Selection of two other reference points: the centroid or the middle. The centroid
is defined bythe distribution of rays traced. The middle is defined so that the maximum
ray errors are equalin the x and y directions.

Show Scale Scale baris the default. Selecting "Airy Disk" will draw anelliptical ring around each spot
showing the size of the Airy ellipse. The Airy disk radius is 1.22 times the wavelength
(primary wavelength is used if polychromatic) times the F/# of the system; which in

ita) general depends uponfield position and pupil orientation.If the Airy disk is larger than
the spot, the Airy disk will set the scale size, otherwise the spotsize will set the scale.
Selecting "Square"will draw a box, centered on the reference point, whose width is twice
the distance from the reference point to the outermost ray. Selecting "Cross" will draw

te a cross through the reference point location. The "Circle" setting will draw a circle
ief centered on the reference point.
xit Wavelength The wavelength number for which the calculation should be performed.

1d Thefield numberfor whichthe calculation should be performed.

" Surface Number Selects the surface at which the spot diagram is to be evaluated. This is useful for
n evaluating intermediate images or vignetting.

 

 
 
  

  
 

 

Sets the maximum scale size of the display in microns. A setting of zero will generate
an appropriate scale.

Plot Scale

Delta Focus

Ray Density

 

  The delta focus option is only usedif through-focus spot diagrams are selected. This is
the Z-axis spacing between spotdiagram planes. Five spot diagrams will be shown for
eachfield angle. The defocus will be -2, -1, 0, 1, and 2 times the delta focus provided.
The delta focus units are in microns. For some systemsthe default delta focus may be
too small to cause a changein the spot diagram structure.

 
  

The ray density specifies the number of hexapolar rings to be traced if a hexapolar or
dithered pattern is selected, or the number of rays across the width and heightif a

rectangular pattern is selected. The more rays traced, theaay the accuracy of theRMSspotsize, although the computation time increases. There are 6 raysin thefirst
hexapolarring, 12 in the second, 18 in the third, and so on.

Use Symbols If checked, this option will draw different symbols rather than dots for each wavelength.
This helps distinguish the various wavelengths.

Use Polarization If checked, polarized rays will be traced for each ray required, and the resulting
transmitted intensity through the system will be accounted for. See the “System Menu’

Scatter Rays

 

  

 

 

chapter under “Polarization”for information on defining the polarization state and other
details. Only ZEMAX-EE supports this capability.

ked, rays will be statistically scattered at ray-surface intercepts that have definedeinai Maha Only ZEMAX-EEsupports this capability.
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  Description

 

ion cosines Of therays ratha,
irect a will be the x direction Cosi neh Wha

  will be th t !
data presented The x direction Caa: The image coordinatesyi

   

    
 
  

Direction Cosines If checked, the ie ’ ion co : ;
spatial coordinates oftheibe the ydirecines. Direction cosines are dimensions f
ray, the y direction int direct! oeeeAeshuiateeeEeives as the reference po Canagiar select the one configuration to cray iga ' Ori

s or fl)  iqurations atoATI" w all configurat ‘quration. a
aoene show the active contig een each field position, or "Waves

lor to distinguish betwero distinguish between configure) ‘
Select "Fields" to usecolo”TeCrain, or "Config tng|
distinguish between e

 
   Configuration ”

Color Rays By

Discussion: umber of fiel
The ray density has a maximum value based upon telagrams will trace
defined, and available memory. Through-focus SP°
possible on standard spot diagrams. ey ictance from the reference point (Which is a

point is the dista red, or the middle of the spot cluster)ty fjThe GEOspotsizelisted ontheplot for eachfield tra dle
the chief ray at the primary wavelength, the cone ie aterspre, the GEO spotsize is the radiusof the Circ

 
  

      
  

ds displayed, the numberof WaVelen a
half of the maximum number of yp

=.
ray whichis farthest away from the reference Pp ll the rays: : esa r

centered at the reference point which encloses ¢ | size. The distance between each ray and the reference py, i)adial size. ot is taken. The RMS spotsize gives a raya, |!The RMSspotsize is the root-mean-square F he square ro
is squared, and averaged overall the rays, and then the GA" F-spotsize only givesinformation Abouidea of the spread ofthe rays, since it depends upon every ray:
the one ray whichis farthest from the reference point. a +8 G5a) CBHIForinformation on the X and Y RMSspotsizes; see the “text” listing for the sp g ;

mary wavelength is used if polychromatic) tingsThe Airy disk radius is given by 1.22 times the wavelength (pri eng’ Ee
the Fitof the beam, which in canal depends uponfield position and pupil Neen iiche the radiusto the
first dark ring of the Airy disk for a circular, uniformlyilluminated entrance pupil. The Airy disk may be optionaly |
drawn to give an ideaof the scale of the plot. For example,if all the raysare well within the Airydisk, then the ie
system is often said to be “diffraction limited". If the RMS spotsizeis significantly larger than the Airy disk radius, |
then the system is not diffraction limited. The threshold for diffraction limited performance dependsuponwhi) wT
criterion is used. There is no absolute boundary at which the system becomes diffraction limited. The Airy dis #
shownis not an accurate representation of the diffraction dark ring shape or size if the system does not hay i
uniform illumination orif vignetting is used to eliminate some of the rays. ZEMAX doesnotplot vignettedraysoy
spot diagrams, nor are they used in computing the RMS or GEOspotsizes. ‘
ZEMAX generates grids of rays based upon the wavelength weighting factors and the pupil apodization, if any
The wavelength with the largest weight uses the maximum grid size set by the "Ray Density" option. Wavelengiis
with lower weights use grids with fewer rays to maintain the correct representation in the diagram. Ray gridsat
also distorted to maintain the correctray distribution, if apodization is specified. The RMS spotsize stated one
spot diagram considers the wavelength weighting and apodization factors. However,it is only an estimate ofte |
RMSspotsize based on the rays actually traced.It is not a very accurate estimate for some systems.
The image plane intercept coordinates of the reference point are show iagram.
surface otherthan the imageplaneis specified, then the coordinates are the Feonerrieite thevelein
point on that surface. Since the reference point may be sele i I |wayof determining the centroid coordinates. . TERRE BS ECE TERN2eg
ThroughFocus

Purpose:

Show spotdiagrams as they change through focal planeshifts,
Settings:

The options are identical to the standard spot diagram, |
Discussion:

The through focus spotdiagrams are usefulfor e
focus.

sti ‘

mating astigmatism, or for analyzing best focus of dpi
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FullField
Purpose:
shows spot diagram withall field points on a common scale,
Settings: Penal
The options are identical to the standard spot diagram,
Discussion:

The "Full Field” spot diagram typeis similar to the "Standard"type, exceptall of the spots are plotted with respect
to the same bettetae point, as opposedto a separate rafefahine point for eachfield position. This provides some
idea of how the Spot would lookrelative to theotherfield points. For example,this can be usedto determineif
two closely spaced image points can be resolved, The "Full Field" spot diagram typeis uselessif the spotsize is
smallee ie eames) field size, becausein this case the spots for eachfield will appear as simple "dots".
It “chief ray’ |S Selected as the referencepoint, then the chief rayfor field position 1 will be used.
Matrix
Purpose:

Brnspo diagram as a matrix of individual diagrams, with eachfield along a row and each wavelength down acolumn.

Settings:

The options for the matrix spot diagram are similar to those for the standard spot diagram, except for the addition
of the following option.
 

Description

Ignore Lateral Color|If checked, this option will reference each spot diagram to the reference point for each
field and wavelength independently. This in effect ignores the effects of lateral color
which can displace the reference points for each wavelength. 

Discussion:

The matrix representation is a convenient way of distinguishing the components of wavelength dependent
aberrations.

ConfigurationMatrix

Purpose:
Show spot diagram as a matrix of individual diagrams, with each field along a row and each configuration down
a column.

Settings:
The options for the configuration matrix spot diagram are similar to thosefor the standard spot diagram.
Discussion:

The configuration matrix re
dependentaberrations. Along theleft side o
last configuration arelisted if more than one
configuration data which changes.
MTF

FFTMTF
Purpose:
Computesthe diffraction modulation transfer function (MTF) data for all field positions using an FFT algorithm.

presentation is a convenient way of distinguishing the components of configuration
f the plot the field positions arelisted; only the field positions for the
configuration is shown andthefield definitions are part of the multi-

lieeeSeeeeee
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Settings: a== re
Item =——S=s™'«seseription. "The sampling may be 32x3P aya sample the ques data, calculation times ince84
Sampling The size of the ray grid UEgids more act ase

etc. Although higher samP qaata should be displayed.
—___—_—_—_— = tion limite
Show Diffraction|Select whether or not the diffrac
Limit

m spatial frequency (incycles per millimeter) plotted.
Max Frequency Specify the maximu

 
 ye in the calculation.

Wavelength The wavelength numberto be used in th
“he|i ulation.

Field The field number to be used in the calc —SqaabieaiiiaeAieenes;Select either modulation, real, imaginary, phase, gq |
——1¢ will be traced for each ray required, and the resusne e accounted for. See the "System ian 4) 

 Use Polarization if checked, polarized eh the system will btransmitted intensity throug! for information on defining the polarization state ang Other
hapter under"Polarization r Wedetails,Only ZEMAX-EE supports this capability.

j ti
Selects either solid lines or dashedlines to differen

Discussion:

SSee the discussion sections of the FFT and Huygens Point Spread Functions. Those eg nL
iments also apply to this feature.

 

 

ate the various Curves.

Thediffraction MTF computation is based upon an FFT ofthe pupil data. The resulting MTFis the modulation a|
a function of spatial frequency for a sine wave object, althoughoptionally the real, imaginary, phase,or squag
wave responseis available. The Square wave MTFis the modulation responsefor a square wavetargetof ie|
specific frequency, as opposed to the response to a sine wave target for the other plots. The square wave |
responseis computed from the MTFdata using the following formula:

M(v) _M(3y) » MGy) _M(7v) \ ]1 3 5 7 efts(v)) = = vs

 

-

where S(v) is the square wave response, M(v) is the si i i ; sapiterebiateti Pp (v) inusoidal modulation response, and v is the spal
The cutoff frequency at any one wavelength is given by one over the wa: Vvelength tim :computes the working F/# at each wavelength for eachfield for the sagittal sa aera waeba
This yields accurate MTF data even for systems with anamorphic and chromatic distort ; h asincorporating cylinders or gratings. atic distortion, such as I"
The diffraction calculations are more accurate as the sampling i| .

of the OPD decrease, and the transverse ray aberrationsdecrease,Itheposteoyalee and Ue:
giveee the wavefront sampling is too coarse and aliasing occurs. Aliasin valley PD in the PtZEMAX will attempt to detect whenaliasing occurs, and issue an appropriate amraigenege:Homa. Hocannot automatically detect when the sampling is t ; ;slopes on the wavefront phase. Piling'st00 lowin all cases, especially in the presence of very!
The FFT based MTF assumesa (reasonably) uniform distririb . |

acorae,Somesyste,such as exteely asoanroleshavederi oopeaee FFT based ill thus be inaccurate. For these systems. the Higane stretching ofthe exit puFmore information, see “Huygens MTF" on page 83. , the Huygens MTF should be used instead.

: neh vi Ya Oo ‘ itch jeespecially at low spatial frequencies(the higher frequencyMTee ae geometricITEis very 4
rapidly when aberrations are large!

ey,
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Seonel ‘batae account for vectordiffraction, the MTF data may not be accurate for systems faster
thevjamental Sod sharetoretarerolaee is gradual). For these systems, the OPD fan data are more: ndicator iffractionjimit, the geometric MTF may prove useful, s of performance. If the system is not too close to the diffractio
if shown, the diffraction limit curve is for the aberrati onse at the referencefield position (see"Diffraction Limited” in the chapter “Conventions and Definitions’)e :
The spentelpe Scale of the MTFplot is always in cycles per mm in image space, which is the correct term
for Si saber esponse. The term line pairs per mm is often used, butstrictly speakingline pairs per mm
only etc t MITE Opposedto sinusoidal targets. ZEMAX uses these terms interchangeably, as is common
in es uy) a4 eb d 's always measured in image space, so any magnification of the system needs to be
considered when determining spatial frequency responsefor object space.
FFTThroughFocusMTF

Purpose:

Computes the FFT modulation transfer function data as a function of focus shift ata specific spatial frequency.
Settings:

Sfp
am

ifs

Tyify
2s  

Description

pee The size of the ray grid used to samplethe pupil. The sampling may be 32x32, 64x64,etc. Although higher sampling yields more accurate data, calculation times increase.

The range of defocus used.

.

~ # Steps The numberof focal planes at which the data is computed. A smooth curve is drawn
eee the computed points. More steps yield higher accuracy and longer computationimes.

§

© Wavelength The wavelength numberto be usedin the calculation.
ie

Thefield numberfor which the calculation should be performed.

Select either modulation, real, imaginary, phase, or square wave response.

Use Polarization If checked, polarized rays will be traced for each ray required, and the resultin

 
1a
 

g
transmitted intensity through the system will be accounted for. See the “System Menu”
chapter under“Polarization”for information on defining the polarization state and other
details. Only ZEMAX-EE supports this capability.

Selects either solid lines or dashedlines to differentiate the various curves.

Discussion:

See ‘FFT MTF”on page79 for details.

FFTSurfaceMTF

Purpose:
Displays the FFT computed MTFdata as a 3D surface, contour, grey scale or false color map.This plot is useful
for visualizing the MTF responsefor object orientations otherthan purely sagittal or tangential.

The size of the ray grid used to samplethe pupil. The sampling may be 32x32, 64x64,
etc. Although higher sampling yields more accurate data, calculation times increase.

 
Settings:

  
  

Rotation Rotation specifies how the surfaceplots are rotated for viewing; either 0, 90, 180, or 270
degrees.    
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eSSe=, if1 as
: j t rr

iets Resonant automatic ical scaling Se by the pro fae
‘i @ should b

vert Gray Ne

S aetor Dk at to unity- The scalefactorog, By onc ctor ;ale The scale fa * iat, OF ias
es

aoe plots. Generally, {his s than unity to Compressit, egots. :
hanininity to vertically stretch

Wavelength
ber to be used in

Use Polarization

    
  

 
 arrides th

  
   
    
  
  The field number dete

performed.    

 
  
 

  
  
  
 

 for each ray required, and the jaunewill be traced counted for. See the “Syste sliNinMIf checked, polarized fay gystem will be acce sag, o¥Stem Mg
transmittedintensitythreo?(ns Mformation oepenny the polarizationstate ang.r ia 7 i | vs FRJetuls.OnlyZEMAX-EE supports this capa :

  
 

 

  
    
    
 
 
   

  
 
 

Discussion:

The regular MTFplotis just two orthogonal cross Se
qualitative. See “FFT MTF”on page 79 for details. 7

FFTMTFvs.Field

Purpose: ;Computes the FFT MTFdata asa function of field position, and displays the data In a graph.
Settings:

Desenton

The size of the ray grid us
etc. Although higher samp

The spatial frequencies(in cycles per millimeter) for which data is plotted. —iF
Wavelength The wavelength numberto be usedin the calculation. ie

ctions through the surface MTFplot. Thisplotis pin. NL

 

 
  

 

 

 
 

  ed to sample the pupil. The sampling may be 32x32, 6464
ling yields more accurate data, calculation timesincrease  

 
 

 

 
 
 

 

Use Polarization If checked, polarized rays will be traced for each ray required, and the resulil hi
transmitted intensity through the system will be accountedfor. See the “System Mei i—
chapter under “Polarization” for information on defining the polarization state and oly ‘

 
 

 details. Only ZEMAX-EE supports this capability.

 Remove Vignetting
Factors

Discussion:

See “FFT MTF” on page 79fordetails. This feature
field coordinate.

 
 

If checked, vignetting factors are automati ts abilvignetting factors in the discussion section boisee See eae
Thefield peeis the numberof points between zero degrees and the maximumfiat which the is calculat i : : OO) ksfield points is allowed Mtermediate valuesare interpolated. A maximume” i

 
 

     

  
 

Plots MTF vs. Y field height up to the maximum defined

Vignetting factors determine the size and shape of th ; a
factors” on page 65 forafull discussion) Becauees Pupil as seen from dj ! 2 ‘vign. ori e this a ifferent field points (S22.°iaPereeaeees vignettingth feature needs to eae8 rays Al Teg
automatically be replaced witheurfaceaes checked on Hisdere the use of vigneting rast
more accurate than the vignetting factor method whentheo il ation. The Bteaett 5Hao2Pupil is qata™Overfilled with light. The resulting
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different between the two methods. In some cases, particular! ignetti d to' y where the vignetting factors are being use
define netiieSource beam rather than the aperturesofthe optics, it may be requiredto use the defined
Vigeetaid to determing can, check the "Remove Vignetting Factors" box off. ZEMAXwill then use the closest
defined Ne ermine the vignetting factors to use for an arbitrary field point.
FET MTF Map
Purpose:

Computes the FFT MTF asa functionoffield position, and displays the data over a rectangular regionoffield.
Seitings:

The size of the ray grid used to sample the pupil. The sampling may be 32x32, 64x64,
etc. Although higher sampling yields more accurate data, calculation times increase.

The X orY field width in field units. This is the total width or height, not the half width or
height, Field units are degreesin object spaceif field angle is used, otherwisefield units
are the sameaslensunits.

 
 

Item

X or ¥ Field Width

 

 

 

 
  

 

 

 
   
 

 

 

 

  
 

Frequency The spatial frequency at which to compute the MTF.
Use Polarization

 
 
 i checked, polarized rays will be traced for each ray required, and the resulting

transmitted intensity through the system will be accountedfor. See the “System Menu"
chapter under“Polarization”for information on defining the polarization state and other
details. Only ZEMAX-EE supports this capability.

The wavelength numberto be usedin the calculation, orAll for polychromatic MTF.

 

  

  
 
 

 

 
 

 

 Wavelength

X or ¥ Pixels

 

 The numberof pixels at which to compute the MTFin each respective direction. Note
the size of the pixels is determined by both the numberof pixels and the width of the
field; the pixels are not required to be square. The MTFis computedatthe centerof the
pixel and the MTFis assumedto havethat value over the entire region of the pixelfor
display purposes.

MTF Data Choose Tangential, Sagittal, or average MTFto be displayed.

Reference Field This control selects the field number that corresponds to the center of the map. If zero
is selected the (0, 0) field coordinate is used as the center of the map.

Choose grey scale or false color map as the display option.

Remove Vignetting|If checked, vignetting factors are automatically removed. See “Comment about
Factors vignetting factors” on page 82.

 

  
  
  
  
 
 

 
 

 

 
 

  
 
Discussion:

See “FFT MTF” on page 79 fordetails.
This feature computes the MTF at each field point on a 2D grid. If the total number of points is large, the
computation time may become quite large. See also the Geometric MTF Mapfeature on page 86.

HuygensMTF
Purpose:
Computes the diffraction modulation transfer function (MTF) data using a Huygens direct integration algorithm.
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 tation. High ,orm the compu igher .

idtrace10pone of longer computation timecr 4
 

of rays
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Seitings;

densities yield more accura Saarec
Image Sampling oints on which to comp! e the size ofthe area displayed! | ‘|

i i ns between points |FImageDelta|Delta The distance in micro @ the computed PSF before performing the Fou

u

Thefield number for which the calculation sho aeion | option.

TyPA Select the data to display, currently modulation !s the only ;
y in cycles per millimeter to display.

If checked, polarized rays W nvequlres jar: |itted intensi tem will be accounted for. See the “System Mg
chapterunder"Pola Feeforinformneiton on defining the polarization state and othe

Selects either solid lines or dashedlines to differentiate the various curves.

Discussion:

Description

Thesize of the grid of rt * agedelta, determin

Zero Padding Addsa zero-value guard band aroun
n the calculation.

Max Frequency The maximum spatial frequenc | |
Choosesurface plot, contour map, grey scale, or false color mapas the display optign|

ill be traced for each ray required, and the resuyjigg

chapter under “Polarization’

“S" See the discussion sections ofthe Huygens Point Spread Functions. Those comments isa

Pupil Sampling Selects the size of the grid

ined with t ee aenumber, combine in the image grid.

| th numberto be used i
The Wwaveleng Id be performed.

Use Polarization .

details. Only ZEMAX-EE supportsthis capability.

apply to this feature.

The Huygens MTF computes an FFT of the Huygens Point Spread Function. Theinitial PSF sampling setting
for Image Sampling and Image Delta settings are the same as for the Huygens PSF,thereforeit is instru
do a Huygens PSF first (see “Huygens Point Spread Function” on page 90). The zero padding setting add
intensity values around the PSF and hasthe visual effect of increasing the pixel density in the transform
the transform is done on the PSFin image space coordinates, the tangential response corresponds to
frequenciesin the y direction in local image surface coordinates, and the sagittal response correspondsto
frequenciesin the x direction, The Huygens MTFalso has no dependenceonthelocation ofraysin the
pupils. The MTFeebe eanaess“system that the Huygens PSF can be computedfor|many non-sequential systems using ports where reference rays required by other di j woehEee rr ele reetnetpaies formed iw multiple Ceaaeeeeoverlapped. Systems with extreme exit pupil distortion, su Yopewith the Huygens technique. ‘ ch as very fast off-axis reflectors, are also
The spatial frequency scale of the MTFis always in cycles per mm in image spac

HuygensSurfaceMTF

Purpose:
Computes thediffraction modulation transfer function (MT Eand displays the data as a surface,grey scale,false nfon A preyf H
Discussion:

This feature is very similar to the Huygens MTF feature, as describ
GeometricMIF
Purpose:

uygensdirectintegration algo™

ed on page 83,
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oii the geometric MTF, which is an approximation to the diffraction MTF based upon ray aberration data.
Seltings.

 Description

Sampling une ee of the ray grid used to sample the pupil. The sampling may be 32x32, 64x64,
¢. Although higher sampling yields more accurate data, calculation times increase.

Max Frequency The maximum spatial frequency (in cycles per millimeter) for which data is plotted.
Wavelength The wavelength numberto be usedin the calculation.

The field numberfor which the calculation should be performed.

  
  
  
  

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Multiply by Whench ida ;Bitfraction Limit ecked, will scale the geometric MTF bythe diffraction limited MTFto yield a
more realistic result for systems with small aberrations. Should always be used.

 Use Polarization If checked, polarized rays will be traced for each ray required, and the resulting
transmitted intensity through the system will be accounted for. See the “System Menu
chapter under“Polarization”for information on defining the polarization state and other
details. Only ZEMAX-EE supports this capability.

If checked, rays will be statistically scattered at ray-surface intercepts that have defined
scattering properties. Only ZEMAX-EE supports this capability.

  

  
 

  
 

  

Scatter Rays  
 

  
Discussion:

The geometric MTFis a useful approximation to the diffraction MTF if the system is not close to the diffraction
limit. The primary advantageto using the geometric MTFis for systems which have too many wavesof aberration
to permit accurate calculation of the diffraction MTF. The geometric MTF is also very accurate at low spatial
frequencies for systems with large aberrations.

GeometricThroughFocusMTF

Purpose:
Computes the geometric MTF data through focus at a specific spatial frequency.
Settings:

ie_—«d(aeeeaa
Sampling Thesize of the ray grid used to sample the pupil. The sampling may be 32x32, 64x64,

etc. Although higher sampling yields more accurate data, calculation times increase.

Delta Focus The range of defocus used.

Frequency The spatial frequency (in cycles per millimeter) for which datais plotted.

# Steps The numberof focal planes at which the data is computed. A smooth curve is drawn
through the computed points. More steps yield higher accuracy and longer computation
times.

Wavelength The wavelength numberto be usedin the calculation.
The field numberfor which the calculation should be performed.

Multiply by|When checked,will scale the geometric MTF by the diffraction limited MTFto yield a
Diffraction Limit more realistic result for systems with small aberrations, Should always be used.

if checked, polarized rays will be traced for each ray required, and the resulting
transmitted intensity through the systemwill be accounted for. See the “System Menu”
chapter under “Polarization”for information on defining the polarization state and other
details. Only ZEMAX-EE supports this capability.

Use Polarization 
85 Chapter 7: ANALYSIS MENU
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(an Description datray : hava |
‘ati trere ‘ bility. det: tically sca this capability inten

Scatter Rays if checked, rays will be seZEMAX-EEsupp
scattering properties. ~~ 10 differentiate the various curves,

r dashed lines Se
  

     Use Dashes Selects either solid lines © 

Discussion: ils.Seabe Facies Transfer Function section on page aoa oe
eometr Ti

Purpose:

Computes the geometric modulation
Settings: oe, Field feature, with the added ability to scape IMP afl
Thesettings are identicalto those for the (diffraction) MTF vs. "a i Pi
Discussion:

This feature is nearly identicalto the (di
than thediffraction based MTF. The GM

GeometricMTFMap
Purpose: 4 ; re : ‘
Computes the geometric modulation transfer function data as a function offield position, and displays the da
over a rectangular region offield.

Settings:

Sampling The size of the ray grid used to s
etc. Although higher sampling yie

X or Y Field Width The X orYfield widthinfield units. This is the total width or height, notthehalfw athe
height. Field units are degreesin object spaceif field angle is used, otherwisefield un
are the sameaslensunits.

Frequency The spatial frequency at which to compute the GMTF. 7

Use Polarization If checked, polarized rays will be traced for each ray required, and the resultin
transmitted intensity through the system will be accounted for. See the “System
chapter under“Polarization” for information on defining the polarization state andot
details. Only ZEMAX-EE supports this capability. q

Wavelength The wavelength numberto be usedin the calculation,orAll for polychromatic GMTF
X or Y Pixels The numberof pixels at which to compute the GMTF in each respectivedirection. No

the size of the pixels is determined by both the numberof ae and the width
field; the pixels are not required to be square. The GMTFis computedatthethe pixel : .Hb pneeoute is assumedto havethat value overthe entire regionof the?

i i itio .

rans fl

f e, except the geometric MTFis a /ffraction) MTF vs. maIdiffraction limit for this analysis, bes ahaTF is always scaled by the di

 

 

 
 ample the pupil. The sampling may be 32x32,

lds more accurate data, calculation timesincre  
   

 
 
  

  

  
 

 
  
   
  

   
  

 
  
 
 
 

 

 
  
  
 

  
 

MTF Data Choose Tangential, Sagittal, or average GMTFto be displayed
Reference Field This control selects the fjvalue zero refers to t 8 eel number that corresponds to the centerof thedefined there. Ne center of the object (hx = 0, hy = 0), evenif no field P?   
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Description

Scatter Rays If checked, rayswill be Statistically scattered at ray-surface intercepts that have defined
cattering properties. Only ZEMAX-EE supports this capability.

Remove Vignetting|If checked, vignetting factors are automatically removed. See “Comment about
Factors vignetting factors” on page 82.
 
Discussion:

See the eomeyiy Transfer Function on page 84 for details. This feature computes the GMTFat eachea
on a 2Dgrid. I thetotal numberofpoints is large, the computation time may becomequite large. See also the
(Diffraction) MTF Mapfeature on page 83,
PSF

FFT Point Spr Fi i

 

Purpose:

Computesthe diffraction point spread function using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) method.
Settings:
 

 
Sampling The size of the ray grid used to sample the pupil. The sampling may be 32x32, 64x64,

etc. Although higher sampling yields more accurate data, calculation times increase.

Display

Wavelength

Field Thefield numberfor which the calculation should be performed.

Selectlinear (intensity), logarithmic (intensity), or phase.

Choose surfaceplot, contour map, grey scale, or false color map as the display option.

Use Polarization If checked, polarized rays will be traced for each ray required, and the resulting
transmitted intensity through the systemwill be accounted for. See the “System Menu”
chapter under“Polarization” for information on defining the polarization state and other

Image Delta

details. Only ZEMAX-EE supports this capability.

Discussion:

The FFT method of computing the PSFis very fast, however, a few assumptions are made whichare not always
valid. The slower, but more general Huygens method makesno such assumptions, andis described in the next
$6Ction.

 
 

  
  
 
 

The display size indicates whatportion of the computed data will be drawn. The display
grid can be any size from 32 x 32 up to twice the sampling grid size. Smaller display
sizes will show less data, but at higher magnification for bettervisibility.

 

  
 

 

 Rotation specifies how the surfaceplots are rotated for viewing; either 0, 90, 180, or 270
degrees.
 

 
 

 
 

 

The wavelength numberto be usedin the calculation. 

   

  
  
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 The delta distance between points in image space, measured in microns. If zero, a

default spacing is used. See the discussion fordetails. 

  if checked, the peakintensity will be normalized to unity. Otherwise, the peakintensity
is normalized to the peak of the unaberrated point spread function (the Strehl ratio).
 

The FFT PSF computesthe intensity of the diffraction image formed by the optical system for a Single point source
in the field. The intensity is computed on an imaginary plane whichlies perpendicularto the incident chief ray at
the reference wavelength. The reference wavelength is the primary wavelength for polychromatic computations,
or the wavelength being used for monochromatic calculations. Because the imaginary planelies normalto the
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imistic (a smaller PSF)verly optim’ vith tilted i ceeFFT PSF correeefor systems Wi) Draken"a Plane,wy
POELeeeet,BoThis js often the Frjrom the telecentric conc A eyea ateBteeaioe ® teneestne image SUTacS lies in Ine far Held oyeith aberrate 4 makes is that ® rfaceis fairly Close to the geort'® oy
The other frisin esbunicten theETney te if the Iont e not foeee Thereis no haetig ‘am. This means the compute Ort See ee i 'er all rays; or utarether way, that theetRigid a few hundred wannave large transverserey :iimit, h i rration ri I ralseen ae uaeale,Oth very little wavefront tie irection.In this case, atransverse aberfor exampl " i aati a hi h only focuses rays along m diameter. The Huygens PSF methoq May,along Seiniscised Rieetian will be on the order of the bea Vp
more accurate results in these cases aS well. \ar diffraction theory applies. the vectorialt scala fast, around F/1.5 (in air) oFfastFor mostlenses,a less important assumption IS ia

Que

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 

tare ve Sr. The gelight is not accountedfor. Thisis significant in systemshen the F/# is very fast. Oey
theory predicts overly optimistic (a smaller PSF) a than perhaps 20 begiee) the exit pupil ab,Y al (less FT PSF is accurate and

AaaTaeaerietesener sonable, then the F ge
faster than the Huygens PSF method. i A solid understandiarison.Asolid U INQ On the pay,
When i id be employed for compen cognize case noSererieeececemewenSeas of computation Is gahernicl1 FO2"S = where Ries "i
may be compromised.

ly norm rationnerally

tions are rea erally my

The FFT PSFalgorithm exploits the factthat the diffraction loonSoandchmesIieaki. onamplitude of the ontin the exit pupil © ; eae te : in| PUDSombuted fora aridCrrarae FFT is performed, and the diffraction image WSrest eetihikeess’
Thereis a tradeoff between the sampling grid size in thepupil, and the soeaee bie diffractioning
For example, to decrease the sampling period in the diffraction image, the "4 Hie g Period In the pupilincrease. This is done by "stretching" the pupil sampling grid so thatit overfills the Pupil. This process ng
fewerpoints actuallylie within the pupil.
As the sampling grid size is increased, ZEMAX scales the grid on the pupi c nere !yielding closer sampling in the diffraction image. Each tingpoints thatlie on the pupil, while simultaneously Wg In ¢ Nlgrid size is doubled, the pupil sampling period (the distance between points in the pupil) decreasesbythes

ling period also decreases by the squareroot of 2ingroot of 2 in each dimension, the image plane samp
dimension, and the width of the diffraction image grid increases by a factor of the square rootof2(sir
are twice as manypoints in each dimension).All ratios are approximate, and asymptotically correct forlarges
The stretching is referenced to a grid size of 16 x 16. The 16 x 16 grid of points is placed overthe pupi
points thatlie within the pupil are actually traced. Forthis grid size, the default distance between poinis
diffraction image planeis given by

pupil to yield an increasein the numb

AX = pix2A Dir

whereF is the working F/# (not the same as the image space F/# i j hiis the numberof points acrossthe grid,in this case 16 (theeecs
the fact the pupil is not centered on the grid (sinc softis due to the zero-padding described Tatar (since nis even), but is offset at n/2 + 1. The 2n in the deral
For grids larger than 16 x 16 (and ZEMAXstarts at 32 x 32) a: the grid is by de in pupil sofactor of «/2 each time the sampling density doubles. The general formula beCiraon oo

AX = ,pt=2f16q'/22n n | ,
and thetotal width of the image data grid is

W = Ax(Qn— 1),
Chapter7: ANALYSIS MENU
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gincetne SeaeWie Pupil grid decreases the numberof sample points in the pupil, the effective grid size
the cae thasaihelpaiene Ippceee traced rays) is smaller than the sampling grid. The effective grid sizeincre Increases, but not as quickly. The following table summarizes the approximate effectivegrid size for various sampling density values. quickly. The following table su pp

DEFAULT EFFECTIVE GRID SIZES FOR PSF CALCULATIONS

Sampling Grid Size Approximate Effective Pupil Sampling

128 x 128 45x45

256 x 256 64 x 64

1024 x 1024 128 x 128

The sampling is also a function of wavelength. The discussion aboveis only valid for the shortest wavelength
used in the calculation. If the computation is polychromatic, then the longer wavelengthswill be scaled to have
smaller effective grids. The scale factor used is the ratio of the wavelengths. This should be considered when
selecting sampling grids for systemswith broad wavelength bands. For polychromatic computations, the data for
shorter wavelengths is more accurate than for longer wavelengths.

The default image delta, Ax, can be selected manually if a different sampling distance is required. If the image
delta is zero, ZEMAX usesthe default spacing and sampling grids described above.If the image delta is greater
than zero, then ZEMAX scales the pupil sampling to yield the desired image delta size. The actual amountof
stretching depends upon the grid size, the image delta, the defined wavelengths, the F/#’s at each field and
wavelength, and the aspectratio of the exit pupil. If the image delta is set too small, then the not enoughpoints
will be left to sample the pupil; if the image delta is too big, then the pupil grid will not extend over the full width
of the exit pupil. Both of these cases are trapped by ZEMAXand an error messagewill be issuedif they occur.
Once the sampling is specified, ZEMAX doubles the array size in a process called "zero padding". This means
fora 32 x 32 sampling, ZEMAX usesthe center portion of a 64 x 64 grid. Therefore, the diffraction point spread
function will be distributed over a 64 x 64 size grid. The sampling in the image space is always twice the pupil
sampling. Zero padding is performed to reducealiasing.

FFTPSFCrossSection

Purpose:
This feature plots cross sections through thediffraction Point Spread Function.
Settings:

Bieeteeee
Sampling The size of the ray grid used to sample the pupil. The sampling may be 32x32, 64x64,

ete. Although higher sampling yields more accurate data, calculation times increase.

Row/Col

Wavelength The wavelength numberto be used in the calculation.
The field numberfor which the calculation should be performed.

Type Select X or Y cross sections,either linear, logarithmic, or phase. X cross sections are
called rows, and Y cross sections are called columns,butthis is arbitrary

 

   
  
  

 
 

 
 

 

  
 
 

 

 
 
 

  
 

 
 

 The row or column to display. For a sampling of 32 x 32, there are 64 rows and 64
columns(see the discussion section of the Point Spread Function feature). Whether a
row or a columnis used depends uponthe "Type"setting.  
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 each ray required, and the =

ve ccounted for. See the “Syston. ih
ing the polarization staja and oH

 
 

Description  
  

 
ill be traced

larized rays WI will be act

ected intensity analpbayemation elaka a ar A a i A

SnareanyZEMAK-EE supports this CAPT”
y will be normalik intensit oint spr‘aoatethe peak of the unaberrated p

Use Polarization

Normalize

Discussion:
jon. Those commentsalso »,.-See the discussion section of the FFT Point Spread Functio SO ap

this feature.

   

 
 
 

 
  

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

   

 
  

  
 

unity. Otherwise,the peak ja.zed 10 spread tunetion (the Streninten
     

 

the PSFis computed directly from thes
correctin all cases. What constitutes pe.m the PSF data. Because
es such as the spot diagram,stem may notbeae oordinat

The cross sections are taken directly fro
in the exit pupil, the orientation of the coordiné a
x or y maynot agree with data presented in image space
Huygen t ti

Purpose:. nny, E : s wavelets method,Computesthe diffraction point spread function using direct integration of Huygen od
Settings: 
 
 

 

 
  

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Item Description

Selects the size of the grid of raysPupil Sampling
densities yield more accurate resu

| S. i ize of the grid of points on which to computethe diffraction image intensi rhishhaa eee: combined withthe image delta, determine the size of the area cisplatall
Image Delta The distancein microns between points in the imagegrid.

Rotation specifies how the surface plots are rotated: either 0, 90, 180, or 270 degree

Select linear (intensity), or logarithmic (intensity). 4 |
lf checked, the peakintensitywill be normalized to unity. Otherwise, the peak 7
is normalized to the peak of the unaberrated point spread function (the Strehl

‘ShowAs|Choossreeplotconburmap,eyelofaecolmapasth
Use Polarization_|If checked, polarized rays will be traced for each ray required, and the resi

transmitted intensity through the system will be accountedfor. See the "Syste
chapter under “Polarization” for information ibe lh 4 otdetails. Only ZEMAX-EE supports this capabiliants the polarization state an@

Discussion:

Onewayofconsidering the effects ofdiffraction is to imagin : arwith an amplitude and phase. Each of these point fumeseePoint on a wavefront as a perfect pol”
“Huygens wavelet’ after Huygens, whofirst proposed the model. The a spherical "wavelet", sometimes
through spaceis given bytheinterference, or complex sum, of allesitereer it pro

 

to trace to perform the computation. Higher samp
Its at the expense of longer computationtimes,
 

 

 
  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
  
   
 

 

   
  

 
 

  
 

If checked, the plotwill be centered ii ; “ketplot will be centered onthechief aie the geometric image centroid. If unchecke  
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fo compute the Huygens PSFa grid of ra
particular amplitude and phase wavelet. T
gum of all these Wavelets, squared. Unlik
plane tangent to the image surfaceatthe
the surface. not the chief ray. Therefore, t
py either the image planeslope, the chie
the Huygens method accounts
image surface. This is an import
advantage to the Huygens PSF
direct comparison between PS

Ys IS launched through the optical system, and each ray represents a
he diffraction intensity at any point on the image surface is the complex
© the FFT PSF, ZEMAX computes the Huygens PSF on an imaginary
chief ray intercept. Note the imaginary plane is normal to the normal of
he Huygens PSF accounts for anylocaltilt in the image surface caused
f ray incidence angle, or both.

forthe evolving shapeofthediffraction image as the beam propagates along the
anteffect if the image surfaceis tilted with respect to the incoming beam. Another
method is that any grid size and spacing, may be selected bythe user. This allows

F's from twodifferent lenses, evenif the F/#'s or wavelengthsare different.
The only disadvantageof the HuygensPSFis speed. Direct integration is slow when compared to the FFT method
(see the Ceci Section for details). The computation time danaris uponthe pupil grid size squared times the
image grid size squared, times the numberof wavelengths. ZEMAX accounts for any symmetry the system has.
Wavefront

Lif25ff
re

 
%

WavefrontMap
Purpose.

Displays the wavefront aberration,
Settings:

Sampling Thesize of the ray grid used to sample the pupil. The sampling may be 32x32, 64x64,
etc. Although higher sampling yields more accurate data, calculation times increase.

oaned specifies how the surface plots are rotated for viewing;either 0, 90, 180, or 270egrees.

Scale The scale factor is used to override the automatic vertical scaling set by the program on
the surface plots. The scale factor can be greater than unity to vertically stretch the plot,
or less than unity to compressit.

  
 

 

  
 
  
  

 
 

 
 

 Wavelength The wavelength numberto be usedin the calculation. 

The field number for which the calculation should be performed.

 
  

 
   

 
 

 
 

To|By default, the wavefront aberration is referenced to the reference sphere for the
wavelength being used. If this box is checked, then the primary wavelength reference
sphere will be used instead. In other words, checking this box will cause the data to
exhibit the effects of lateral color.

Reterence

Primary

 
 

  

 

 
 

 

 
By default, the shape of the pupil is distorted to show the approximate shapeof the exit
pupil as seen from the on axis chief ray imagepoint. If this box is unchecked, then
instead the plot will be scaled to circular entrance pupil coordinates, no matter how
distorted the exit pupil may actually be.

Choose surface plot, contour map, grey scale,or false color map as the display option

Use Exit Pupil
Shape

Discussion:

See also the Interferogram feature described below,
interferogram
Purpose;
Generates and displaysinterferograms.
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Seltings:

Sampling

Wavelength

 

 
7_ The sampling may be 32,35"ample thePuPrate data. calculation times nee is 

 
 
 
 

  
Description 10

The size of the ray 9d Ea yields m0 ful for modeli <atc, Although higher samp sr wave of OPD- wer Odeling doubjes
nges Peof two):er offriDetermines the numb ie fact - :interferometers (i.2. US® a sca sae oat map as the display option,

le, or 14

 

 
  

 
 

 

  
  
 
 
 

  

 

 

 
  

 
 

grey sc be usedin the calculation.Choose contour map:

elength is the wavelen
eca

din the x-dire

gth number to
The wav Id be performed.
Thefield number for which th

f tilt to ad
a eR dd in the y-direction after applying the scale fag,oa :Y-Tilt The numberof waves Of wis See the discussion.

Selects the first beam for the interferogram seein
Selects the second beam for the interferogram. :

d 2. The phase (o ohThis feature works by computing two pupi one each frombenided as 4 function of the.et
two pupil maps is subtracted, and then optionally some linea OPD as computedfor any one config aiecoordinate to simulatetilt fringes. The individual beams May i a alg
a "reference" beam which hasidentically zero OPD maybe seleciee. eeeeee ]
interferometers may be simulated by modeling the two paths through aea¥ this apace is inter :
then computing the interferogram of the two resulting beams. The accu ¥ ey
simplifying assumptions: -

-Anylateral shift or magnification difference between the two beamsis ignored;it is assumedthat the
perfectly overlap at the exit pupil.
-Any differencesin transmission are ignored; so the two OPDvalues at any one pointin the pupil areassto be of equalvaluein intensity and the phase can be subtracted to yield the net phase difference.

FoucaultAnalysis

Purpose:
Generates and displays Foucault knife-edge shadowgrams.
Settings:

fen___|BONNoe.eeoe_
Sampling The size of the ray grid used to sample the pupil. The sampling may be 32x¢

jculation shou ,
ction after applying the scale fagigs

 

  
 

  

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

  
Discussion:

| maps,

  

 
 

etc. Although higher sampling yields more accurate data, calculation times

Selects eitherlinear or logarithmic display of the data. 7  
  

 
 

 

Show As Choose surface, contoudisplayoption. r'map, grey scale, false color map, or cross section!

Wavaleouth The wavelength is the wavelength numberto be used in the calculation 
 

   
 

 
 

hen "Show As" is sel es "numberto display. ected to be a cross section, this control definesthe rowor®Row/Col
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Description  
 
 

 EeriHorizontal Above, Horizontal Below,VerticalLeft, or Vertical Right. The Vertical
ae nife blocks out all the lea near focus from the knife position coordinate left; that3 eee negative x coordinates. The Vertical Right blocks all ign from the knifeHoa lon rightward. The Horizontal Above blocksall light from the knife position up, and
uaa Below blocksall light from the knife position down. The termsleft, right, up
imnaue'suraer to the -x, +x, +y, and -y directions in the local coordinate syste of the

ue Position in micronsrelative to the chief ray of the knife. The coordinate is assumed© be in X or Y depending upon whether an X orY knife is selected.

 
  
  

  
  

    Position

  
 

 

 
  

 
 

 

MG computed shadowgram,the reference shadowgram,orthe difference between the
© maybe selected. See the discussion for details.   

  
 
 

Use Polarization If checked, polarized rays will be traced for each ray required, and_the resulting
transmitted intensity through the system will be accounted for. See the “System Menu!
chapter under“Polarization”for information on defining the polarization state and other
details. Only ZEMAX-EE supports this capability.

The name of the bitmap reference imagefile.

Decenter X/¥ The decenter in X or Y of the reference shadowgram imagerelative to the computed
shadowgram image. The units are relative to the full width or height of the reference

Scale X/¥

shadowgram image. For example, an X Decenterof 0.25 will shift the reference image
relative to the computed image by 25%ofthe full width of the reference image.

The scale factor in X or Y of the reference shadowgram imagepixels relative to the
computed shadowgram imagepixels.

Discussion:

This feature simulates the placement of either an X- or Y- oriented knife edge at any position near focus; then
computes the resulting shadowgram after propagating the vignetted beam backto the nearfield. The method of
calculation involves computing thediffraction based complex amplitude point spread functionat focus via the FFT
method; then a portion of the complex amplitude is vignetted by the simulated knife edge, and the remaining
complex amplitude is propagated back to the near field. The shadowgram calculated this way is called the
"computed" shadowgram forthis feature.
This feature also allows the import of either a BMP or JPG bitmapfile of a reference or measured shadowgram.
The reference shadowgram may be displayed for convenient checkof orientation.
The difference between the computed and reference shadowgram maybe displayed. ZEMAX computes the RMS
difference between the computed and reference shadowgrams, and this RMSdifference may be optimized using
the FOUC operand described in the chapter “Optimization”. Optimizing the RMSdifference permits quantitative
determination of the aberrations presentin the beam that created the measured shadowgram. Whencalculating
the difference between the computed and reference shadowgram,the two images must be registered together
to overlap correctly. The decenter x/y and scale x/y controls are usedfor registering the two images.
Surface

SurfaceSaq
Purpose:
Displays the sag of a surface as a 2D color or contour map,or as a 3D surfaceplot.
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Settings:

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

olDescription : sampling may be 32x39 .upil. The lation t <, Bag,: 2 7 used to sample the P te data, calculation times ing.Sampling The size of the ray grid us ling yields more BCCA an odd sampling number eu aetc. Although higher samp i 1,s0ZEMAX cofallyincreases the sampling oh the data.
This allowsfor a more symmetric display

-< to be displayed as 4 contour Map.This seq
e data Is tours are definedin lensunitsContours The contour increment to use ifthe Ge he conneolhas no affect on the other types of displays. : f

isplay Tor.

The surface numberto compute the sag display lor map as the disp] z
ia Choosesurfaceplot, contour map, grey scale, or false CO Play op ion

sent on the surface; even if the aperturg
id otpoints inXY plane, and the Z value ofthe sag igy

Discussion:

This feature accounts for the size and shape of a
decentered. The sag is computed on a uniform gr
displayed data.
See also the Surface Phase feature described below.

SurfacePhase

Purpose: ik
Displays the phase ofa surface as a 2D color or contour map, or as a 3D surface plot.
Settings:

fie—*(Deenrr
le the pupil. The sampling may be 32x32,Samplin The size of the ray grid used to samp ybe32x32i ete. Although higher sampling yields more accurate data, calculation timesin

ZEMAXactually increases the sampling by 1, so that an odd sampling numberisus
This allows for a more symmetric display of the data.

Contours The contour incrementto useif the data is to be displayed as a contour map.Thissett
has no affect on the other types of displays. The contours are definedin periods;ea
period is a phase changeof 27.

The surface number to compute the phasedisplay for. .

Choose surface plot, contour map, grey scale, or false color mapasthe display optic

Discussion:

This feature accounts for the size and shape of any aperture present on the surface; even if the ap
decentered. The phaseis computed on a uniform grid of points in XY plane, and the phase valueis the d
data. This feature defines phasein units of periods; so one period represents a phase changeof 2m.
which do not impart a phase changeto the ray, such as the Standard su ill dieverywhereon the surface phasedisplay. See also the Surface Sag feature degatthi! sepey a phase ¢
RMS

RMSvs.Field|
Purpose:
Plots RMSradial, x, and y spot size, RMS wavefront ,monochromatic or polychromatic. error, or Strehl ratio as a function of field angle ®
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5

i

}

 
settings:

a Description 
 
 

  
  
 

 
  

If the method is GauSsian i cifies the numberof radialrays to be traced, quadrature, then the ray density speci€ traced. The more rays traced, the greater the accuracy, although the
Seeanen lime increases. The maximum number is 20 which is sufficient for pupil
Pdations Up to order 40. If the method is rectangular array, then the ray density
indicates the grid size. Rays outside the circular entrance pupil are ignored. See the
Discussion" section for details.

Thefield density is the numberof points between zero degrees and the maximumfield
angle specified at which the RMS/Strehlratio is calculated, intermediate values are
interpolated. A maximum of 100field points is allowed.

 
  
  
 

 
  

 
 

 
     Field Density

  

Plot Scale

Select +y, -y, +x, or -x field direction. Note the data will only be computedto the limits ofOrientation

the definedfields in the selected direction.

Selects either color or dashes.

Wavelength Select"All" to display data for each wavelength and a polychromatic computation,select
any one wavelength to plot monochromatic data,or select "Poly Only" which only plots
the polychromatic data.

Show Diffraction
Limit

 Sets the maximum vertical scale for the plot. Zero results in automatic scaling.
Selects either
methodis very
to be vi

 

  
  

 

Gaussian quadrature or rectangular array. The Gaussian quadrature
fast and accurate, but only worksif there is no vignetting. If any rays are

gnetted, then rectangular array is more accurate.

 
  

  Selects either wavefront error,
ratio.  

 
spot radius, spot x-direction, spot y-direction, or Strehl

 

 
  
  
  
 

 
 

 

Select either chief ray or centroid. For monochromatic calculations, the specified
wavelength is used for reference. For polychromatic calculations, the primary
wavelength is used for reference. Both reference points subtract out wavefront piston.
The centroid reference mode also subtracts outthetilt of the wavefront, which yields
smaller RMS values.

 

  
 

 
 

  

 
 

 
    
  

 

If checked, then a horizontalline indicating the diffraction limited responsewill be drawn
on the plot. For RMSradius,x, or y; the diffraction limit is assumed to be 1.22 times the
working F/# on axis times the wavelength (primary wavelength if polychromatic). The
changein the diffraction limit due to changesin F/# with field are ignored; a single value
is used acrossthe rangeof the plot. For Strehl ratio, 0.8 is used, and for RMS wavefront,
0.072 wavesis used, These are all approximate indicators for convenience only; the
actual meaning of “diffraction limited” may be opento interpretation.

  

 

  
  

 

Use Polarization If checked, polarized rays will be traced for each ray required, and the resultintransmitted intensity through the systemwill be accountedfor. See the “System Menu
chapter under “Polarization”for information on defining the polarization state and other
details. Only ZEMAX-EEsupports this capability.

If checked, vignetting factors are automatically removed. See “Comment about
vignetting factors” on page 82.

Discussion:
This feature calculates the RMSerrororStrehlratio as a functionoffield angle for each wavelength and gives a
Wavelength-weighted polychromatic result as well.
Twodiff of calculation are used; either a Gaussian quadrature method,or a rectangular array ofrays. Forthe Gatos quadrature method, the rays traced are arranged in 4 radial pattern with an optimal
Weighting to estimate the RMS with a minimum numberof rays. The methodis described in a paper by G. W.
Forbes (JOSA A 5 P1943). Although the methodis very efficient, the algorithm is not accurateif some of the rays
4 clipped due to surface apertures.

 
 

 Remove Vignetting
actors
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an OPD, whichyields jp ;ts out the me : | ff iFor wavefront RMS computations, ZEMAX automatically SOsee t f torrAMnswithSune /
standard deviationrather than the true RMS. uk he RMS weetrays for sufficient accuracy, Peri ae
Seaeseda lar arognee aae@ use of the rectangular '

ave  

 
 

 

 
  

unction of wavelength,Purpose: or Streht ratio as af‘oF,
Plots RMS radial, x, and y spot size, RMS wavefront err
Settings:

 
   density specifies the numberof ragp

   
     

  
   
 

 

   
  

 

 

 

   
   

 
 
 
 

 

  
  
 
   

 
 

  
 

tem Description waythen ad

Fay Donely|The mothogie Gavegan avecralveig, tne greattheaccuracy,although g
Byeoeoensmoreaees. The maximurnNUTangular array, then the rayim

indicates theand Siderfooulede jhe circular entrance Pupil are ignored. Seg ipindicates the g . !

"Discussion"section for details. a
az <7 ints between the minimu AXIMUM define

ave BErER eureOneTOLon ratio eee intermediate values a
interpolated. A maximum of 100 points Is BeMAS :

i ti i 1Plot Scale Sets the maximum vertical scale for the plot. Zero results in automatic sealing, {
; ; lar array. The Gaussian quadratuMethod ts either Gaussian quadrature or rectangu ; ‘ tunanes isvery fast and ncourate, but only works if there is no vignetting. If any rays arg

to be vignetted, then rectangular array Is more accurate.

Refer To Select either chief ray or centroid. Both reference points subtract out wavefront pistoy
The centroid reference mode also subtracts out the tilt of the wavefront, which  
 smaller RMS values.

 
 

Use Dashes

Field

Show Diffraction
Limit

 
  

 
 

 
If checked, then a curveindicating thediffraction limited response will be drawn ont
oe For RMSradius,x, ory; the diffraction limit is assumed to be 1.22 timesthe workin/# on axis times the wavelength. The changein the diffraction limit due to changes
F/# with field are ignored. For Strehl ratio, 0.8 is used, and for RMS wavefront,0.072
wavesis used. Theseare all approximate indicators for convenience only; the actua
meaning of “diffraction limited" may be opento interpretation. 3

 
  
    
 
 

 
 

   
  
 

lf checked, polarized rays will be traced for each ra requi the result
transmitted intensity through the system will be accounted foeashe“cysts Mend
chapterunder “Polarization” for information on defining the polarization state andothe
details. Only ZEMAX-EE supports this capability, ;

Use Polarization

 
 
  

Discussion:

This feature calculates the RMSerroror Strehlratio as i as oe"AMSvs. Field" feature for more details. @ function of wavelength for each field position. o#8
AMSvs.Focus

Purpose:

Plots RMSradial, x, and y spot size, RMS wavefront error» OF Strehl ratio as a functinection of focus change:
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geltings:

 
  
  
  

 
 

 
  
 
 
 

Description

 
   Ray Density If the method is Gaussian quadrature, thenthe ray density specifies the numberof agrirays to be traced. The a rays traced, ihe greater the accuracy, although the

computation time increases. The maximum number is 20 which is sufficient for pupil
aberrations up to order 40. If the method is rectangular array, then the ray density
indicates the grid size. Rays outside the circular entrance pupil are ignored, See the
Discussion" section for details.

 
 

 

Focus Density The focus density js the numberof points between the minimum and maximum focus
shift specified at which the RMS/Strehl ratio is calculated, intermediate values are
interpolated. A maximum of 100 points is allowed.

Sets the maximum vertical scale for the plot. Zero results in automatic scaling.

Selects either Gaussian quadrature or rectangular array. The Gaussian quadrature
methodis very fast and accurate, but only worksif there is no vignetting.If any rays are
to be vignetted, then rectangulararray is more accurate.

 

 Plot Scale

 Method

 

 
 

 
Selects either RMS wavefront error, RMSspotsize (radial), RMS X-direction, RMS Y-
direction, or Strehl ratio.

 

  
  
  

  
  

 

 
 
 

Selects color or dashes. 
 
 

  
  
  

  
 

Wavelength Select"All" to display data for a polychromatic computation, select any one wavelength
to plot monochromatic data.

The minimum value of the defocus to plot. The units are lens units.

The maximum value of the defocusto plot. The units are lens units.

Show Diffraction|If checked, then a horizontalline indicating the diffraction limited responsewill be drawn
Limit on the plot. For RMSradius,x,or y; the diffraction limit is assumed to be 1,22 times the

working F/# times the wavelength (primary wavelengthif polychromatic) on axis. The
changeinthe diffraction limit due to changesin F/# with field are ignored; a single value
is used across the rangeofthe plot. For Strehl ratio, 0.8 is used, and for RMS wavefront,
0.072 wavesis used. These are all approximate indicators for convenience only; the
actual meaningof "diffraction limited" may be opentointerpretation.

Select either chief ray or centroid. For monochromatic calculations, the specified
wavelength is used for reference. For polychromatic calculations, the primary
wavelength is used for reference. Both reference points subtract out wavefront piston.
The centroid reference mode also subtracts out the tilt of the wavefront, which yields
smaller RMSvalues.

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

   
 
  
  

  If checked, polarized rays will be traced for each ray required, and the resulting
transmitted intensity through the systemwill be accounted for. See the “System Menu”
chapter under“Polarization”for information on defining the polarization state and other
details. Only ZEMAX-EE supports this capability.

Use Polarization

Discussion:
This feature calculates the RMSerror or Strehl ratio as a function of a changein focus position for each field
position, The method of calculation is identical to that described in the previous section on RMSvs.Field; see
that section for a detailed discussion. ZEMAX addsthe specified focus shift to the value of the thickness of the
surface prior to the imageplane.If the optical system has an odd numberof mirrors, this surface normally would
ave a negative thickness, and therefore negative focus values move the image plane fartheraway from the last

Component. For systems with an even numberof mirrors, then negative focus values movethe imageplane closer
'o the last component.
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ee
Encircled energy df

VA
Diffraction /f
Purpose: f total energy enclosed as 4 function of distance from wy Ue
Encircled energy diagram. This is the percentage OF 1°: t object. “LYthe chief ray or the image centroid at the image of a Pon :
Settings:
  

  
 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

   
  

s are microns. To choose the deta
 

   
 
   
 

  
 

Refer To

  
   
  

  

  
 

 

il. ay b oaSampling Thesize of the ray grid used tosapOeecurate data, calculation times inefent 84
etc. Although higher sampling yieles Sa

Type

encircled (radial), X-only, 7e uni
Maximum Distance|This setting overrides the default scaling. Th

scaling option, enter zero.

coordinates (0, 0) on the image surt HA Brea eittlin Bianca et ai ioni ted fields is within the m n dis @ of the Varta,the diffraction imageatall Sa 1 Teio detect ithe aarnpling is sufficient vere

Field

Show Diffraction
Limit

specifies how the encircled energy is calculated, an spe |

Use'Dashes Selects either color or dashes. | |
ertex as the reference point. Vertex refers be

Whenvertex is selected, ZEM AReee

Use Huygens PSF

Item Description The sampling may be Bongo

The siaiele Wee err y-only, or ensquared.

Select chief ray, centroid, or v urface. This option will only return meaningful data

care should be taken to set the s

Wavelength The wavelength numberto be usedin the calculation. |
Thefield numberfor which the calculation should be performed. 7

 If checked, the diffraction limited results are computed and displayed. See th
discussion below.

If checked, the more accurate but slower Huygens PSF methodis used to compute hg
PSF. This option should always beusedif the image surfaceistilted,orif the chiefm@
is not close to normalto the image surface. .

lf checked, polarized rays will be traced for each ray required, and the res il
transmitted intensity through the system will be accounted for. See the “System Men
chapter under “Polarization”forinformation on defining the polarization state and olh
details. Only ZEMAX-EE supports this capability. ,

  
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

   
 

Use Polarization
 
 

  
    

Discussion:

oe .See the discussion sections of the FFT and Huygens Poi nse Clmentsalso apply to this feature. yg ‘oint Spread Functions. Tho: 2 OX

The accuracyofthe diffraction encircled energy calculationis limited 3D) att
and the sampling density used.If the sampling density is OUSenslope of bist 2
indicating that the data is inaccurate. To increase the accuracy, increase the a f a an it heOPDerror. If shown, the diffractionlimit curve is for the aberration free r. mpling density or de : _
(see “Diffraction Limited” in the chapter “Conventions and Definitions") sponseat the referencefield pe
Geometric

Purpose:

Computes encircled energy using ray-image plane intercepts
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Settings:
 
 

  
  

Description
 Thesize of the ray grid used to i i be 32x32, 64x64' sample the pupil. The sampling may be 3exs-<, iete. Although higher sampling yieldsbre ertehe data, calculation times increase.  

  

 
 

 
 

The analysis type option specifies how the encircled energy is calculated; either
Eneircled (radial), X-only, Y-only, or ensquared.
Thissetting overrides the default scaling. The units are microns. To choosethe default
SCaling option, enter zero.

  
 

Maximum Distance  
  

   
 

Use Dashes Selects either color or dashes.

Select either chief ray or centroid as the reference point.
Wavelength The wavelength numberto be usedin the calculation.

Thefield numberfor which the calculation should be performed.

lf checked, ZEMAX approximates the diffraction encircled energy by scaling the
geometric data by the theoretical diffraction limit curve computed for a rotationally
symmetric Airy disk. The only way to compute an obscured or asymmetric pupil
diffraction limit function would be to perform an exact diffraction calculation, in which
case thediffraction encircled energy feature should be used instead. Thediffractionlimit
approximationis only useful for systems with unobscured pupils, reasonably rotationally

ERane eee and modestfield angles since the approximation ignores the changein with field.

If checked, polarized rays will be traced for each ray required, and the resulting
transmitted intensity through the system will be accounted for. See the “System Menu
chapter under“Polarization”for information on defining the polarization state and other
details. Only ZEMAX-EEsupports this capability.

If checked, rayswill be statistically scattered at ray-surface intercepts that have defined
scattering properties. Only ZEMAX-EEsupports this capability.

 
 
 

 
 

  
 

Multiply by
Diffraction Limit

  

   
  

  
   

  
 Use Polarization

Scatter Rays

Discussion:

The X- and Y-only options will compute the fraction of rays which are contained with plus or minus the specified
distance from eitherthe chiefray or the imagecentroid. If a scale of 10 microns is shown, then the region enclosed
is 20 microns across (andinfinite in the other direction). The geometric encircled energy is not a goodindicator
of performanceif the systemis close to diffraction limited.

Line/EdgeResponse
Purpose:
Computes the geometric responseto a line object and an edge object.
Settings:

The size of the ray grid used to sample the pupil. The sampling may be 32x32, 64x64,Samplin , f
etc. Although higher sampling yields more accurate data,calculation times increase.

Maximum Radius|The maximum radius setting overrides the default scaling. The units are microns. To
choose the default scaling option, enter zero.

Wavelength The wavelength numberto be used in the calculation.

Wee.oo The field numberto be used in the calculation.
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 splayed on the graphline and edge, We Qteriaeak)Description aoad Ayvis i ja Bit

Type Thetype option specifies whic! ee f
or edge only. ed for each ray Fee ' and the ree Iieras d rays will be trac ill be accounted for. ee the System Sul aliaUse Polarization if checked, poettyBAH the oat on defining the polarization stat, ange ‘|transmitted intens!farinformatio othation’ for Inchapter under “Polariza this capability.details. Only ZEMAX-EE supports 

Discussion: s section of the intensity pattern of j.-the cros i +TeimagThe line response function (orline spread function, iP raleiae section of the intensity pattern of the ima, "4sia line object. The edge response Meee salinettal data refer to the orientation of the line or edge, ma
edge (a semi-infinite plane). The tangential an
geometric calculation.

ExtendedSource
Purpose: pote \vsi: Lets etric image analysis feature,
Computes encircled energy using an extended source similar to the geom e
Settings:

Field Size This value definesthefull widthbe either lens units or degrees, depending upon the cur

Rays x 1000

angles, respectively).

Type The analysis type option specifies how the encircled energy is calculated;el ,
an encircled (radial), X-only, Y-only, or ensquared. The X-only and Y-only options ami

sometimes called “enslitted" and correspond to the total fraction of energy contained
within an expandingslit.
There are also options for X- or Y-distributions, which show the energy distribution in
either x or y directions. Theselatter two options also report the geometric full widhalyy™™
half max. The X- or Y- distributions are the amount of energy falling on a pixel whichis
narrow in one direction andinfinite in the other direction,

Refer To Select either chief ray or centroid as the reference point.

 
  

   
  
 

 

e image file in field coordinates, which meof the squar g rentfield definition (heights. 
 
 

 
  

  ill be traced. The numberot aeoproximately how many rays WI 7 rasi imately 1000 timesthe specified value. The reasonthe numberof jay
ae Babrasente is Babes the distribution of rays over the pixels in the image uh
be uniform. For example,if there are 1500 pixels inan Image file, then at least 1500 rae
will be traced, evenif a value of 1 is selected. The distribution of rays at each waveleng
is in proportion to the wavelength weights.

This setting determines a

  
  

 

 
 

  
  

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 

  
 

 

Use Polarization If checked, polarized rays will be traced for each ray required, and the result
transmitted intensity through the system will be accounted in Seethe “System Mel
chapter under “Polarization”for information on defini izati nd olfdetails, Only ZEMAX-EE supportsthis capacity bedecaMaris

 
 

  
 

Multiply by
Diffraction Limit

 
 

field. @ the approximation ignores the change in Fi#™

The wavelength number to be usedin the calculation
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EEE

The imagefile may be centered on any definedfield position. This permits a small target
such as a bar chart to be moved to anylocationin the field of view.iarhandehatesosNoeliataNicheeMassdlhesnagltwidhslisMouvevbadnerettGP

The nameofthe .IMA image file. This file mustresidein the \ImaFiles directory. See the
discussion section in the Geometric Image Analysis feature for a full description of the
IMA file format.

Max Distance This Setting overrides the default scaling. The units are microns. To choose the default
scaling option, enter zero.

Selects either color or dashes.

Remove Vignetting|If checked, vignetting factors are automatically removed. See “Comment about
Factors vignetting factors” on page 82.

—

 
Discussion:

The X- and Y-only options will compute the fraction of rays which are contained with plus or minus the specified
distance from either the chiefray or the imagecentroid. If a scale of 10 microns is shown,then the region enclosed
is 20 microns across (andinfinite in the other direction). The geometric encircled energy is not a good indicator
of performanceif the system is close to diffraction limited.

See the cape Image Analysis feature discussion for details about extended source modeling and the IMAfile format.

Ilumination

tiv inati

Purpose:
Computestherelative illumination as a function of radialfield coordinate for a uniform Lambertian scene.

Settings:

Ray Density The numberof rays on oneside of an array of rays used to integrate the illumination of
the exit pupil. A value of 10 will trace about 10 x 10 x pi/ 4 or 78 rays. Higherray densities
yield more accurate results at the expense of longer computation times.

Field Density The number of points along the radial field coordinate to compute the relative
illumination for. Larger field densities yield smoother curves.

Wavelength Selects the wavelength for computation. Relative illumination is a monochromatic entity,

If checked, polarized rays will be traced for each ray required, and the resulting
transmitted intensity through the systemwill be accounted for. See the “System Menu”
chapter under “Polarization”for information on defining the polarization state and other
details. Only ZEMAX-EEsupportsthis capability.

 

 
 

  

  
 
 
 

 

 
 

 

Use Polarization

  
  

 

 
 

If checked, a logarithmicratherthan linear scale will be shown,

Remove Vignetting|If checked, vignetting factors are automatically removed. See “Comment about
Factors vignetting factors” on page 82.

Discussion:

This feature computestherelative illumination (Rl) as a function of radialy field coordinate. RI is defined as the
intensity ofillumination per unit area of image surface normalizedto the illumination at the pointin the field that
has maximum illumination (which may not be on axis). The computation considers apodization, vignetting,
@pertures, aberrations of both the image and pupils, variations in F/#, chromatic aberrations, image surface
Shape, angle of incidence, and optionally, polarization effects assuming unpolarized light. The method is based
upon one described in "Relative illumination calculations" by M. Rimmer, SPIE Vol. 655, pp. 99 (1986). The
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smission polarization, and NOn-planar image é
n, tran i Na

published method was extendedto include apoang are all true:
effects. The computation method assumes the '0 aanjan.

1. The object sceneis plane,uniform, and Lambe is, an image) of the object surface, 6
‘ jugate (that |S. to patchesof light onthe ima2. The image surface is a reasonably 9008 CITtace are Images 1Pirage surface. gs

coming from small patchesof light on the obJeC" =iocalized on t
Aberrationsarefine, but the rays should be reason -« condition will be satisfied if the F/# js |g
3. The exit pupil is not too close to the image aurtars to dl pupil distance.
about 0.1 and the ray aberrations are small compare © tive area of the exit pupil as Seenfrom the i.

The relative illumination is computed by integration ofthe effectiNsing a uniform grid in image cosine spac.
point(s). The integration is carried out in direction cosinea urth law curve, because the cosine-founp k .
Note that the RI computation will not in general yield a coOe tens with the stop at the lensilluminatin ae
in fact a rough approximation based upon a thin, aberration free s, systems with pupil or image aberratioe aeimage surface. For general systemsincluding telecentric system lid angle or effective area of the exit nS.vignetting, the Rl caa be computed using an integration of the $° Pupil
seen from the image location.
For systems with very high amounts of vignett
would violate the assumptions of the computatio!
message will be displayed. Cosine space aberrations may
VignettingPlot

Purpose:
Calculates fractional vignetting as a functionof fiel
Settings:

Description

Ray Density

Field Density

Remove Vignetting
Factors

Discussion:

Fractional vignetting is the percentageof rays incident upon the entrance pupil which passall obscurations am
apertures in the systern and survive to the image plane, normalized to relative pupil area. The graphic genera
by this function shows fractional vignetting as a function of field position. If too few rays are used, the results ma
be inaccurate. This is especially true in systems with many apertures and largefield angles.
Only the primary wavelength is used in this calculation. This is a geometric calculation. Onl ositive y felpositions are used, therefore this feature is only appropriate for rotationally symmetric eeeted fields. Pal
which causeerrors such as missing a surface or those which are TIR are consideredvignetted.
Seealsotherelativeillumination feature.

Purpose:

Computesrelativeillumination for an extended source alongaline across the image surfaceu :

 Nats
Su an 

 
 
 

 

"QS the.

  
 
 

 
 

 
 

: with non-linear cosine space aberrationsing, or for systems ation cannot be calculated, an agve illumi ;tion, the ee displayed using the spot diagram feature.

d angle.

 
 
 
 

  i ifies the numberof rays to be traced. The morerays traced, the
ihosalAitat although the computation time Increases. For a ray density ofreater the accuracy, F 7

EMAXtraces a grid of (2n+1) x (2n + 1) rays at eachfield point.
Thefield density is the number of points between zero degrees and the maximum ahd
angle specified at which vignetting is calculated, intermediate values areinterpolated,
if checked, vignetting factors are automatically removed. See “Comment aboil
vignetting factors” on page 82.
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ag! cae the grid size used to sum the illumination on the image surface. The sampling
etermines how many pixels are used to collect the ray data.

th Determines the approximate total number of rays to be traced in computing the
h illumination due to the extended source.

Neg,|File Lhe nameofthe IMA file used to define the shape of the extended source. See the
I= Geometric Image Analysis feature for details.

int Source Size The full widthin field units of the extended source.8

Bip Rotation The angle to rotate the extended sourcein object space about the normalto the center
il ge of the extended source.

‘ Select either X or Y direction scan.at

 
 Smoothing Smoothing helps remove jaggedlines due to low ray sampling by applying a smoothing

operatorto average the data in adjacentpixels,

Wavelength The wavelength numberto be usedin the calculation.

Field Thefield numberindicates whichfield position is used as the center reference pointfor
the extended source.  Surface The scan may be computed at any surface, however, the relative illumination
computation is only accurate at the image surface.

 
 

The total width of the detector in lens units. The detector size is divided into pixels
according to the "Sampling"setting. 

 
  

 

 
 

 
 

 
If checked, then the RI computation described in the feature "Relative illumination" is
used to weight the rays from various points in the field of view to accurately accountfor
the effects of exit pupil radiance and solid angle. The computation is generally more
accurate, but slower,if this feature is used. Rl may only be usedif the selected surface
is the image surface, and ZEMAX assumesthe image surfaceis a reasonable conjugate
of the object surface. See the Rl feature fordetails.

Use Relative
|lumination

    
 

 
      

lf checked, polarized rays will be traced for each ray required, and the resulting
transmitted intensity through the system will be accounted for. See the “System Menu
chapter under“Polarization” for information on defining the polarization state and other
details. Only ZEMAX-EE supports this capability.

If checked, vignetting factors are automatically removed. See “Comment about
vignetting factors” on page 82.

4 Discussion:
> ‘The illumination XY scan is similar to the relative illumination (Rl) feature, with the added capability to estimate

the Ri for non-uniform extended sources. For uniform extended Lambertian sources, the RIfeature is faster and
more accurate. However, for systems with complex source properties, the illumination XY scan can estimate
illumination by Monte Carlo ray tracing combined with the conventional R! computation,
The extended sources are defined in the same way as describedin the Image Analysis feature,

Wumination2DSurface
Purpose:
Computesrelative illumination for an extended source overa 2D surface.
Settings:
The options are identical to the XY scan, except that a 2D surface is drawn aseither an isometric surface or

ntour plot, or as a grey scale or false color map.

a

Use Polarization

   
 
 

 
 

 
 

 Remove Vignetting
ac+ —o = wn
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ae A

ifDiscussion: hi
Seethe illumination XY scan feature. * A

Image Analysis

GeometricImageAnalysis
sed to model extended SourcesPurpose: an be u

any applications. Ite d provide InThe geometric image analysis feature has many jects, an
useful resolution, represent the appearance of Im8geSooing efficiency. ,
analysis is also useful for estimating multi-mode fi aos washes Diffraction Image Analysis for a ditt

| ray tracing: $ ly,This feature is based strictly upon geometrica

based feature with similar functionality. + analyzing color bitmap images see "Scone; + limi fo

Mh ability of this feature to render color images '§ limited,itmap Ima is” ie: ‘ j
. ogeeneei allocate r BIM files to describe the objecThe image analysis feature uses special IMA 0i i Ws.

file formats are described in the discussion section which follo
Settings:

‘itemCLSET HEMEaErinat {| if
; : i f the square image Me In tela inates, which

Ware CeTEnieof fulWidepending upon the current field definition (helghd
angles, respectively).

ich | i d on the image dize of the scale bar which is superimposec 98 diagran,|
ee ee PRESeAeathe actual size of the image. The eee: set by ie Object soal,

and the magnification and aberrations of the system. The default may not be ACCEptable
to see the desired portion of the image.

i bject as it would appear when viewed looking downe parity can be set to "Odd"whichreversesthehe

Rays x 1000

is in proportion to the wavelength weights. J i
aneaeion plot, contour map, grey scale, false color map, or spot diagram ast)

The source may be uniform or Lambertian, The uniform setting weightsall rays equal) ty |

TiAl
tuition as to image rotationtal In | eo

Imi | f.

 

 t to be imaged. The IMA ery f

  
 
 
 

 
 

  

  
 
 

 
  

 
  
 
 

 

 
 

 
The "Even"setting leaves the o
negative Z axis in object space. Th
from top to bottom.

Therotation can beset to any angle in degrees. The algorithm actually rotates the objeq|f it ss)
before tracing the rays, so this feature can be used to switch from tangential to sagita||sayy)
orientation of bar targets, for example.

This setting determines approximately how manyrays will be traced. The numberof rays
traced is approximately 1000 times the specified value. The reason the numberof raj)

  

   

 
 

 
 

  
  

is only approximate is because the distribution of rays overthepixels in the image mus Ta
be uniform. For example, if there are 1500 pixels in an imagefile, then at least 1500.ajs\) "MN
will be traced, evenif a value of 1 is selected. Thedistribution of rays at each wavelengl | Tyg)

   
 
 

 

Lambertian weightsall rays by the cosineof the angle the ray makes with the axis 
 

   
 

  
 
 
 

object surface. tiny
UsePolarization If checked, polarized rays will be traced { a hsds : or each r the resulmayy iytransmitted intensity through the oon will be Besountedwae aeCoyatem tichapter under “Polarization” fo i Par ia

details. Only ZEMAX-EE eeeiieeapachene the polarization state ane"
Scatter Rays If checked, rayswill be statistical rf‘SenerRow|niesSeinesreebaron)
Wavelength The wavelength numberto be used in the caloulan ; 1}

on. oe
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Field The imagefile may be centered on any defined field position. This permits a small target
me Such as a bar chart to be moved to any location in the field of view. The resulting image

's then centered on the chief tay coordinate of this field position.————

ee The nameof the .IMA or .BIM imagefile. This file must residein the \ImaFiles directory.
Na See the discussion section for a full description of the IMA and BIM file formats.
ay Edit IMA File Pressing this button will invoke the Windows Notepad editor which allows modification

of the currently selected IMAfile. This button is disabled if thefile type is BIM.
é : .
: Surface The surface number at which to evaluate the rays. The default is the image surface.

Other surfaces may be selected, for example, to visualize the beam footprint on an
“i optical surface.

y mixels The numberof pixels across the width of the selected imagesize. This value is not usedN if “spot diagram"is the method of displaying the image data.
The numerical aperture (NA) cut-off. If zero, this feature is ignored. If a number greater
than 0 is entered, then all rays with a numerical aperture greater than the specified
number are ignored,  

 

  
Total Watts

Use Symbols

Configuration

Remove Vignetting|If checked, vignetting factors are automatically removed. See “Comment about
Factors vignetting factors” on page 82.

Discussion:

ZEMAX supports three different file formats. Two of these formats end in the IMA extension, one in the BIM
extension.

TheIMAformat
There are two different IMAfile formats, one ASCII and one binary. Whicheverfile format is used, the file must
end in the extension IMA. ZEMAX will distinguish betweenthe two typesoffile formats automatically.
The ASCII imagefile is a text file which ends in the extension .IMA.At the top of thefile is one number which
indicates the size of thefile in pixels. The remaining rows and columnscontainthe pixel data, with one character
to each pixel. All IMA files must be square, with n x n pixels defined. For example, a 7 x 7 representation of the
letter "F" could be described by the following IMAfile:
7

0111110
0100000
0100000
0111100
0100000
0100000
0100000

: Note that the single entry "7" starts the file, andit is followed by a carriage return. Then there are 7 rows of 7
columns each, and eachrowis terminated with a carriage return. The columns are not separated by a spaceor
any other character. The imagefile must be square. ZEMAXwill attemptto allocate enough memory to hold the
imagefile and will report an errorif there is not enough memory.
The “intensity” at each pixel can be any digit between 0 and 9, The numberof rays eachpixel will generate is
Proportionalto this value. Pixels with a value of 0 do notradiate any rays.

ee
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 The total power in watts radiated by the source into the entrance pupil of the optical
system. This flux is then used to normalize the detected power accordingto the relative
pixel values andthetotalefficiency.  

    lf checked, this option will draw different symbols rather than dots for each wavelength.
This helps distinguish the various wavelengths. This value is only usedif “spot diagram
is the method of displaying the image data. 

 
 

 

 
 

Select"All" to draw all configurations at once, or select the one configuration to draw, or
select "Current" to show the active configuration.
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inary IMA files Cannot hermat, and bin ‘ ne Saled thantheAr etoehyFeral
re dram sn256 “gray-somlistic photograph like extended sth

ey  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

  

 
 
 
 

The binary IMAfile format is more complicat
a text editor. However, the binary IMAfiles 4
represented by an unsigned byte, which means Therefore, Vv
wavelength can be assigned a separate pixe! MmaP: is a signedinte
can be modeled, der values. The first 16-bit neave -Mba eathat Ua; erv 2 al rite ‘

TheinaryMAformat equs 316nealheBX? yen coaspondoe
fram 1 to 4000.Thethird 16-bit signed integeris the number2! P to
colors (or wavelengths) representedin thefile. uld have 6 bytes of header (0, 50, and 3), fos,
For example, a 3-color binary pixel map of a 50 by 50 image Sd bytes for color 3, for a total of 7506byt,by 2500 bytes for color1. then 2500 bytesfor color 2, then 5 an index changesfaster than the row Inde)
data for each coloris stored by columns for each row (the colu
TheBIMformatre supported. The BIMThe drawbackto the IMA formatig that a maximum of 256 grey scaleeeumber grey scales manyye a

binary double precisionfloating point file format which effective y me
The BIM format consists of the following binary values:
1 32 bit integer representing the numberof x pixels, NX.
1 82 bit integer representing the number of y pixels, ny. nting the relative intensity.
followed by nx*ny 64 bit double precisionfloating point values Been ill be issued
Currently, the nx and ny values mustbeidentical or an error message WI ’

coordinates within the pixel cell. The entrance pupThe rays generated by each pixel are chosen randomly from coo! ba Vintpoordinates are also he Fandom) for each ray. The distribution a rays : Seetelonk Sorina
circular paraxial entrance pupil (if ray aiming is used,then there may D° some P : 1 IMAixel i al to the pixel intensity times the numberof wavelenfiles, the numberof rays generated by each pixelis equ P 4 randomlyin proportion to the ieee

ery re

la
akSk

SSS
Tan. ==.

%

times the ray density. The wavelength used for each ray is selected ra “i
weights seh ona wavelength data sereen. For the binary IMA files, the nue of rays generated jrop, pai
eachpixel is proportional to the ray density times the fractional intensity raiatve o : a
Thefield size determinesthe physical size of the imagefile as seen bythe optical system. For example, tay ebat

he field size is 2.0 mm (this assumes thefields are defined in termsy
object or image heights), then eachpixel represents a 66.67 micron region. If the same imagefile is later uses geome!
with a system with a 40 degreefull field of view (using field angles), then the field size can be set to 40 to cove F
the entire field. Each pixel will now represent a 1.33 degree square. The difficulty in using field angle fordefining Pupdst
the objectfield of viewis thatfield angle units are inherently anamorphic. X-direction angles representa differen)jisled
subtended angle at a Y angle of 80 degrees than at an a Y angle of 10 degrees.If field angles are being used|Thsteg
and thefield of viewis fairly wide (more than about 40 degreesin any direction) then great care should be take
in interpreting the results for an extended object. For a precise definition of the field angles ZEMAX uses,se bin
“Field angles and heights" on page 27. Tis
By separating the form of the object from the scale, the same imagefile can be used for many applications. Fi!|indy

“ty
=

x 30 pixel size imagefile is used, and t

example, the sample imagefile "letterf.ima" contains a 7x7 grid of pixels defining the capital letter F. The obje
scale can be set to 1 mm, then 0.1 mm, then 0.01 mm to geta feel for how small a characterF the optical sysiel
can resolve, without the need to changethe IMAfile.

Note thatif fields are defined by image height, then field size determines the si ‘ect in image sate

Roeeres Thefield eeBe in nha units the fields are deraoepeesiwi caerield size determines image height. The size of the objectis d ; :magnification of the lens. then determined by thefield size divided by
The choiceoffield position also permits greatflexibility in analyzing j ; fe
ocalaepnfmlonwheneeseldeeet
scale is set to the height of the letter, but the image wi : ;field point. ge will be centered about the chief ray interceptof the elect

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

  
Ns uniform in the entrance pupil pe

J ually. Since ray wavelengths are 5°cit Wavelength weighting is Sed The unio
eofields of view. The source may ®
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F

F2g
4g
5

is
9

the percent efficiencyis defined by

i MlM is
rays which were launched.where the sum|Is overall rays which were unvignetted, and the sum overj is overall ;

reflection andTheefficiency calculation considers vignetting, sourcedistribution, wavelength weights, and
transmission lossesin the optical system if the “Use Polarization" checkboxis selected.

ing efficiency of multi-

ZEMAX hasa algorithm for accurately computing fiber coupling into single-mode fibers; for details see “FiberCoupling Efficiency” on page 128. puting fibe pling g
To estimate the coupling efficiency for multi-modefibers, a geometric approach may be used. Place a circular
aperture at or just before the image surface with the appropriate maximum radial aperture representing thecore
size. Then set the NA(see the table above) to the maximum acceptance NAofthe fiber. The percentefficiency
an reeset by summingall the rays that pass the core aperture within the specified NA. The NA of a
typical multi-modefiber with an inner core of index n, and an outer cladding of index n,, is given by

Textoutput

Selecting the "Text" option on the image analysis window menubarwill generate and display an ASCII file listing
the ray data. If the "Show"option is set to "Spot Diagram’, thefile will have 9 columns. Thefirst column is the
sequential ray number. The second andthird columns are the x and y field coordinates (either degrees or object
height). The fourth and fifth columns are the normalized pupil coordinates, Px and Py. The sixth columnis the
integer wavelength number. The seventh column is the weight of the ray, which depends upon the source
properties. The eighth and ninth columnsare the image coordinates in lens units, relative to the reference ray.
Ifthe "Show"optionis not set to "Spot Diagram", thenthetext displaywill list the weighted ray count in each pixel.
Use the "Escape" key to terminate a lengthy image analysis computation.

Geometric Bitmap Image Analysis

Purpose:
This feature creates an RGB color image based uponray tracing data using an RGB bitmapfile as the source.
This feature has many applications. It can be used to model extended sources, analyze useful resolution, display
distortion, represent the appearance of imaged objects, provide intuition as to image rotation, display beam
footprints, and show surfaceplots ofillumination on any surface, to namejust a few.
This feature is based strictly upon geometrical ray tracing. The bitmap image analysis feature uses standard
Windows BMPand JPGfiles as the source image, see the discussionfor details.

Description

This value defines the full height of the source bitmapin field coordinates, which may
be either lens units or degrees, depending upon the currentfield definition (heights or
angles, respectively).

The "Even"setting leaves the object asit would appear whenviewed looking downthe
negative Z axis in object space. The parity can be set to "Odd" which reversesthe object
from top to bottom.

Settings:

 

 
 

Field Y Height

Rays x 1000

  
 
  
  
 

  
 

  
  
 

 Therotation can beset to any angle in degrees. The algorithm actually rotates the object
before tracing the rays, so this feature can be used to switch from tangential to sagittal
orientation of bar targets, for example.

This setting determines how manyrays will be traced. The distributi
wavelength is in proportion to the relative RGBintensities of each pi

  
 

 on of rays at each
xel.    
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Description

X-Pixels

Y-Pixels

Ss
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
=— .ee 

 
 

 

 aacSech ray required, and the
A ounted for. See the “Systeresi  

 be traced for er
  
  
 
 

 
  

 

Use Polarizatio ked, polarized rayS WI m will be acce larizatif banuemted intensity throughtheyt non defining the polarization state ang fa“Polarization its this capability. Othg, f rat 
  

chapter under
details. Only ZEMAX-EE supports

es will be
ill still be traced aril be lost when the detected ima

d at each detectorpixelto yieiq
cording to the relative RGB inteneh

4%

rue7saverage

 

 
If checked, the RGB intensiti

 
Grey Scale 0)

i _ Rays Ww . ; Ww * aleeERaty buitall color information W! oe rti,
 
  

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

  

will ben 3 wavelengths Wi matter what the current wavele' jue, respectively; n eeniheleeet.eeeo seited menWipiseliaeae 3Secona
will be used. :

on neae in* aoa channel for waveletserge Channeljgused for wa oi layed image will be in RGB form : wavelang|wavelength 1. The disp For selection of a specific wave ength, such as}.
d: for wavelengths higher than 3 teal

  aSWavelength if "RGB"is selected, th

 

 
 

are defined using this option. :al image will be use E
SaranSelesWer wavelengths selected which are not defined the highg| wel
defined wavelength will be used. °wie

ireon any definedfield position. This permits a smal
be moved to any location in the field ofview, The resultneeens chief ray coordinate of this field position. nyimageis then centere

The nameof the .BMP or .JPG source imagefile. Thisfile must residein the \Imarias
directory.

The surface numberat which to evaluate the rays.

The size in lens units of each pixel measuredin the X direction.

The size in lens units of each pixel measured in the Y direction. |

Show Selecteither “object” or “image”. If object is selected, then the source bitmap will be
drawn.If image is selected then rays will be traced and the detected imagewill be|Sting
displayed. Note the numberof rays, pixels, and pixel sizes are ignored when drawing
the object bitmap.

 Field The source image may be centered

 
 

Output

Remove Vignetting
Factors

Discussion:

The rays generated by eachpixel are chosen rando :
pupil coordinates are also chosen randomly foraeCoordinates
distribution overthe entrance pupil is uniform unless pupil € distributio,

within the source pixelcell. The ent
es PUtION Of rays is uni e pixel, théapodization is defined. uniform overthe Pp
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ield Y Height determines the physi ‘ | F mple, ifne Field es the physicalsize of the sourcefile as seen by the optical system. For example,
TH Xx 100W pixel sourcefile is used, and the Field Y Heightis 2.0 mm (this assumesthefields are definedin
terms of object Or Image heights), then each pixel represents a 0.040mm x 0.040mm region, and the source
pitmap covers a 2.0mm high x 4.0 mm wide area.

if fields are defined by j i : { i i he object in imageNote that 1 Me y image height, then Field Y Height determines the size of the obj gace, not object space. The Field Y Heightis alwaysin ihaieyt units the fields are defined in, and so when
sing image height as afield type the Field Y Height determines the source bitmap height in image space. The

gize of the source In object spaceis then determined by the Field ¥ Height divided by the magnification of the lens.
The pixels from which rays are traced are chosen randomly according to the RGB intensity of each pixel in each
olor channel. Rays are generated randomly from anywherewithin the bitmapuntil the specified numberof rays
have been launched,although notall these rays may makeit throughthe lens.
Once a fay is generated, it is traced through to the selected surface. If the ray is vignetted or an error occurs, the
ray is ignored. Otherwise,the pixel on the receiving detectorthat the ray struck is determined, and the intensity
of the ray is addedto the detector's bin countin the appropriate color channel.
After all the rays are traced, an RGB imageis created from the normalized counts in each detectorpixel.
The percent efficiency is defined by

ZW;
®E = —

2W;

where the sumiis over all rays which were unvignetted, and the sum overj is overall rays which were jaunched.
The efficiency calculation also includes consideration of reflection and transmission losses in the optical system
ifthe "Use Polarization" checkboxis selected, as well as ray errors.
Selecting the "Text" option on the menubarwill generate and display an ASCII file listing the detected pixel data.
Use the "Escape"key to terminate a lengthy image analysis computation.

DiffractionImageAnalysis

Purpose:
The diffraction image analysis feature is similar to the geometric image analysis feature, except the complex
system Optical Transfer Function (OTF)is used to compute the image appearance. This method accounts for the
finite pass band andotherdiffraction related effects real optical systems have on image formation.

The image analysis feature uses special IMAfiles to describe the object to be imaged. The IMAfile is described
in “The IMA format” on page 105.

Settings:

The full width in lens units of the region defined bythe IMAfile. Note IMAfiles are always
square.

Oversampling Sets the factor by which the IMAfile pixels are oversampled. This increasesthe effective
resolution of the IMAfile without the need to define a new IMAfile.

Zero Padding Determines the actual size of the region to computethe diffraction image of by adding
zero intensity values around the IMAfilepixels. This increases the sizeof the displayed
diffraction image without changing the size of the unaberrated image;this allows study
of the energydiffracted well away from the perfect image location.

OTF Sampling The grid size of the ee in the pupil; larger arids Vici MVEApeicesrepresentation of the system OTF. This has noaffect on the size ofthe diffracted image,
just the accuracyof the predicted frequency response.

ShowAs|Choosesurface plot, contour map, grey scale,or false color map asthe display option.
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ai , : image, incoherDescription ent image, raw | ON rent“coherent image:a transiorm of he raw image. Sars
Data Type Chooseeither Me parister function, ma coherent transfer function and the limit thion, coherent t boufunny, below for information 4

Diffraction Limited

Wavelength

of this computation.
 

  
 ill considered. 
 

 

red. Apertures are st
 
 

lf checked, aberrations are igno
elength numberto be used

number indicates for whic

in the calculation.
iti tical tr |

h field position the op ania ira   
The wav  

  
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

The field

 

aa
computed. ide in the \ImaFilesdir; ie file must reside In EClOry. Seqimage file. This file file format. he

i ESeaenist a ful description of the IMA
ill invoke the Windows Notepad editor whichallows Modifica

Edit IMA File Pressing this button w

of the currently selected| Rao prniined, Saeeefa i eé .
will be traced for eac . FESultin

eeeatelnopalia the system will be accounted for Seethe “System Men}
ransmitted intensity ormation on defining the polarization state anq Othe,chapter under“Polarization” for inforr n

details. Only ZEMAX-EE supports this capability.

MAfile.

Use Polarization 
Discussion: '
This feature can compute complexdiffraction image properties from extended een aoe Method involyeq)
the computation is based upon Fourier Optics, whichis described in clear and insightful de ail in Introduction,
Fourier Optics" by Joseph Goodman, McGraw-Hill 1968. See that reference for more information ON coherent,
incoherentimaging and other Fourier optics theory. There are several important assumptionsin the method thy
must be understood bythe userbefore this feature may be used to draw important conclusions.
The IMAfile defines the relative intensity at each of an arbitrary number of pixels arranged on a square Orid, Fey
example, the letter "F" may be described by a 7 x 7 grid such as:
0111110
0100000
0100000
0111100
0100000
0100000
0100000

The image size parameter determines how big eachpixelis in the ima es j iThe ate! , ce of t :is different from the geometric image analysis feature, where the IMAtile Sefnos he orondcena
tinesee Pieceenecee imagese Forthe diffraction image analysis, the IMAfile defines the ids5 e i i ,

Uovephibe imagesize is 0.1 mm, then each pixel is 14.286 microns widefor this 717
Althoughthe IMAfile is convenientfor defining simple sha“de ef 1 pes, the re i

too low to see sufficient detail in the diffracted image. The SRNpyhanincreasing the resolution; the numberof pixelsis Increased, and the data f' roto yield the same shapeat higher resolution, Wi :a 14x 14 grid: n. With an oversampling of 2X;the letter "F" file IMA image beco™
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po 1 SSOOe yq1111111106
My) 004500000000

oy, 10000000000
5919000000000
gp110000000000

PME) 5921212220000
4g111111110000

a p0110000000000
po110000000000

yey. go110000000000
‘| 99110000000000

! —gpi20000000000
o9110000000000

Note the shape Is the same, thereis just twice the sampling in each direction. The width ofthe imageis unaffected;
the pixels are half the width and there are twice as manyin eachdirection now.
Because the effects of diffraction tend to blur and extendthe ideal image, it is desirable to increase the size of
the displayed area beyondthelimits of the IMAfile. This can be done with the zero padding option. This option
increasesthe IMAfile size by adding zerointensity values around the defined IMAfile pixels. Theletter "F”file
would looklike this with a zero padding of 2x:
0900000000000
0000000000000
po000000000000
go000000000000
00000111110000

din 0000100000000
Vo 00000100000000

00000111100000
00000100000000
g0000100000000
00000100000000

“or o0000000000000
00000000000000
00000000000000

The size and shape of the imageis the same,but additional area has been defined that some energy may now
diffract into. Note the width of the new image has increased by the zero padding factor, but the width of the "F"
part of the image is the same. Zero paddingis not available when using the binary IMAfile format.
The oversampling and zero padding may be used together, howeverthe array sizes quickly become quite large.
For an oversampling of 8X, a zero padding of 4X, and an original pixel size of 12 x 12, the resulting array becomes
384 x 384, which ZEMAXinternally further zero pads up to 512 x 512 for transform purposes.

i Once the input image is defined, the image is transformed into frequency space, multiplied by the OTF, and
} transformed backinto position space. The resulting imageisfiltered by the complex OTFto yield the diffraction

image.

A The primary assumption made bythis implementation of the Fourier methodis that the OTF does not change
over the extent of the imagesize. This meansthefield of view defined by the size of the image is small enough

y so that the OTFis the sameoverall points in the image. The user must take care to be sure the image size defined
is small with respect to the rate of change ofthe field aberrations. ZEMAX computesthe OTFforthe field point

a selected, and assumesthis OTFis valid over the entire region covered by the image.
; Because of this assumption,distortion will not be visible in the predicted image, since only the variation in OTF

Overthefield will introduce distortion. To see the effects of distortion or other“largefield” effects, use the geometric
mage analysis feature.
Notethat the diffraction image analysis feature is good at computing detailed image data for small images, while
the geometric image analysis feature is good at computing imagedata for larger scale images.
The other assumption this calculation makesis in the method used to compute the coherent optical transfer
function. The coherent optical transfer function is assumedto be the complex pupil function:

  

H(fpf,) = PAdifyHtsAdf,)

———es
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and f, are the spatial frequencigg
 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 

, i
; istance, /, 3" } ~S BEwhere H is the complex OTF, d, is the pupil to eis over the pupil. atorthespecialcasa! hi te; , « r thePupil function (which determinesthe relativeAatic which is only ae is met In general for syst, “Yi,h =

the wavefront aberration function, This is an apPYOX'MS. THis condi
Stop being located at the Fourier transform planeeeoa an approxima
are telecentric in object space. For other systems, 7For more information, see the reference by Goodman.
Miscellaneous

FieldCurvature/Distortion
Purpose:

Displaysthe field curvature anddistortionplots.
Settings:

eee ‘ lot in lens units. Ent ,
Defines the maximum scale for the field curvature Pp * SINEF Zero iy
automatic.

Defines the maximum scale for the distortion plot in percent. Enterzero for automatic

tion to the coherent transys
Sh

  
 

 
    
 
 

 

      

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

afSelects either color or dashes. ti
: insIgnore Vignetting|See the discussion section.

Factors

Select Standard, F-Theta, or Calibrated. See the discussion section fordetails.

Do X-Sean lf checked, then the data is computed based upon a scan along thepositive X fied|ref
otherwise,the scanis along the positive Y field. defito

dstortio
Discussion: sslortic
Thefield curvature plot shows the distance from the currently defined focal (image) plane to the paraxial foc
planeas a function of field coordinate. The tangential data are the distances measured alongthe Z-axis fromtte
currently defined focal plane to the paraxial focal plane measuredin the tangential (YZ) plane. The sagittal det
are the distances measuredin the plane orthogonal to the tangential plane. The base of the plotis on axis, ani
the top of the plot represents the maximumfield (angle or height). There are no units on the vertical scale becaus:
the plot is always normalized to the maximum radialfield, Farge
The field curvature for the tangential and sagittal rays is defined as the distance from the defined image plane!)5 ge planethe paraxial focus for that ray. In non-rotational systems, the real ray and t intersect, anv|theso the value presentedis at the pointof closest approach. Pgh SlainSihog
Thefield scan is along the positiveY field by default. If "Do X-Scan"is s i ield is ah; nn : : é elected, then the maximum field is ala"

are ens seine ly defragee awaysstart at zero for zerofield. The reasonis that the!showsthe distance from the currently defined image planeto the paraxial f tly deimageplane neednot be coincident with the paraxial focal plane. If th lal tocalplane, and the curren Ca Whoffset, and sois the field curvature data. y nts'S any defocus, then the two pl Man
"Standard"distortion is defined as the realchief ray hei t, mi Lh! |chief ray height, times 100: Deight, minus the reference ray height, divided by the pt bal

te
Distortion = 100 x2chief~Vrey ase; Ir

Vres Sy
whereall heights are takento be the image tiis not referred to the paraxial imageplane). a laf: at whatever imageplaneis defined (ne7f

wSyenee ray height is computed by tracing ®
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Id,

=

ma very small field height, and the
He mputation of reasonabledistortion yal
orerence height for the undistorted ray j

N Scaling the results as required, This generalization permits the
Yes even for systems not well described by paraxial fay tracing. The

M4 rotationally symmetric system at paraxial focus is given by

Veep = ftan®,

where f iS theres and 8is the angle in object space. ZEMAX actually uses the generalization described
above, rayne Mee 'S equation, however the idea is the undistorted height goes as the tangentofthe field angle.
'p-Theta SSae 5ee not use the tangent relationship, but instead uses the height given by the focal length
of the lens MUlip led by the angle the chief ray makes in object space. This so called "F-Theta" height is only

eaningful in systems with the object atinfinit i les. The reference height“te the undistorted ray is given by y, whenfield heights are measured in angles g

Vref = 0,

wherefis the focal length and @ is the angle in object space. Generally, F-Theta is used only in scanning systems
where the image height needsto belinear with scan angle.
‘Calibrateddistortion is similar to "F-Theta" distortion, exceptthat the "best-fit" focal length is used rather than
the system focal length. Calibrated distortion measures the deviation from linearity between the image height and
the field angle, without the restriction that the proportion of linearity be defined by the focal length of the system.
A focal length is chosen thatbestfits the data, rather than the system focal length, although in general the best
fit focal length is close to the system focal length. The calibrated focal length usedis given onthe textlisting for
this feature. The reference height for the undistorted ray is given by

Yrep = £9,

where f’ is the calibrated focal length and 0 is the angle in object space. One somewhat surprising effect of this
definition of calibrated distortion is the non-zero distortion at zero field angle. The reason for this non-zero
distortion is best explained by lookingatthe limiting behaviorof the definition of calibrated distortion. Calibrated
distortion is defined as

Vipior—
Distortion = 100 xnenia

Vref

For small angles, the real y chief ray coordinate in any reasonable optical system is well described DY Venicef= fo,
and the reference ray coordinate by Vref = f®, so the distortion is

Distortion = 100 x 22hlel—rel= 100 x@=f9 = 100 xf2L
Vref fo iv

Which is not zero, unless f = /’. Therefore, the calibrated distortion is not generally zero on axis. This does not
Mean the image heightis not zero, itis simply an artifact of the different choice offocal lengthsfor the reference
and actual ray coordinates nearthe optical axis. Note that a percentagedistortion near the axis is not significant

®causethefield itself approaches zero at Zero field angle.
For non-rotati or systems with curved image planes, distortion is poorly defined and“rotationally symmetric systems,OFSY 1 poorly defined an© data presentedis probably meaningless. The reasonis that no single number adequately describesdistortion
ata single field point if the system is not rotationally symmetric. Instead, see “Grid Distortion” on page 114.
Strictly s d distortion plots are only valid for rotationally symmetri turvature an A ’ yi c systems withlaneImogene,ers ZEMAX usesa generalization of thefield curvature and distortion concepts to
Jive reasonable results for some, but notall, non-rotationally symmetric systems. Caution should be used when
Merpreting these graphs for non-rotationally symmetric systems.
I
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bh d distortion pj ;jd curvature an Plots, \y
mputingathe chief ray No longer goes throw

Me

ti‘oO

rs when © “iriace, SUCBy default, ZEMAXignores vignetting facto he stop §factors can changethe chiefray location on t
center of the stop.  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

:
Purpose:
Displays a grid of chief ray intercept points to |
Settings:

ndicate distortion. PeOSESe
intercept with a cross, or "Vousbe actual chief ray image point8

Description
ch chief ra" " ea

Cross" to mark point to tDisplay Selecteither ‘he ideal imageplot a vector from

Grid Size The size of the grid.
e calculation. 1The wavelength numberto be used in th |Wavelength

“Discussion”.Field Thereferencefield position. See the
ars “x" points on the distortion grid yiferent than 1.0, then the “x, poin QHC will be.eeoe Hise selected scale factor. The scale factor may be negativei

changepositive to negative distortion on the plot.
i field will be selected. The output image maynotbe squaRea Feobclen te potavrnn but the objectfield will be square.If the H/v He ‘i tric,if the system is not symme fold will be expanded by'the asoud aesis greater than 1, then the "height"or'y’ field will be ;

If the aspectis less than1, then the "height" or "y" field will be compressed byitg
wTSS=

  

aspectratio. The aspect ratio is the "y"field height divided by the "x" field width,|«
The aspectratio only affects the input field; the image aspectratio is determina) 4
by the optical system imaging properties. }t

Symmetric Magnification|If checked, then the X magnification is required to be identical to the ) ,
magnification. This causes distortion to be referenced to a symmetric predicted!
grid rather than an anamorphic predicted grid. :

Field Width The width, in field units, of the "x" field of view.

Discussion:

This feature displays or computes the coordinates of a grid of chiefr. i istorti: grid of chief rays. In a system without distortion, the ch!
ray coordinates on the imageplane follow a linear relationship with the field coordinate:

j

*p Be iey| LC dlp,

where xp and yp arethe predicted image coordin :
linear coordinates on the object surfacerelative Ne ative toa reference image point and fx and fy a@!ea ' reference poi : "|definition, fx and fy are the tangents ofthefield an © point. For optical syst i les asagles (the f : ystems using angieof enales sathneangles ae used). To compute the Ne eeoemustbelinear, therefore, 1819
centered upon the referencefield position, Usually, this is the : ZEMAXtracesrays overa very small!
of whichfield position to use for reference, Centerof the field of view. ZEMAX allows 5@!
By default, ZEMAX sets the cornerofthefield idj ight is li rae in objBecause the object heightis linear with fie on Jct space to +l ae
are used to define the fields given by|“"S1@ ANd not angle direct, theSeaang, of the

=]

Owide =2 tan [2 tan 8,| ;
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Vey.

~

Seeyeeeeee=)A
; th | ial fimy where 9, 1s Ne Maximum radialfield angle at the comerofthefield,

ray coordinates in image space Ling ; .a Bans, The use of an ABCD rrstihs the very smal field of view are used to determine the ABCD matrix
allows for coordi lane is rotated, such thatcoordinate 3 inate rotations. If the image planeis ro 1r Potton The aridGistors sith x and a y image coordinate, the ABCD matrix will automatically account

for the ha same linear a (On plot showsthelinear grid, and then marks the actual chief ray intercept for a
Bee 1 ff ‘Held coordinates with an "X"for each point onthe grid.text listing available tabulates the i ; . ( ' Piortion" defined by predicted Image coordinate, the actual image coordinate, and the “percent

= 100% Ra stortedod
|  

, where
predicted

/ 2 2Ruistorted Fa (x, “a x) + (yp E y,) ' and

2 2

Roredicted = 4 (X,) A (y,) '

and the subscripts randprefer to the real and predicted coordinates on the imageplanerelative to the reference
field position image location, respectively. This definition may not be applicable in all cases, and the results should
be used with caution.

ZEMAX cannot computethe grid distortion in exactly the manner described hereif the field type is real image
height. The reason is that when using real image height, ZEMAX iterates each ray trace to find the exact field
coordinate to hit the desired image coordinate; implicitly removing the distortion. As a workaround, ZEMAX
automatically changes thefield type from real to paraxial image height for the purposes of this computation, and
this Laat affect the accuracyof the results for some systems. Generallythe results will be accurateif the distortionis small.

   
 ZEMAX cannot compute the grid distortion in exactly the manner described here if the field

type is real image height.

  
u

—

FootprintDiagram

Purpose:

__ Displays the footprint of the beam superimposed on any surface. Used for showing the effects of vignetting and
for checking surface apertures.
Settings:

icee
Ray Density Determines the numberof rays traced across the half pupil; a setting of 10 will trace a

grid of 21 x 21 rays.

 

 
  

The surface to show the beam footprint on, 
 

Wavelength The wavelength numberto be usedin the calculation.

eaThe field numberto be used in the calculation,
Delete Vignetted If checked, then rays which are vignetted by subsequent surfaces will not be drawn.

 Rays which are vignetted byprior surfaces are never drawn.
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 Item

Use Symbols

; ; rface a grid ofDiscussion: impose on that su  Fays, |
Thi Re tthe surface, and then superadlal clear aperture ofthe semi-gian ;
Syanenicanescane eee a circular surface shape witn the surface,

, lways show frface aperture Is a name al
ther he aperture is $ own. The SU teis shown. Otherwise, the shape of the ap ureis haw Tesuc

¢ there is an obscuration onthe he: 4,
the obscuration wil Be crawa Seanthe circular aperture defined by the semi-diameter. hethe obscuration will be drawn along Ww! may be from anyorallfields,Theray grid size is specified by the ray density paramnne he mutase hown are not drawn. Rayea) va
wavelengths, Rays which are vignetted by surfaces prior tO if delete vignetted” is checked,other
vignetted b the Sarna or subsequent surfaces are not drawn is selected. The numberof rays shoy “Sty
are drawn. The ray setis apodized if any system pupllae, "ON
by the total numberof rays launchedis shown as a pe
LongitudinalAberration
Purpose;
Displays the longitudinal aberrati

Settings:

[Scale Defines the maximum scaleforthe plotin lens units. Enter zero for automatic.
Wavelength The wavelength numberto be usedin the calculation.

Selects either color or dashes.

Discussion:

This feature computes the distance from the image surface to where a zonal marginal ray “focuses’, or cos
the optical axis. The computation is performed only for the on axis field point, and only for zonal magi’)
tangential rays as a function of pupil zone. The baseofthe plot is on axis, and the top of the plotrepresenislt
maximum entrance pupil radius. There are no units on the vertical scale because the plotis always normal
to the maximum entrance pupil radius. The horizontal scaleis in lens unit istance frontéimage surface to the point where the ray crossesthe optical axis. BERL CRISSbe rs err
Because longitudinal aberrationis defined in termsof the distancet Seis; ot . ature Miproduce meaningless data for non-rotationally symmetric systems guna:oulaexerc inne
this plot for non-rotationally symmetric systems, ; SNOUIG De exercise
LateralColor

Purpose:

Displaysthe lateral color as a function offield height.
Settings:

. . |

TULsears Description |

Use Real Rays Eitherreal or paraxial Plot in lens units. Enter zero for automat
checkthis box. “YS May be useq, The default is paraxial rays. To Us? vlraxia . J

Chapter 7: ANALYSIS MENU
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 mbols rather than dots for each Wa
  

Description : t sy. differen

If checked,this option ve various wavelengi® Satine Oriel OHi tingul e 'Qurati

Udieka II configurations atOne eal
Sepannelshow the active congselec

  

  

  

 
 

ray}
 

  

on as a function of pupil height at each wavelength.
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MiideAARPui
2EBsEze
as

ee

All Wavelengths lf checked, then data for all defined wavelengthswill be displayed. Each wavelength will
ie referenced to the primary wavelength, If not checked, then the difference between

est and longest wavelength rays will be used. See the discussion.

show Airy Disk iaches; then the Airy disk radius at the primary wavelength will be plotted on either
€ referenceline to indicate the extentof the Airy disk.Seeeeeee

 
Discussion:

This feature computesthe lateral color either of two ways:
if “All wavelengths" is checked: The data computedis the distance on the image surface from the interceptof the
chief ray at each wavelength to the primary wavelength chiefray intercept. ,
jf "All Wavelengths" is not checked: The data computedis the distance on the image surface from the shortest
wavelength chief ray intercept to the longest wavelength chiefray intercept. :
The base of the plot is on axis, and the top of the plot re \ ; ei: : AXIS, presents the maximum field radius. Only positive field
angles or heights in the Y direction are used. Theverticalscale is always normalized to the maximumfield angle
or height. The horizontal scaleis in microns. Eitherreal or paraxial rays may be used.
if "Show Airy Disk" is check on, then the Airy disk radius will be approximated as the square root of the sum of
the squares of the X andYdirection Airy disk radii,
This feature may produce meaningless data for non-rotationally symmetric systems. Great care should be
exercised in interpreting this plot for non-rotationally symmetric systems.
y-Ybar Diagram

Purpose:
Y-Ybar diagram.

Seitings:

Thefirst surface for which data will be plotted.

Last Surface The last surface for which data will be plotted.

  
  

  
  

 
 

 

 

  
Wavelength The wavelength numberto be usedin the calculation.

Plot Scale Sets the maximum scale for the plot, The plot is always shown in a square box; the
default scale is the maximum transverse ray coordinate. Enter zero for automatic.

Discussion:

The Y-Ybar diagram is a plot of marginal ray height as a function of chief ray height for a paraxial skew ray at
every surface in the lens.

ChromaticFocalShift
Purpose:
Chromatic focal shift plot.
Settings;

Description

Maximurn Shift The maximum extentin lens units for the horizontal axis. The vertical axis scale is set
by the range of wavelengths defined. Enter zero for automatic.

Pupil Zone The radial zonein the pupil used to compute the back focus. The default value of zero
means a paraxialray will be used. Values between 0 and 1 meanreal marginal rays are
used in the appropriate zonein the entrance pupil. A 1 is at the edgeof the pupil, orfull
aperture.
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ry wavelength. At eachplotteyi ion: imary ted. This 51..“2¥8Discussion: to the pl" ray is compu is pl. hwithoPOthat color marginal ay Plot “aThisis a plotofthe shift in back focal lena focus forthe shift in the image plane required to re in tens units; The entire plot
meaningful for non-paraxial systems- fault scaling: unitsertimited depth of focuslisted jg dive a
The maximum shift setting overrides eesl focus: The diffrac ie "by
referenced to the primary wavelength para dn isthe primary mercer
formula 4aF. whereF is the working Fs ar

DispersionDiagrameis lass catalog.

Plots index of refraction as a functio

Seitings:

Min Wavelength Defines the left X- 4
e 9 Defin h A i ion plot.i ri i the dispersl

ie m h jon plo nter zero for automi i | dex Defin Ss the botto Y- axis of t e dispersio pl Eb E te atic SCalj ‘
s of the dispersion plot. Enter zero for automatic scaling,Maximum Index Defines the top Y- axi

[Glass The nameof the material.
Use Temp, Pres if checked, then the changein index due to temperature and pressureeffects wi

considered.

Discussion:

This is useful for checkingif constants of dispersion or other formul
GlassMap

Purpose:
Plots namesof glasses on the glass map accordingto the index of refraction and Abbe V-number. Theindexai} Put
Abbe numberare taken directly from the entries in the glass catalog, and are not computed based upon't) Pag
wavelength data or dispersion coefficients.All currently loaded glass catalogs are searchedfor glasses withinttboundary values specified in the following table. be
Settings:

Min Abbe Defines theleft X- axis of the plot.

Defines the right X- axis of the plot.Max Abbe

D : F[Minindex|eae the bottom Y- axis of theplot. Enter zero for automatic scaling.
Definesthetop Y- axis of the plot. Enter zero for automatic scaling

Discussion:

This is useful for locating a glass with particul
map is shown with the Abbe number decreasing feltanthy
max Abbe numbers seem to bereversed, Ne go

InternalTransmittancevs.Wavelength
Purpose:

n of wavelength for

 xis of the dispersion plot.
  
  

    

   
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

  

a data were enteredcorrectly.

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

  
 

 

 

Plots the internal transmittancefor a i 4ny thickness ag q function of wavelenath f ne gla call”gth for any materialin the
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settings:—— ————
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Description ee  
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

  

 
 

 

Defines the left X- axis of
Defines the
 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 

the plot.  

right X- axis of the plot.
Defines the bottom Y-

  

 
 
 
 

Minimum
Transmission axis of the plot.

  

Maximumun Defines the top Y-
Transmission axis of the plot. Enter zero for automatic scaling.

 
 

 
The name of the material.

The thickness of the glass in millimeters.  

Discussion:

This is useful for checkingthe transmittance of a particular glass. See the Chapter “Polarization Analysis”.
ste mm ra

Purpose:

Displays in a graphic window a summary of the system data, similar to the text based system data report.
Seitings:
None.

Discussion:

This graphicis primarily used to display a summary of system data within the printed page of the report graphics
4or 6 feature; described in the Reports Menu chapter.
Calculations
 

RayTrace

Purpose:
Paraxial and real trace of a single ray.
Settings:

Normalized x-field coordinate. The value should be between -1 and 1.  
 
 

field coordinate. The value should be between -1 and 1.

 
 

 

Select either a specific field or "Arbitrary" to enter in Hx and Hy.If a specific field is
selected; the Hx and Hy controls are grayed out.

 
 
 

 Wavelength The wavelength numberof theray to trace.

eeeelNormalized x-pupil coordinate. The value should be between -1 and1.
Normalized y-pupil coordinate. The value should be between-1 and 1.

Global Coordinates|If checked,all ray trace data is given in global coordinates rather than local coordinates,
except tangentangles.

T “Dir Cosines" to display the ray direction cosines at each surface, "Tangent Ang"ype oooa tangentof the angle the ray makesat each surface, or "Ym,Um,Yc,Uc'to
display the paraxial marginal and chief ray intercept/tangent angle display. The tangent
angleis the ratio of the x (or y) direction cosine to the z direction cosine.
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1 Ate nym, Um, Ye, Uc" option is sei iy
Discussion: nored If ue dy! Definitions’. SCtag, hy, J}

, are |g
The Hx, Hy, Px, Py, and Global Coordinates settingdS ©) wGonvention ia description of normalized coordinates, see neae ify the normalizedoonis oraFor the other options, this feature allows the user 10 tatee real and paraxial et, pa At Very sy ett fs
pupil aoordinates, and wavelength number and then view | nted are the coordinates (in the surtacg lo * i)THERARot Ai data oisechtad Ie tara realltay. THe values P ese ion cosines (oF tangent angles)areth, van fy"the global Ebordinate. system)of the ray inter oy osine value is theaartiA Makes vi Hgof the rayin the surface after refraction. The direction ts angle the rayane with respey io ifrespectto the specified axis (the x-direction cosine MA * santa itis fora paraxial ray. Tangent anglesara aly ff*x-axis, etc.) The secondsetof datais just like thei ie Global Coordinates Bari il

 

computed relative to the local Z axis; regardless of the ff
GaussianBeam

Purpose:

Computes Gaussian beam parameters.
Settings: nt

Wavelength The wavelength numberto useforthe calculation. |
The M? quality factor used to simulate mixed mode beams. See the Discussion, :

Waist Size The radial size of the embedded(perfect TEMOO mode) beam waistin object space jy) jn
lens units.

Surf 1 to Waist The distance from surface 1 (NOTthe object surface) to the beam waistlocation. Ths)eeeaa,parameterwill generally be negative if the waist lies to the left of surface 1.
See beloy. |inSurface

Discussion:

This feature computes ideal and mixed mode M* Gaussian beam data, such as beam size, beam divergence
and waistlocations, as a given input beam propagates through the lens system. This discussion is not meantii|Teg
be a complete tutorial on laser beam propagation theory. For more information on Gaussian beam propagation| yy
see oneofthe following references: "Lasers", A. E. Siegman, University Science Books (1986), "Gaussianbet Jal
ray-equivalent modeling and optical design’, R. Herloski, S. Marshall, and R. Antos, Applied Optics Vol. 22, No
8 pp. 1168 (1983), Beam characterization and measurementof propagation attributes”, M. W. Sasnett andTF|"ho
Johnston,Jr., Proc. SPIE Vol. 1414, pp 21 (1991), and "New developments in laser resonators", A. E. Sieg!|Ws
Proc. SPIE Vol. 1224, pp 2 (1990). TIGRETg Zs ad een,
A Gaussian laser beam is described by a beam waist size, a way :DSSEN Dee rare elength, an ion i g. Te|tmGaussian beat 5 "p iepeeaton that can be approachedbut never aein eae Nelooes iit|Mo
beams on e wel lescr ed by an embedded” Gaussian beam with ideal characteristics, and a uality fact} yycalled M*, which defines the relative beam size and divergence with respectto th Ss, a q an aie %
The ideal M? valueis unity, but real laserswill always have an MP value sia embedded Gauss! ieer than unity.

byThis feature requires the definition of the initial inputembedded beamis defined bythe location of theatea beam properties, and the Mévalue. The ts
; eam waistrelati teisurface, but the first surface after the object) and the wa) USt rélative to surface 1 (notethis is not the|hy)this embedded beamthroughthelenssystem, and at ei radial size at this aeWea then propadrn by

the output window. ZEMAX computesthe Gaussian be beam data is computed and displéya

| ™ parameters for both X and Y orientations. 4
FoeeeeeTcuteenausea 8 Tahar halt ow. ns the waist is at surtace 1, The pele units are) and a surface ie nayault va thylues may bereset bY \
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“Reset” button. After the default values
n may be entered and that Gaussian ie

ing ti e e

the
ati computed and displayed, any alternate beam waist size andlo

M Will bé traced instead.

initial beam waist an i‘yh ae and computes iisaeoe Parameters are established, ZEMAXtraces the embedded beam through
pp M waist, the phase radius of ourveltire Size, the narrowestradial waist, the surface coordinate relative to the
beam Ure of the beam, the semidivergence angle, and the Rayleigh range forrface in the system, ZEMevery SU : AX calls thes i ; i
rayleigh, respectively, on the text listing thatisRecent the Size, Waist, Waist Z, Radius, Divergence, and

mensionsforall paaAedltad Sulasan‘bomnnee©xceptfor the semi divergence angle,whichis in units of radians.
The @ ae a : parameters can be computed using the following standard formulas. The
Rayleigh range, z,., IS defined as

-

TL,
=>

The phase radius of curvatureis given by

where z is the distance from the beam waist. The radial beam size at any z is computed from

w(z) = wg| +Gur

where (, is the beam waist. The divergence angle of the beam is given by

-lqy
= fn as

r

Lhequalityfactor
All of the preceding results are correct for the ideal embedded Gaussian beam. For aberrated, mixed-mode
beams, a simple extension to the fundamental Gaussian beam model has been developed by Siegman. The
method uses a term called the beam quality factor, usually denoted by M?. Thefactor M? can be thought of as
‘timesdiffraction limited" number, and is always greaterthan unity. The M? factor determinesthesize of the real,
aberrated Gaussian beam by scaling the size and divergence of the embedded Gaussian mode by M.It is
common practice to specify M® for a laser beam, rather than M, althoughthe factor M is used to scale the beam
size. The M2 factor must be measured to be determinedcorrectly. If the M?factoris set to unity, the default value,
ZEMAX computes the TEMOO data described above.If M* is greaterthanunity, then ZEMAX computes both the
embedded Gaussian beam parameters as well as the scaled data.
Be ian beam parameters are based upon paraxial ray data the results cannot beSibtedforovatawheeavelerie aberrations, or those poorly described by paraxial optics, such as non-
rotationally symmetric systems. This feature ignoresall apertures, and assumes the Gaussian beam propagates
"ell within the aperturesofall the lensesin the system.

is feature also supports aninteractive mode.After defining the various input beam"U ndate” will immediately trace the specified Gaussian beam, and display the usual
ters for any surface may be viewed, and the surface numberselected fram

iso be selected using the provided control.

The Settings dialog box
: ameters, clicking on "Up
®Sults in the dialog box. The parame

'op downlist. The orientation may a!
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a

ens or the system data NS & handy “cate A,; ; J
Theinteractive feature does not in any Way modify the ,
displaying Gaussian beam data.  

 
 

Purpose: ' d wavefront aberration coefficients.
Displays Seidel (unconverted, transverse, and longitudinal), 4”
Settings:

Wavelength

 

   Description

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

ation.The wavelength numberto use for the calcul 
Discussion: ‘eit some wavefront coeftia
ZEMAXwill compute the unconverted Seidel, transvers®, citereeepee system. The costco «The
Seidel coefficientsarelisted surface by surface, as well as a Sum stism (ASTI, S3), field curvature (Fount
for spherical aberration (SPHA, $1), coma (COMA, S2), astigma lor (CTR, CT). The units are always of ’
distortion (DIST, $5), longitudinal color (CLA, CL), and transverse Sere in waves: 8 San,
as the system lens units, except of coursefor the coefficients moa tirely of standard surfaces, A
Thesecalculations are only valid and accurate for systemsSEStaces arateasc
which contain coordinate breaks, gratings, paraxial, or other non-stanoa y
by the paraxial rays which are used to computethe coefficients. — re be |
Transverse aberration coefficients are also listed by surface with a ieeesential coma(TTCO)” Given
transverse spherical (TSPH), transverse sagittal coma (TSCO), transverse hea (dal Nala cure ‘ transy
astigmatism (TAST), transverse Petzval field curvature (TPFC), TEENY eS pea ature (TSFp,
transverse tangential field curvature (TTFC), transverse distortion (TDIS), jects et “A (TAXC), ary
transverse lateral color (TLAC). The transverse aberrations are in the sys au pea S. The transyec,aberration coefficients may be very large in optical spaces where the light is nearly collimated, and haye litle
meaningin these optical spaces.

Longitudinal aberration coefficients are computed for longitudinal spherical aberration (LSPH), longituding
sagittal coma (LSCO), longitudinal tangential coma (LTCO), longitudinal astigmatism (LAST), longitudinalPet,
field curvature (LPFC), longitudinal sagittal field curvature (LSFC), longitudinal tangential field curvature (LTFo,
longitudinaldistortion (LDIS), longitudinal axial color (LAXC), and longitudinallateral color (LLAC). Thelongi
dinal aberrations are in the system lens units. The longitudinal aberration coefficients may be very large in optes
spaces wherethelight is nearly collimated, and havelittle meaning in these optical spaces.

The wavefront coefficients given are spherical aberration (W040), coma (W131), astigmatism (W222), fie

Y Syslep
desig,

curvature Petzval (W220P), distortion (W311), axial color defocus term (W020), lateral colortilt term (W111), fie) | Lata
curvature sagittal (W220S), field curvature medial (W220M), and field curvature tangential (W220T), Al te)
wavefront coefficients are in units of wavelengthsat the edgeof the exit pupil. The various aberration coefticers |
are interrelated according to the following table. The symbols n andurefer to the index of refraction and tte
paraxial marginal ray angle in the object space side of each surface. The primes above the n and u symboi) =
indicate that these are the values on the image spacesideof the surface. For a discussion of the meaninga!| Thep;
derivation of the Seidel aberration coefficients, see Welford, Aberrations of Optical Systems, Smith, Moderne
Design, or O' Shea, Elements of Modem Optical Design. Complete references can be foundin the case, “2
"Introduction". Pung

INTERRELATIONSHIP OF ABERRATION COEFFICIENTS

Spherical rc : Spherical
= Si

anu’

22
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f —= =
, " Name ———$——

Description Longitudinal

Tangential
S

Astigmatism
From tangential

yl to sagittalfoci

Field Curvaturehe Gaussian to

‘ Petzval
ie

Gaussian to

i sagittal
q

Gaussian to
medial  (28, + $4)

aah

Gaussian to
tangential

 
 a

4

Distortion cs Distortion
o5 i

Axial Color C Chromatic
Cc ma aberrations are

ue 2

Lateral Color

Cr Cr

 
 

  
  

  
  

 

 
measured

betweenthe
extreme defined

wavelengths,
referenced to the

selected
wavelength.  

___ The Petzvalradius of curvature shownonthe Seidelscreenis in system lensunits, as is the Lagrangeinvariant.
ike Fri ent:

Purpose:
Calculates the Zernike coefficients using the Fringe or University of Arizona polynomialset.
Settings:

 

 
 

 

  
 
  

Description

Sampling Specify the density in the pupil to use for coefficientfitting. Larger grid sizes are more
accurate, although the computation time increases.

Peel|Specify the maximum Zernike coefficient to compute. Any value up to 37 may bespecified.
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Description

The wavelength number to
ca

Thefield number to use for the

r the calculation:—_ use fo—
  
  

 

jculation. 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

  
 

as the peak-to-valley, FIMS, variance, Strepy raj",Discussion: iceWe
The Zernike screen displays the individual coefficien
residual RMSfit error, and maximum fit error, e mean, IS defined asth
The AMSof the wavefront error, o, when referenced fo

—2

a = w-W

d w ig the average wavefronterror, The Pin

elu mis ignored, then the RMS“referen,n wavetront ter

ar and is rarely used.

he absolute phase reference has ng

he mean square &
ys. If the mea

* directly,to zero" results, This computation yields the square rootol W" arent
alues (1If the mean wavefront is subtracted from all the wavefront phase V (

physical meaning), then the RMSis “referenced to the mean’.i i eference sphere which minimizes the RMs,7Typically, the RMSis further referenced to the tiltedSEoft ut the average tilt in x and y aswell Thee
is equi ut not only the mean (lustitenlbesausetitshitethe (pean of the diffraction image centroid, thoeSea Ima
quality. For brevity, ZEMAX callsthis reference point the "centroid , although itis ‘aeeeAe ; ich is usugclose to but not exactly at the diffraction image centroid. Most of the time, the oO meanthe ANS
referencedto the centroid, which is always the lowest of the three numbers. re
The Strehlratio is computed using the RMS referencedto the centroid by the following approximation:

ed |
where W is the wavefront error, W ist
can actually be computedseveraldifferent wa’

(Ina)Sate ‘ ;

The approximationis only valid for Strehl ratios higher than about 0.10.
This feature computes a maximum of 37 Zernike terms. The particular Zemike terms used are not orthonorma
but are instead all normalized to have unity magnitude at the edge of the pupil. Some of the higher order tein:
in the expansion were droppedto keepthe total number of terms small, and the terms remaining were select
to favor accuratefitting of higher order spherical aberration. This particular set of Zernike polynomids §
aeeelsime mah or "University of Arizona" notation. The more formal, and more general polynoméset is the Standard notation, sometimescalled the "Born & Wolf"or the similar "Noll" i ich is describedunder the "Zernike Standard Coefficients" feature. rol notation: ieee
The Zernike Fringe polynomials are defined in the following table.

ZERNIKE FRINGE POLYNOMIALS

Term|Z(p, @)

2 eee.
aie SE Fo cw

 

  

ns2
=: Ss

OASTIEMA 4K
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CPRIMAPY

4 2

6p -6p' +1 : :
PRIMARY=sPHFCAL

pcos 3@p

oO

eeEe

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

ia=
2

ee
wn a a Ss

2) 2
(4p° -3)p cos2 > ee

a ho

SSsVOA eres
a ow

4 2
(10p -12p" + 3)pcosp

(10p*- 129? +3)psing

20p°-30p* + 1297-1i=Fai,“Ioaan
4 A

Puneet Sovupee Astle
* sindtsihewo 2 3

(5p —4)p cos3@ TRIANGULAR ComMA q
5p°—4)p’sin3@

(15p*—20p” + 6)p*cos2
—o —

bh

(15p*— 20” + 6)p’sin20
I, _ 35p° — 60p* + 30p — 4)pcos@

(35p°— 60p* + 30p — 4)psing

  
70p*-140p° + 90p*-20p"+ 1ial

(6p- 5)p*cos4q  
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Term

(6p° —5)p‘sina (21p* = 30p° + 10)p*cos3@

| (21p*~30p? + 10)p'sin3@
pe (56p°~ 105p* + 60p— 10)p°cos29

3

(56p° — 105p* + 6097 — 10)p’ sin 2@

| (126p* - 280p° + 210p* —60p" + S)pcos@
35 8 6 4 2 ;

(126p" — 280p" + 210p — 60p* + 5)psing
2r. 252p'°_ 630p* + 560p°-210p* + 30p° — I

7 4 2924p'* - 27729'° + 3150p% — 1680p" + 420p* - 42p° + 1

ZernikeStandardCoefficients
Purpose:

Calculates the orthonormal Zernikecoefficients computed using the notation defined in “Zernike polynomials ang
atmospheric turbulence", R. Noll, J. Opt. Soc. Am., Vol. 66, No. 3, March 1976. This notation allowstermstot:
consistently defined upto (almost) arbitrary order, rather than the limited 37 term Fringe polynomials,
Settings:

Sampling Specify the density in the pupil to use for coefficient fitting. Largergrid sizes are mor
accurate, although the computation time increases. |

Max Term Specify the maximum Zemike coeffici |Panalpeachy lent to compute. Any value up to 231 may te
Wavelength The wavelength numberto usefor the calculation. |

Thefield numberto useforthe calculation,
Discussion:

This feature is almost identical to the "Zernike Fringe icients"numbering scheme is used, more termsin the Srareen Coefficients
normalized, and noneof the terms are skipped. See th
The most general way to express the Zernike polynom

  

 
  

feature, except a somewhatdiffer”
aaa: available forfitting, the terms are orthogona

. ©scription for some importantdetails.
lals is in the form

mn

Re(he= R,,(P)cosme@
Ri(P)sinma
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{4
radial portion of the polynomialj i iei 'S defined by two indices, n and m. The n index defines the orderof the radial

- so ann value of 5 w indiwets § | ould indicate all Polynomials who i i |
Pavae form are allowed once ns eng se maximum radial power was p . Only certain: ips pec sen; : d
pynomials, See "Principles of Optics" ae ™ must be even, and 0 < m <n. For details on Zernike Standard

fi ove. The terms are orthonormal suchihe rill & Wolf, referenced in Chapter 1, or the JOSAreferencelisted
of the term. Magnitudeof the coefficient of each term is the RMScontribution

ists the formul ‘his feature lists Mulas next to th iniA first 28 terms are given below. @ fitted Coefficients; the entire 231 term table is too long to include here,

E
|
Bl /6(p’ sin2@)
my J6(p" cos29)

/8(3p° -2p)sing

= 8(3p° - 2p) cos@
ce J8p’ sin3@

J8p" cos3ep
11

/5(6p" 6p’ + 1)

ZERNIKE STANDARD POLYNOMIALS

  
  J4pcos

 

  
 
 
 

 
 

 
   

 

 
 

 
i ho

J10(4p* — 3p") cos2@

Es /10(4p* — 3p”) sin2@
pe Ji0pcos4g
peel /T0p*sin4o
a /12(10p° — 12p? + 3p)cos@
oe /12(10p° — 12p° + 3p) sine

.[12(5p? - 4p")cos3@

/12(5p°

 
— co

—/ a

 

 
 
 

 

  
 — 4p°)sin39 
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a.
>a ~

 
a{12p° cos Sp

——S=

 

 

 

5 ‘ad

Vi(20p° - 30p* + 12p" - 1) i
fiJ14(15p°—20p" + 6p)sin2@ / if

J14(15p° - 20p* + 6p’ )cos2@

eee J/14(6p° — 5p*)sin4p |
od ,/14(6p° — 5p") cos4@ *
27| J14p°sin6@ |
peri Jp*cos6o 4

a7

S

 

 

   

FiberCouplingEfficiencysi
© This feature is only available in the XE and EE editions of ZEMAX. uf

Pag
Purpose: i pent
This feature computes the coupling efficiency for single mode fiber coupling systems. For multi-mode ite| ont
coupling, see “Calculating efficiency of multi-mode fibers” on page 107. err
Settings:

/

Numerical Aperture of the source fiber in object space in the xz and yz planes
reece This is n times the sin of the half angle to the 1 over e squared intensi) |
point. }

| i
ty

| “.

- Ne
The wavelength numberto usefor the Calculation, |

Si" :

a

Ignore SourceFiber|If checked, thenillumination of the ’ 
 
 

 Apodizationsetting will be us Pupil as specifi tem,incident uponthe entrance aie computationssDoreen.atotal ene
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—!> = ——————S=

Desciption ='/§s 

  

 
Numerical
halt angie erence Of the receiving fiber in image space. This is n times the sin of the

over € squared intensity point. 
 rinAbout X, Y
 

  
 

  
Thea folationchine7\teaaedceasiogeomactiatleaeae
the nomen of the receiving fiber in image space, in degrees, measured from
robahon eee. Nation of the receiving fiber. If both X and¥rotations are specified, the

around X, then around Y. Note the rotations are about the specified axes,$0 Tilt About X rotates j
ooTita ouFate £8thefiber toward or away from the Y axis. Rotations are done

  
  
 
 

 
 
 

 

irenear Position shift in the x/y/z directionin lens units of the receivingfiber, measured
nominalposition of the receiving fiber. Shifts are done before the XYtilts above,   

  
 

Align Receiver toAign Re if unchecked, the fiber is positioned at XY coordinates (0.0,0.0) on the image surface.rechecked, thefiber is repositioned in x and y to be centeredatthe point the chief ray
ine re s the IMage surface. In either case the receiving fiber is oriented along the

ge Space Z axis, unless rotated using the controls above.
 

  
   

 

 

 

  
 

Use Polarization , checked, polarized rays will be traced for each ray required, and the resulting
sreTove Intensity through the system will be accountedfor. See the “System Menu”chapter under“Polarization”for information on defining the polarization state and other

details. Only ZEMAX-EE supports this capability.

 

   

 
 
 

   
   

Discussion:

This feature computesfiber coupling for single-modefibers with a Gaussian shaped mode.For multi-modefiber
coupling, see “Calculating efficiency of multi-mode fibers” on page 107.
Fiber coupling efficiency is computed based uponatwofiber or a onefiber model. In the twofiber model, light
emerges from a sourcefibertofill (or partially overfill) the entrance pupil of an optical system. Energy not collected
by the entrance pupil is lost, reducing the overall efficiency. If desired, the sourcefiber may be ignored for a one
fiber model; and in this case theefficiency is computedrelative to the energy entering the entrance pupil; which
inturn is a function of the system apodization (see “Apodization Type” on page 57).
The system efficiency (S) is the sum of the energy collected by the entrance pupil which passes through the optical
system, accounting for both the vignetting and transmissionof the optics, divided by the sum ofall the energy
which radiates from the sourcefiber:

[Jet»)F,@ yaedy ;
eae

[JF.C ydedy

Where F. is the source fiber amplitude function andtheintegralin the numeratoris only done overthe entrance
Pupil of the optical system, and f(x, y) is the amplitude transmission function of the optics. The transmissionis
affected by bulk absorption andoptical coatings(if use polarization is checkedon).If the source fiberis ignored,
then the integral in the denominatoris only done overthe entrance pupil, and the F,, function is determined by

the system apodization,if any. hich will affect th ling into the fibAbierto stem introduce phase errors which will affect the coupling into the fiber. MaximumCoupling oficloncy eachieved when the modeof the wavefront converging towardsthe receiving fiber perfectly
fiber in both amplitude and phaseatall points in the wavefront. This is definedMatches the mode of the iMathematicallyas a normalized overlap integral betweenthe fiber and wavefront amplitude:

[fcWC rare]
{2 [fFcn yF/Gs yddedy|[ WO, Ws yidsdy”
a
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_ y) is the functi Aaa fiber amplitude, WC" y)' on JOSCtbing 2
g the receiving TOP!” nol represents COMPIEX Conjugate, jy

Newhere F(x, y) is the function describin; j tem, an the integral.wavefront from the exit pupil of the optical Sys nt overlap !7
ote rerSoniales88MgaynosesSOAFaei function are Cl ling anyway, > thro YA,ayyeearate “ie oeeke to contribute to the fibera i, rove the accuracy of the fiber on by ? ,
7 p zi aberrations oh oh tend to all average t Cet will ignore rays with more than n/g Bee

pase Cycibs eo guicnly: that a stems, the integrationalgo" his determined by the sampling setting "*d
OPDerrorBassihcthetimberof rays across the pupil, wie ig any mismatch betweenthe fiber amp|
Thasa Sonia possible value of 1.0, and will decreas® ee Pit
and phase andthe wavefront amplitude and phase. upling efficiency |S the productof these numbers 4
ZEMAX computesthe values $ and T. Thetotal power coup d upon ignoring the Aberrations 4,is base

i : this value !S batheoretical maximum coupling efficiency is also computer:de mismatches between the modes,
accountingforall vignetting, transmission, and other amp i i lass to thwing fiber, set the image space g © Matosofthe receivingfiber. eiving fiber (and ot "alfrathetebereohre EiconShane polarization’. Thereflectivity of the receiving ( her Surfaces
will be accountedfor,

YNIContributions

Purpose:
This feature lists for each surface the paraxial YN! va
that surface.

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

jue, which is proportional to the Narcissus CONTribUtion

 
 

 
 

 

Settings:9: ed
anon
Wavelength The wavelength numberto usefor the calculation. a

ppnssiet

Discussion: , fevaut
See“Narcissus:reflections on retroreflections in thermal imaging systems", Applied Optics, Vol. 21, #18, 9339)|salvia
(1982) for a discussion. Geen
SagTable —

Purpose: ium!
This featurelists for the selected surface the surface sag (z-coordinate) at various distances from the vertex. Iie|ype
bestfit spherical radius is computed, and the sagof the bestfit sphere and the difference is also tabulated, On) hie
the Y-coordinate of the surfaceis considered, therefore the data may not be useful for non-rotationally symmet|~"?
surfaces.

Settings:

a
The surface numberto use for the calculation,

The defaultocretween steps measured from the vertex at which the sagis compute
Thedefault value of zero will automatically choose a reasonable stepsize.

Negative Remove|See "Discussion",

a

F/#7?|
  

 

 Uf
‘f.

 

=—"
Discussion: hi
This feature can be used to determine the maximum i peg :for lens fabrication. aspheric deviation of a Surface. The sagtable is als us e
This feature lists out five columns: iy
Y-Coord: The y coordinate of the point on the Surface b
Sag: The sag ofthe surface atthe y coordinate.

: ANALYSIS MENUChapter 7 130
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ag: The sag of the bestfit sp}a Nnere, ' '3 RMS deviation between Thebestfit sphere is determinedbyfinding the radius of the sphere thatF
} zes the . -mininsphere radiususing an foe Surface sag andthe sagof the bestfit sphere. ZEMAX computesthispest" iSection technique.

peviation: The difference between the BFS Sag and the Sag, i.e. (BFS Sag) - (Sag).
: The amountof mate ,

Oeaut this numberis CvENieassuming that the surface wasfirst generated to the bestfit sphere.
B ne remove column. Note that the Positive. Checking the "Negative Remove"box will yield all negative values
ort mlue hae been added, tha cs remove column values are identical to the deviation values, but a constant
orrect depends upon whether Henundseie can be selectedto beeitherall positive or all negative. Which
is Wy, Is Conv i rmina-fion correctly, and soit is left as q user Selectable aeReaahaee

s advisable to i ;itis alway check the sign convention carefully before any fabrication decisions are made.
cardinal Points
Purpose:

This HehGREAT range of surfaces and wavelengths the locations of the principal, nodal, anti-
nodal, a Calculation is done for any defined wavelength and either the X-Z or Y-Z orientation.
Settings:

  

 
 

 
 
 
 

Ce Description

Discussion:

This feature may not return reliable results if coordinate breaks or non-centered optics are included within the
specified surface range.

Gradient Index

Purpose:

Plots the axial index profile of a Gradium surface.
Settings:

fiatGeomeeooeeOneeeea
[Profle=The nameofthe profile. See the chapter on surface typesfordetails.

[Surface The surface numberto plot.
Wavelength The wavelength numberto useforthe calculation.

Discussion:
If the surface is selected to "None", then the reference wavelength for the profile glass family is used, no matter

: _ Ifa Gradium surface is selected, then any defined wavelength, or the referenceth is selected Also, if a surface numberis selected, then the starting and ending points for the
"X" on the plot. The starting and ending positions include consideration of

 
  
   

 

   
 

  

what waveleng
"Wavelength may be selected.
glass blank will be indicated using an :

© Sag of the surface at the defined semi-diameter.
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Universal Plot =
ZEMAX.ition of“©” This featureis only available in the EE ed! 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

NewUniversalPlot...
i ea erand as a function 1 ot

eees either a plot s a textlisting the value of any optimization op of Soma hy Aot oraparameter. Y,
Settings: #y

Item Description ee
le settings

‘configuration data as the independent Variable
<

SS
independent variab

Select either surface, system, OF mult ae,
endent variable. The available Selecuse as the indep

Selecttheparameterre, thickness, conic, parameter aneeavecameeea
inclu ; ius, BhAgEH ‘For system parameters, es : e the SySten,Ppeturefieldand wavelength data, apodization facto’, iced uie Grd Prescie
configuration data,all multi-configuration GpSrpHCe ate

—— BEaeaguraionnumber aia
YAASS
we=

ber for the independ pate _Parar
aoeateienwitaaurlace. Thisfield is used for the configuration numberif configurati,
data is selected.

Start/Stop Value The beginning and ending rangeof the independentvariable.
# of Steps The number of values between the start and stop values, inclusive, to compute the

dependentvariable function value. .
; vent

Dependentvariable settings c
Operand The optimization operandto use as the dependent variable function. The whole sysiem| Pola

merit function is also included at the top of the list. If the system merit functions) ——
selected, then either the entire merit function or any specific operand’s value may te
selected using the "Line" control below. '

Line The optimization operand # to use as the dependent variable function. The whole ;
system merit function is also includedatthe topofthelist. 1 Bxmoy

Int1/Int2 TheInti andInt2 valuesfor the selected operand. The dialog box will displaythe statname for the Int1 and Int2 valuesto aid in identifying the datethet needs be supple
If the edit control is grayed out; then the selected operand doesnotusethatvalue.

Hx/Hy/Px/Py The Hx, Hy, Px, Py valuesfor the selected o ill di hotNee ieee perand. The dialog box will display thesname None valuesto aid in identifying the data that needs to be Supple’Ihail
contro! is grayedout;then the selected operand doesnotusethatvalue.

 
 

fin/Max Plot Value|The min and max valvalues ar ueto plot for the dependent variable (Y) function. If both of thes?
fanaa ieponeBae a default scale will be chosen.If either one is notzero, then the)HERAitiarG protwillextend from the minimum to th . does” flpecified range, then the d © maximum. lf the dataata may plot beyond the bordersofthe data bot

PlotTitleTitle Any text may be entered which will be used as the title for the plot or text listing.

 
 TETETTTABETiE
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ff

   
 
 

 Description [  

   
This will Save t :
right of this bates ae Settingsin a file specified by the namein the edit control to the
ZEMAX wi 4 aLy Mame which may be used asa valid file name may be entered.name orate the appropriate fluitabignt to the given name andusethisasthefile
be loaded usi g ine settings. The settings from any previously saved settings file may

Ing the “Load From” button described below.Once the settings: are i
regeneration of Ho alot: Saved, the name will appear as a menu option for quick

  
  
  
 
 
 

 
 
 

Loud Gethngepe“7 Settings previously Saved with the “Save As” button described above.  
 

Discussion.
This feature will either plotas a graph orcreate a text listing of the value of any optimization operand as a function
of any number of system, surface, or multi-configuration cote ee .
For example, ARES a plot of the Sagittal MTF at 30 Ip/mm was needed asa function of the decenterof a lens
roup (which may be a useful diagnostic for tolerancing analysis). Since the MTFS operand computesthe sagittal

MTF, the Universal Plot can generate such a graphic ortext listing. See the Chapter "Optimization"for a list of
available optimization operands. A decenterof a lens group is defined by Parameter 1 or 2 on the relevant
coordinate break surface, and Parameter1 and 2 are both listed in the available surface group parameters.
Because of the numberof different plots this feature can generate, there are nointelligent defaults for either the
independent or dependentsettings. These values need to be carefully provided in the settings dialog box.If the
optimization operand cannot be computed, an error message will be displayed and theplot will not be generated.
Because many optimization operands accept Hx and Hy valuesto define thefield point for the calculation, these
operands may require that the numberoffields be set to 1, then set Hx = 0 and Hy = 1, then finally choose Y Field
{ as the independentvariable for a plot of the operand asafunctionoffield. A similar trick works for getting plots
as a function of wavelength.

Some individual operands, like DIFF and SUMM, have no meaning if selected from the “Operand" column
because these operands are only defined when used as part of a larger merit function. If results from a calculation
like DIFF are required, then the merit function should be selected from the Operandlist and the individual DIFF’s
within the merit function selected for the "Line".

The escape key will terminate the analysisif the computation is taking too long.
Polarization
 

a These features are only available in the EE editions of ZEMAX. 

For more information on polarization calculations, see “POLARIZATION ANALYSIS" on page 369.
Polarization Ray Trace
Purpose:
The polarization ray trace feature generates a text window whichdisplaysall the polarization data for a single ray.
Settings:

iaea
ey Electric field amplitude in X direction.

Electric field amplitude in Y direction

X-Phase Phase of the X componentofthe electric field in degrees.

Phaseof the Y componentofthe electric field in degrees.

Pe Normalized x-field coordinate. The value should be between -1 and 1.
Normalized y-field coordinate. The value should be between-1 and 1.
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 Description d be between -1 and 1.
: raat

Normalized x-puptt coordina

Normalized y-pupi! coordinate: a
r ofthe ray t0 ——ae

|e value shou
eth uld be between -1 and 1.

 
  

 
 

The value sho 
 

Py

Wavelength The wavelength numbe 
j i ization ray tracing.Discussion: MAX to perform polarization ray 9. See theThis feature tabulatesall of the data computed by ze Me

"Polarization Analysis".

5 b tion. This aids in visualizing the
eea graphofthe polarizationellipse as a function of pupil position i) Change
polarization over the pupil.

Item Description

5

2

componentof the electric field in degrees.

&=

Y-Phase Phaseof the Y
ne

Wavelength The wavelength number of the rays to trace. | is
Field The field position number of the rays to trace yet

Discussion: by the electric field vect th and heretortThe polarization ellipse is a representation of the figure traced out by the electric Hleld’ vector as the wae) ganinetaierapalal during a cycle. The magnitudeof the ellipse is determined by the transmission of the ray, which) pepdanzation,
generally a function of pupil position. See the chapter "Polarization Analysis". saiwy prase,Thef
Transmission uss, he phas
Purpose: ae
Computesthe integrated and surface by surface transmission throughthe optical system considering polanzaltt Iensmissior
effects. A| pose
Settings:

Fem|Deseo :
ipccateeeerennni)Electric field amplitude in X direction. ) ~~

by
:

If checked, the electric fpee performed. ‘eld definition is ignored and the unpolarized computale”  
Discussion:

This feature tabulatesfor eachfield position and wave| , tet
the specified polarization. The transmission is computedoeaentegrated transmissionof the opticalyt

Ction of 100%, with 100%being that tf@ Na: IS MENUChapter 7: ANALYS isk
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Se are were No absorption, reflection, or yj :
ie vignetting losses. The transmission calculation accounts for vignetting7 if ner vignetting due to apert

rs, Vi9 J Pertures or obscyrati race i“\ ee. and bulk internal transmittance dueeyClipping dueto ray trace errors, surface Fresnelor coatingon.los :

tabulated for eachfield and Wavelength j i ;Asefication of where significant surface eae eros and total transmission of the chief ray. This allowsoy | gos als0 ihe relative illumination feature.

ip purpose:i s . +

& computes the polarization induced phase aberration of an optical system
Settings:

Bs

 
 
 Description

 
 

Sip ic fi
Electric field amplitude in X direction.

 
 

Electric field amplitudein Y direction.
I}

phesy   Phaseof the X componentofthe electric field in degrees.
    Phaseofthe Y componentof the electric field in degrees.
  
 

The wavelength numberof the rays to trace. 
Thefield position number of the rays to trace.

   
 

Discussion:

This feature computes for the specified field position and wavelength the phase aberration in the image space X
and Y orientations. Polarization phase aberrations are induced by the effects of refraction through dielectric
media, and by reflection from metallic or dielectric mirrors.

Like the usual OPDplots, the polarization phase aberration is referenced to the chief ray. However, there are
cases where the chief ray phase cannot be determinedin both orientations. For example, in an axial symmetric
system, if the incident polarizationis linearin the Y direction, there is zero intensity in the X direction for the chief
fay, and therefore the X phaseis indeterminate. For otherraysin the pupil, there is generally a slight rotation of
the polarization, and therefore the resulting electric field in the X direction yields a valid phase angle. To avoid
this discontinuity in the phase, ZEMAX averages two rays oneitherside of the chief ray to interpolate the chief
fay phase. The problem maystill appear undercertain circumstances, even with this averaging technique. In all
cases, the phase dataisstill valid, because the phase aberration has noeffect on image quality if the intensity iszero.

ItansmissionFan
Purpose:

Generates a graphof the transmitted intensity for eachfield and wavelength as a function of either tangential or
Sagittal pupil fans.
Settings:

HECteen Description
atElectric field amplitude in X direction.
ie|Electric field amplitude in Y direction.

Phase of the X componentofthe electric field in degrees.

Y-Phase Phaseof t

The wavelength numberofthe rays to trace.

SSSy
ou

 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

   
he Y componentof the electric field in degrees.
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s to trace- f
ored and the unpolarized Compu } yic fi inition is ign athe electric field definitio ~

a

Unpolarized If checked,
performed.

 
 

  
  
 
 

ea
 
 

 
  

sition number of the ray
  

 
  

 

 

 

  
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

Discussion: ngmission variation over the pupil a tyining the tra
Thepolarization transmission fan is useful for SEOtales Metey
of field and wavelength. See the chapter “Polarizatlo
aee

tions of ZEMAX.aThese features are only available in the EE edi
arization Analysis".

%,2BRAS
at

ooofeoseapreSsSeeeaaa
3 "PolFor more information on coating calculations, see the chapter "P

Reflectionvs.Angle

Purpose: s for reflection for the specified Surface a 3Computesthe S, P, and average polarization intensity coefficient
function of incident angle.
Settings:

Min Angle The minimum angle ofincidenceto plot. This defines the left edgeof theplot. |
Max Angle The maximum angle of incidence to plot. This defines the right edge of the plot, |

The minimumyvalue to plot. This defines the bottom edge of theplot.

The maximum y valueto plot. This defines the top edgeof the plot.

The surface number which defines the interface to use.

Wavelength The wavelength numberto use.

Discussion:

The incident angle is measured in the medium prior to the specified surface. See the chapter “Polanzaiz
Analysis" for details on the computation.

is. Vv.

Purpose:
Computes the S, P and average polarization j i ici sin aneon of incident angle. ss ‘Sn intensity coefficients for transmission for the specified surfaces
Settings:
See "Reflectivity vs. Angle" above.
Discussion:

The incident angle is measured in the medium pri seAnalysis" for details on the computation. prior to the specified Surface. See the chapter polatizal®
Absorptionvs.Angle

Purpose:
Computesthe S,P, and averagepolarization “4 ;!
function of incident angle. intensity coefficients for absorption for the specified gurtace*
Settings:

ter 7: ANALYSIS MENUChap oe
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on

a wReflectivity vs. Angle" above.
piscussion-

; t angle is measy dja inciden red in the meg; ‘ ,Iralysis" for details on the computation, Sdium prior to the specified surface. See the chapter “Polarization
Djattenuation vs. Angle
purpose:

computes the R (reflected) and T (transmitted)
angle.

settings:
gee "Reflectivity vs. Angle" above.
Discussion:

The incident angle is measured in th j j PF " izatiAnalysis" for details on the Sprindieins medium prior to the specified surface. See the chapter "Polarization
Phase vs. Angle

Purpose:

Computes the S and P polarization phasefor reflection(if the surface isami ission (ifthesurfaceis not a mirror) for the specified surface as a function of incident Abetaaea
Settings:

See "Reflectivity vs. Angle" above.
Discussion:

The incident angle is measured in the medium prior to the specified surface. See the chapter “Polarization
Analysis" for details on the computation.
Retardance vs, An

Purpose:

Computes the retardancefor the specified surface as a functionof incident angle.
Settings:
See “Reflectivity vs. Angle" above.
Discussion:

The incident angle is measured in the medium prior to the specified surface. See the chapter "Polarization
Analysis" for details on the computation.

Reflectionvs.Wavelength
Purpose:
Computes the S, P, and average polarization intensity coefficients for reflection for the specified surface as a
function of incident wavelength.
Settings:

The minimum wavelength to plot. This defines the left edge ofthe plot.

diattenuation for the specified surface as a function of incident

   
  

Min Wave

  Max Wave The maximum wavelengthto plot. This defines the right edgeoftheplot.

   
The minimumyvalueto plot. This defines the bottom edgeof theplot.

The maximum y valueto plot. This defines the top edgeof the plot.

The surface number which definestheinterfaceto use.  
 The angle ofincidence, in degrees, to use.  
Discussion:
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See the chapter "Polarization Analysis’.

Purpose: coefficients for tra
ComputestheS, P, and average polarization any
function of incident wavelength.

nsmission for the specifieg SUttagg
i 
 
 

 

Settings:

See “Reflectivity vs. Wavelength" above. !
Discussion: ie‘
See the chapter “Polarization Analysis". nyAbsorptionvs.WavelenathY,
Purpose: ty coefficients for absorption for the specified Surfacea, ¥Computes the S, P, and average polarization intensi
function of incident wavelength.
Settings: ost|
See "Reflectivity vs. Wavelength" above qne
Discussion: af
See the chapter “Polarization Analysis". ;

Diattenuationvs.Wavelengtham
Purpose: a : yn
Computesthe R (reflected) and T (transmitted) diattenuation for the specified surface as a functionof ingig.,
wavelength. ‘
Settings:

See "Reflectivity vs. Wavelength" above. aynase
Discussion: Tasted
See the chapter “Polarization Analysis". Dus’

Phasevs.Wavelength vette
Purpose: Merit
Computesthe S and P polarization phase forreflection (if the surface is a mirror) or for transmission(if the surlaz|——
is not a mirror) for the specified surface as a function of incident wavelength. Purpos
Settings: Thshy
See "Reflectivity vs. Wavelength" above. Rem
Discussion: a

Seethe chapter"Polarization Analysis". Puno
Retardancevs.WavelengthTis

Purpose: soy

periniee the retardancefor the specified surface as a function of incident wavelength. Vergy
Settings: Gag
See "Reflectivity vs. Wavelength" above. ™~
Discussion:

See the chapter"Polarization Analysis".

"Ly
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ec” OPTIMIZATION
ha a Hich edliveoomaente———————a timization feature provided ; ‘ : é . ,he mt eS pnable starting point and a Saree 'S quite powerful, and is capable of improving lens designs given a, eed parameter data, extra data "able parameters. Variables can be curvatures, thicknesses, glasses,4 kh oa ed least squares method areas any of the numeric multi-configuration data. ZEMAX uses anactively
lg ye ee values; these targetvalues ie Boat 'S capable of optimizing a merit function composed of weighted
reSay | described in a subsequentsection, These mideunction neeaieeneMeeeateieeeFor details on this procedure see the section " i

Bey , ceived designs are notlikely t5 oorly con ely to be transformed into exceptional designs by the optimization algorithmant pou” mereee aad The variables, and there mustbeatleast one for the optimization algorithm to“Oh be able to y Progress,are specified on the various editors, as described in the next section. To reach the
The algorithm used by the optimization feature described in this chapteris designed to find the "local" minimum

ory ofthe specified merit function. However, ZEMAX-XE and EE also have a capability to search for a "global"
thet minimum of the merit function. The global minimum is the lowest possible value for the merit function, and if the“ano % merit function is selected appropriately, this implies the best possible solution to the problem. The global

tk, optimization feature isnot for novice users, and is not appropriate for interactive designing. For details see the~ chapter "Global Optimization".

‘3.01... Selecting variables
eeeeee

Variables for optimization are specified by pressing Ctrl-Z when the highlighted bar is on the parameter to be
| varied in the Lens Data Editor. Note that Ctrl-Z is a toggle. The Multi-Configuration and Extra Data Editors also
‘ OF dithered contain numeric data that may be made variable by using Ctrl-Z. Glasses cannot be made variable directly

because they are discrete. To optimize glasses, see “Optimizing glass selection"laterin this chapter.
‘trac! gjsye Defining the default merit function
2nce.

The merit function is a numerical representation of how closely an optical system meets a specified set of goals.
_ZEMAX usesa list of operands which individually represent different constraints or goals for the system.

Operands represent goals such as image quality, focal length, magnification, and manyothers.
the nonsae@! The merit function is proportional to the squarerootof the weighted sum of the squaresofthe difference between

the actual and target value of each operandinthelist. The merit function is definedthis way so a value of zero
aegu (deal. The optimization algorithm will attempt to make the value ofthis function as small as possible, and soan gene = the merit function should be a representation of what you wantthe system to achieve. You do not have to use the

amg" default merit function, you may construct your own as describedinalater section.
very litte The easiest way to define a merit functionis to select the Tools, Default Merit Function option on the Merit Function

“40gos Editor menu bar, A dialog box will appear whichallows selection of options for the default merit function. Each
|, -paingl® 9Ption is explained in the following paragraphs.

pinll Selecting the type of optimization
e Several different types of merit functions are available. The default merit function is constructed using four key

_ thoices: The optimization type, data type, reference point, and integration method. The choices are describedinof 7e following tables.
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=ameee

DEFAULT OPTIMIZATION TYPES

Description

_ : This type is by far the moRMS i tion for Root-Mean-Square. st
RMSinbrea ih ste square 700!the average valueofthe Square
of all the individual errors. ——

PTV iati -To- . There are rare cases where the RiPTV is an abbreviation for Peak-To Rey ereaerfations, For @%arngle: i is
is not as important as the maximum exten
the rays gees land within a circular region on a detector orfiber. In these cases,indicator of performance. This meritthe Peak-To-Valley (PTV) may be a better indicafunction type ae to minimize the PTV extentof the errors.
 
 

DEFAULT OPTIMIZATION DATA

Wavefrontis the aberration measured in waves.

Spot Radius The radial extent of the transverse ray aberrations in the image plane.
Spot X The x extentof the transverse ray aberrations in the image plane.

Spot Y

 

 
  

  
    

  

   

  
 

 
 
 
 

The y extent of the transverse ray aberrations in the image plane. 
 

 

 Both the x and y extent of the transverse ray aberrationsin the image plane. The
x and y components are considered separately, and both are optimized together.
This is similar to Spot Radius, except the signs of the aberrations are retained,
whichyields better derivatives. Note that in computing the radius of an aberration,
the sign informationis lost.

Spot X and Y

 

DEFAULT OPTIMIZATION REFERENCE POINTS

 
 

Description

Centroid The RMS or PTV computation of the data is referenced to the centroid of all the
data coming from that field point. Centroid reference is generally preferred,
especially for wavefront optimization. For wavefront optimization, referenceto
the centroid subtracts out piston, x-tilt, and y-tilt of the wavefront, none of which
degrade image quality. Centroid reference also yields more meaningful results
when comais present, since comashifts the image centroid away from the chief
ray location. Historically, the chief ray has been used becauseit is simpler to
compute, but this complexity is dealt with by ZEMAXwith virtually no performance
loss.

Chief The RMS or PTV computation of the "data" is referenced to the chief ray at the
primary wavelength.

This option is only available if the selected optimization data is wavefront. The
mean reference isvery similar to the centroid reference, except only the piston
(mean wavefront) is subtracted out; not the x- or y-tilt. Since the exact pointat
which the OPD is defined to be zero is arbitrary: referencing to the mean is
generally preferred to the chief ray reference for thos troidis not preferred, x @ cases wherethe cen

 
  

   

i ic it n

Note that the numerical value of the merit function is physically significant.If the merit function i -WavetrontCentroid, then the numerical value of the merit function is the RMS wavefront errorin aliaeasvee
is RMS-Spot Radius-Chief, then a value of 0.145 means the RMSspotsize is 0.145 lens units. If the lensunits
were millimeters, this would correspond to 145 microns RMS.
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eonfunction should yield a different optimum design than |
ve of the wave aberrations, Thanse ley are differentis that ray aberrations are proportional ta
5 to the minimumofthe other, A gene re, it is unreasonable to expect that the minimum of one

“ores a PTV wavefronterrorof less tha ral rule of thumb to use is thatif the system is close to diffractionsay n two waves) then use wavefront error. Otherwise, use spot radius.
generaMost diffraction based performance use the centroid as a reference are superior to those that use the

signe’s often ask why the RMS Spotrf;
avetront merit function. The basic

 
naiheVa

wit te ie, the RMS wavefront centroid ref ;exampl erence often yields better| nse, but worserdal frequency ae than the RMSchief ray reference optimization seerace
iecti e pupil integratio t

are two lsoMtheenene methods usedto construct the merit function: Gaussian quadrature (GQ)
orrectanguiar ‘i cabana seaehacelal 's VASTLY superior for almost all cases of practical interest. The GQ
ejgorthm USE trictly speaki and weighted ray set to accurately compute the RMS or PTV error over the
nirance pupil (Strictly Spealdng, the PTV algorithm is not a GQ algorithm, butit is very similar). The weighting

pr all rays IS APPHe Bay ing to the weights set on the wavelength and field data dialog boxes, any pupil
podization function, a y the GQ merit function algorithm. For RMS merit functions,the weighting and ray setgaection used is based on a method described in a paper by G. W, Forbes, J. Opt. Soc. Am. A, Vol. 5, No. 11,

November 1988, p1943. For the PTV merit functions, the ray set is based on solutions to the Chebyshev
ynomials, described in Numerical Recipes, Cambridge University Press (1989). If you are interestedin detailed

information on the basis and accuracy of these methods, see these references. GQ is much, much more accurate
ihan any other known method, and requires fewer rays. Therefore, you get the best of both worlds: greater speed
and greater accuracy. The GQ algorithm requires specification of the number of "Rings" and the number of

Pia i

hit|

boboAihaf
ae. ‘Ayms", and these termsare definedin subsequent paragraphs. The only drawback to GQ is thatit does not work
» aet ifthere are surface aperturesin the optical system. For these systems, GQ is probably no longer a better choice
shes than RA. GQ does workfine when used with vignetting factors, since the ray pattern is simply redistributed.

na The RA algorithm traces a grid of rays through the pupil. The "Grid" size determines the numberof rays traced,
=—J]andis described in a subsequent paragraph. The “Delete Vignetted” option (also described later) allows the

vignetted rays to be deleted from the ray set. Vignetted rays in this context are those rays clipped by surface
apertures, not rays which have beenaltered bythe useofvignetting factors (see the chapter "Conventions and
Definitions"). The advantageto the RA algorithm is the ability to accurately accountfor the effects of vignetting in

=| ihe merit function. This is useful in systems such as obscured telescopes and camera lenses which intentionally
| dip troublesome rays. The disadvantage to the RA algorithm is speed and accuracy. Usually, more rays are

Gofal:|‘quired to achieve a given degree of accuracy than the GQ algorithm. The bottom line: don’t use RA unless you
preter are using surface apertures.
oferendét Rings

elt} ‘he "Rings" setting is only used in the GQ algorithm. It determines how many rays are traced at eachfield andgful ree oe ; ‘onall 5dl|@teach wavelength. For on-axis fields (zero degreesfield angle in a rotationally symmetric system), the number

a of rays is equal to the numberofrings. Forall otherfields in symmetric systems, the numberof rays traced pering is equal to half the numberof "arms"(definedin the next paragraph). Only half the rays are traced because
he left-right symmetry of the system is exploited. Each setof rays is traced for each defined wavelength. For

_—| ample,if you have one on-axisfield, two off-axisfields, three wavelengths, and four rings selected, the number
aye Of rays traced is 3 * (4 + 4*3 + 4*3) = 84. For systems without rotational symmetry, the number of rays perring is

e number of "arms" independentoffield. In the prior example,this means 3°3° 4©6 = 216 rays. ZEMAX
“4 automatically calculates these numbersforyou; the only reasonit is described hereis so youwill understand howthe default merit function is defined. Optimization runs are longer if more rays are traced.

re The "Arms" setting ; ithm. It determines how manyradial armsofrays in the pupils the GQ algorithm. y © pupie ff 28 traced, Iceraciccoeliydoesd (in angle) arms are traced (or three if the system is rotationally
Ufficiant

You shOuld the number eee eeUrsystemacct ne puna ss eatBie correct number of ringsis to select the minimum number, one. Then
if 90 to the Sclnican e wayof dete 4 note the merit function. Now go backto the default merit function tool, andfulLuntil Mo rings TraatogPoxon changes by more than a few percent, go back and select three, and so onv the Merit function does not change significantly (p

he ‘ : ; twelve. For most common optical s ix i
Bt ommetric), This number may be changedto eight, ten, oF p ystems, six is

of arms according to the order of aberrations presentin

erhaps 1%). Repeatthe procedurefor the numberof arms
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red will not improve the optimizrequi :rarms than req s than required will not he;Giegsly. Tracing more ray Aton
dless \(six arms is almost always plenty). Selecting more rin py

performance, it will only slow the algorithm down nee g
find better solutions!

ove the optimization perform
te Selecting more rings or armsthan required will not impr ance, i

will only slow the algorithm down needlessly.

Grid numberof rays to be used. T
The "Grid"is only used by the RA algorithm, and the value determinesa wavelength) etc. Rays on he
size can be 4x4 (16 rays per field per wavelength), 6x6 (36 rays She actual numberof rays usedwill be jou”
are automatically omitted if they fall outside the entrance pupil, sO. ids more accurate results at the expe
than the grid size squared. Selecting a larger grid size generally yle 1 e grid density, and then selecting s
slower execution. Hawever, there may be an advantage in choosing a Ee is thata large grid density wall im
“Delete Vignetted" checkbox (described in the next paragraph). he ere The result is a reasonable nu . Ms
pupil with rays, and then the operands which are vignetted will be Bieheu! a
rays which accuratelyreflect the aperture of the system.

Delete Vignetied
e RA algorithm. If selected, then eachrayin the meritThe "Delete Vignetted" checkbox option is only used by th fit mi

function will betraced through the ayatem hd if it is vignetted by a surface SreeLane Surface,of
if itis total internal reflected at any surface,the ray is deleted from the merit function. * epste total numberof rays in the merit function to a minimum. The disadvantageisthatif the vignetting changes as the designig
optimized, then the merit function may haveto be regenerated.It is always a better choiceto usethevignetting
factors and then use the GQ algorithm thanto delete vignettedraysif possible. Vignetting factors can be adjusted,
if required, during optimization using SVIG in the merit function.
Note that ZEMAX will attemptto trace any ray defined in the merit function regardlessif that ray is vignetted or
not. For example, if the chief ray height is targeted using REAY, andthereIs a central obscuration thatvignettes
the chief ray, ZEMAXwill still trace the ray and use the operand results as long as the ray can be traced, ZEMAX
does not check to see if defined rays are vignetted, because this introduces substantial overhead during
optimization.

In general, avoid vignetting of rays by surface apertures, and use vignetting factors to shape the beam size when
possible. To optimize on the fraction of unvignetted rays, a macro must be defined to perform the required
computations. However, this method is very prone to stagnation during optimization because small changesin
lens parameters lead to discrete changesin the merit function as rays abruptly jump from being vignettedto not
being vignetted.

etti hickness bou

Boundary constraints may be automatically generated andincludedin the default merit function by checkingthe
air and/or glass boundary values on. If selected, then MNCG, MXCG, and MNEG operandswill be addedto the
merit function to constrain the minimum center thickness, maximum center thickness, and minimum edge
thickness for glass surfaces, respectively. MNCA, MXCA, and MNEAoperandswill be added to the merit function
to constrain the minimum center thickness, maximum center thickness, and minimum edgethicknessfor alt
spaces, respectively.

The automatic boundary constraint feature is meant to save some manualent i nstraintson optical systemswith or without mirrors. More complex lenses, such as ieeeaprcorcianpena breaks,
or multi-configurations usually require additional boundary constraints to be added to the merit function manually.
Start At

The"Start At" option is used to add the default merit function at a specific iti the : ; ;i ; ositi Editoroperandlist. ZEMAXwill attemptto place the default merit function after theSeesikeOona noe
to determinethe starting pointing may be ineffectiveif the default meri erethe default start at value will be, see the DFMS operand definition, Tunction has been edited. To contol wh

AssumeAxialSymmetry
lf selected, then the default merit function will exploit the left-ri : hen
constructing and evaluating the merit function. Fewer rays will ieee symmetry of Deeih n0
loss of accuracy. In systems with coordinate breaks or non-rotationall elerating the optimiza Seaut _
unselected, which means symmetry will not be exploited. Ove y Symmetric systems, thePik tts idi ; Uhhowever,if you are designing a lens that ZEMAXthinksisBRUoutae reiated

, of symmetry
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-ans. For example, iftilt i

_apertatr system, ane CEMASWalneene dey are present, these mirrors do not eliminate the left-right
Bel 160 use non-symmetric index vatiationtenIt assume symmetry does not exist. Some gradient index
ae sneckbOX t0 accelerate the optimiveret ies which are often zero (they are usedonly for tolerancing).‘ n these cases, ™ i tat Or.40 not understand this feature, just use the default. SPP SER ie RScremeetn

ipoxeLateralColor
ZEMAXreferencesall RMS or PTV comgata d for all wavel ‘omputations to a common reference point for eachfield. All of

fe me gisused as the leoneeteen? (Id point, and the primary Wawalenataariel ray or the centroid
(al itreference point for each Wavelg at eae Lateral color" is selected, then ZEMAX computes an
inde Shean by wavelength, such as a oie well. This is useful for designing systemsthat intentionally
Mie each color spot independently. pectrometer system. This option will cause the merit function| 10 é

ive X Weight

tne relative x Ne on :eaeDOr to be placed on the X componentof the transverse aberrations
ew Beasrolative X weightis | X + Y merit function. This setting has no affect on the other merit

etergt reater than unt maser than unity, then the Y components are weighted more heavily; if the
ety trenthe components areattetiakctlicul are weighted more heavily.If left at the default valueys ighted. This co i te ' ifae such as spectrometers. ntrol is useful for systems which intentionally form sli
pitfalls with the default merit function

The default merit function is easyto Set up, numerically efficient, and suitable for a large numberof optimization
problems. However, mostoptical designs fequire extensions or modifications to the default as the design
progresses. ZEMAXoffers significantflexibility in the definition of the merit function, as describedin the following
sections.

Note thatif the field or wavelength valuesor weights are changed, you must reconstructthe default merit function.
it you are using the RAalgorithm, reconstruct the default merit function if the vignetting influence changes
appreciably during optimization.

iffield or wavelength values or weights are changed, reconstruct the merit function.

Optimization with apodized beams

no pupil apodization has been specified (see the "System" chapter for details on specifying the pupil
apodization) then ZEMAX assumes uniform illumination when constructing the default merit function. If the
ilumination is not uniform, then the rays in the default merit function are weighted according to the apodization

lactor. Since the rays selected may beinsufficient to adequately represent an apodized beam, use a larger
number of rays (described previously) when using apodization factors. See the chapter "Conventions and
Definitions" for more information about apodization.

The merit function can be modified by the user. To change the merit function, select Editors, Merit Function from
e main menu bar. New operands can be addedto the list, or others deleted, using the insert and delete keys.

The current merit function value andthe value of each operand can be updated by selecting Tools, Update.
Operands ar in the first column and then filling in the remaining datafields. There are
Siteld:Tenobaeenee raaAtae oe operand: Int1, Int2, Hx, Hy, Px, Py, target, and weight. TheInt values
Ale integer Parameters whose meaning depends uponthe operand selected. Usually,Intis the surface indicator,
4nd Int2 is the wavelength indicator, but not always. Notall of the operandsuseall of the fields provided.

In

pss Operands that use Inti to indicate the surface number, the parameter specifies at which surface thea wavelength specifier, describes whichOuld be evaluated. Similarly, the Int2 value, when used as"ele DaNER. saIDRATY: wavelength number. The Int1 and Int2 parametershavg Lt '0 use. Int2 must be an integer value equalto the g p
her uses as describedlater.
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Hx,Hy.Px,Pyized field and pupil coordiMany of the operands use Hx, Hy, Px, and Py: these S¥r thenormaetinitions") Note thatZEMme as
"Normalized field and pupil coordinates"in the chapter cones are within the unit circle. For examplea18not check to seeif the specified Hx, Hy, Px, and Py Soewall not get an error message when tracing Puri
coordinate of(1, 1) is actually outside the entrance pupil, but Arce use the Hx, Hy, Px, and Py data fieldsfor othe
aye unless the rays cannotphysically be traced. Some opera her
values, depending upon the operand type. hQ etween the target and the yThetargetis the desired value of the specified parameter. The Seansae The value of the crete bs
operand is squared, and summedoverall operands toyield DeEee the two. The largerthe differang, we
operanditself is unimportant in optimization, only the difference the
greater the contribution to the merit function.

The weightis the relative importance of that par
However, the optimizer will act somewhatdifferen

AN\SS
=

can be any number, positive or Negativeweight vsameter. The Weg ve, zero, or positive.tly if the weight is negati

er. weight. e iplier. The Lagrangi
Whenthe weight is negative, the operand will be treated as a LagrangiAraletdeeet esate
force the optimization algorithm to find a solution which exactly meets the fimization target such as foc Ne e
effect on the other operands. This is sometimes useful to exactlymee! an howauer itis implemented inabs
or magnification. In somerespects,this is similar to a weight of “infinity”, No Way that
is numerically more stable. dth dt ts, ZEMli ‘onshio betweenthe variables and the operand targets, ZEMAXma
Becausethereis generally a non-linear relationship owever, multiple cycleswill usually convergenot convergeto the exacttarget valuein a single optization cycle; howe ; : : ; Frto the Lagrangiantargets with extremely high precisionin a few cyclesif a solution exists.It is possible to defing
Lagrangiantargets that cannotbe metwith the variables provided, especiallyif there is more than one Lagrangian
target defined.

Note that when using Lagrangian multipliers,
modifies the system to meet the exact constrain
ZEMAXwill use the absolute value of the weight.

For best results, use Lagrangian multipliers sparingly,
usually just as easily achieved using heavier weights on

Operandweightsequaltozero
Whenthe weightis zero, the optimization algorithm calculates but ignores the operand. This Is very useful for
computing a result that does not havea specific target, but might be used elsewhere in the merit function; or if
the value is simply used as a check or monitored parameter.

Operandweightsgreaterthanzero
if the weight is greater than zero, then the operandwill be treated as an "aberration" to be minimizedalongwith
the merit function. The vast majority of operands should have positive weights.

r ti fin

The merit function is defined as:

the merit function may increase after optimization, as ZEMAX
ts. For purposes of computing the overall merit function value,

if at all. Better optimization and adequate accuracyis
those operands which require exact (or nearly so)values.

 
>M

The summation overi includes only positive weighted operands, whil i Far }‘ HF , while the sum Judes on'yLagrangian multiplier operands. The absolute value of the Lagrangian multiplier keaSe4onl
is chosen so that adding Lagrangian multipliers to control boundary conditions ha a ff the merit funct!
if the Lagrangian targets are all met. sno effect on the
Optimization operands

MF

The following tables describe the available operands.Thefirst table isa"qj “ii : orizes
the operands by general subject. The second table provides a scaledtoes guide whichoe(ise
alphabetically) and states which operands use which data fields. Note in =retesate Seis operands
GaniNOPTMEATIONOQ
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sUMM)use the Int1 and Int2 values
show

  

  
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

  
  
  

  
  

 

 

  

  

  

 

S| eldoes not use a data field, a "-" is sho ” indicate something other than surface and wavelength.If an
k : opel? '- OPTIMIZATION OPERANDS BY CATEGORY: . | ~ Category

“th | Related Operandsj roperti

By,|{erstoree” oe ae SENGit. PMAG, AMAG, ENPP, EXPP, LINV, WENO, POWR,EPDI,
ae! - OBSN, EFLX, EFLY, SENO, TENO"eg tions SPHA, COM ——Aberra A, ASTI, FCUR,DIST, DIMX, AXCL, LACL, TRAR, TRAX,Q ANAK TRAI, OPDC, PETZ, PETC, RSCH, RSCE, RWCH, RWCE,
Yas TROS ZERN, TRAC, OPDX, RSRE, RSRH, RWRE, TRAD, TRAE,' X, TRCY, DISG, FCGS,FCGT, DISC, OPDM, RWRH, BSER

wee MTFT, MTFS, MTFA, MSWT, MSWS, MSWA, GMTA, GMTS, GMTT
Oty ;

Ung|[Certainon lens data TOTR, CVVA, CVGT, CVLT, CTVA, CTGT, CTLT, ETVA, ETGT, ETLT,
"Vtg COVA, COGT, COLT, DMVA, DMGT. DMLT, THI, VOLU, MNCT, MNET,MXCT, MXET, MNCG, MNEG, MXCG, MXEG, MNCA, MNEA, MXCA,
A MXEA, ZTHI, SAGX, SAGY, CVOL, MNSD, MXSD, XXET, XXEA, XXEG,i) XNET. XNEA, XNEG, TTGT, TTLT, TTVA, TMAS, MNCV, MXGV, MNDT,
0 =

ia Constraints on parameterdata PMVA, PMGT, PMLT
ra Constraints on extra data XDVA, XDGT, XDLTMai ;

Nal,||Constraints on glass data MNIN, MXIN, MNAB, MXAB, MNPD, MXPD, RGLA, GCOS, GTCE,
Uaeys||Constraints on paraxial ray data|PARX, PARY, PARZ, PARR, PARA, PARB, PARC, PANA, PANB, PANC,
ves PATX, PATY, YNIP 

 
  

  
  

 

Constraints on real ray data REAX, REAY, REAZ, REAR, REAA, REAB, REAC, RENA, RENB,
RENC, RANG, OPTH, DXDX, DXDY, DYDX, DYDY, RETX, RETY,
RAGX, RAGY, RAGZ, RAGA, RAGB, RAGC, RAIN, PLEN, HHCN,
RAID, RAEN, RAED, IMAE

Constraints on element positions|GLCX, GLCY, GLCZ, GLCA, GLCB, GLCC

Changing system data CONF,PRIM, SVIG

ABSO, SUMM, OSUM,DIFF, PROD,DIVI, SQRT, OPGT, OPLT, CONS,
QSUM, EQUA, MINN, MAXX, ACOS, ASIN, ATAN, COSI, SINE, TANG

Multi-configuration (zoom) data CONF, ZTHI, MCOV, MCOL, MCOG
Gaussian beam data GBWA, GBWO, GBWZ, GBWR, GBWD

Gradient j 11GT, I2GT, I3GT, I4GT,I5GT, I6GT,HLT, I2LT, ISLT, I4LT, ISLT, IGLT, 11VA,index control operands IOVA. IBVA,I4VA, IVA, I6VA. GRMN, GRMX, LPTD, DLTN

  

 
  
  

 
  
 

 
General math operands   
Ghost focus control

Fiber coupling operands
Optimization with ZPL macros ZPLM

User defined operands UDOP
BLNK, ENDX, USYM, DMFS, SKIS, SKIN

 

  
 

Merit function control operands  
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a

=FatedOperands
YL, NPYV, NPZG, NPZL, NPZV, \NPXG NPXL, NPXY. NT NPV) NTZG, NTZL, NTZV, NPGT, NeConstraints on non-sequentialobject data. : NTXL, NTXV, wi

NPVA

Non-sequential ray tracing and|NSDD, NSTR
detector operands.

Constraints on construction optics
for optically fabricated holograms

OPTIMIZATION OPERANDS AND D

  
   

 
 
 

  
 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

ATA FIELD USAGE
  

NAME

ABSO Absolute value.

ACOS|Arccosineofthe value of the specified operand number. If flag Is
0, then the units are radians, otherwise, degrees.

AMAG|Angular magnification. This is the ratio of the image to oes
space paraxial chief ray angles. Not valid for non-paraxla
systems.

ANAR Angular aberration radius measured in the image plane with
respect to the primary wavelength chief ray. This quantity |S
defined as | — cos@, where @ is the angle between the chief ray

ASIN

ASTI Astigmatism in waves contributed by the specified surface. If the
surface value is zero, the sum for the entire system is used. This

AXCL Axial color in lens units. This is the paraxial focal plane separation
between the two most extreme wavelengths defined. The

is the third order astigmatism calculated from the Seidel
coefficients, andis not valid for non-paraxial systems.

 
distance is measured along the Z axis. Notvalid for non-paraxial
systems.

BLNK Doesnothing. Usedfor separating portions of the operandlist. A
comment line may optionally be typed in the spaceto the right of

 

the operand name; this commentwill be displayed in the editor
as well as in the merit functionlisting.

 
 
 

 
  

 

  

   
length. This definition yields a measure of the angular deviation

BSER Boresight error, Boresight error is defined as the radial chicoordinatetracedforthe on axis field divided by the eaten
of the image.
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——T "5
—— Description

r M Value. Thimir|Coctions defined in either of the twoeaoporand calls the merit|Con#
to define an optically fabricated hot g MeOes

pr# is ei » whi ill return the entire meri el
from the construction system: or it ig acy merit function value? ’ nte i

operand oe # nes whichto extract the VelviaHWPeresne We
if Con# IS<and Opr# is 7, CMFV will return the value of i it
function operand7 in construction file 2 ath
lf there are more than oneopticall fabri
in the playback system being optimisedenepein
incremented by 2 to specify the second surface palace be
used, or by 4 to indicate the third hologram surface construction
gas Peet “tae SO on. For example, a Con# of 7 wouldindicate ruction system 1 on the i iAeldarerr SUFES eresom fourth optically fabricated

——-—C*s| .
GT|Boundary operandthat constrains the conic of "Surf"co be greater than the specified target value. Sisceewes en

Boundary operand that constrains the conic of surface "Surf" to Surf
be less than the specified target value.

COMA|Coma in waves contributed by the specified surface. If the
surface value is zero, the sum for the entire system is used. This
is the third order coma calculated from the Seidel coefficients,
and is not valid for non-paraxial systems.

  
  
 
  
  

  
  
  

  

  

 
   

 
 

 

  
  
 

 
 

  
  
  

  
  
  
  

 
  
 
  
  

   
 

Configuration. This operand is used to change the configuration
number during merit function evaluation, which permits
optimization across multiple configurations. This operand does
not use the target or weight columns.

    
 

 

  
  
 
 
 

 Constant value. This is used to enter in constant values for use
in other operand computations. The value will be identical to the
target value.

 
 Cosine of the value of the specified operand number.If flag is 0,

then the units are radians, otherwise, degrees.

 
Conic value. Returns the conic constant of a surface.

 
 
  
 

 
 

Center thickness greater than. This boundary operandconstrains
the center thickness of surface "Surf"to be greater than the
specified target value. See also "MNCT". 

 
 
  

 

 
 

Center thickness less than. This boundary operand constrains
the center thickness of surface "Sur!" to be less than the specified
target value. See also "MXCT".

Center thickness value. Constrains the center thickness of
surface "Surf" to be equalto the specified target value.

j trains theCurvature greater than. This boundary operand cons
curvature a surface "Surf" to be greater than the target value.

i trains theCurvature less than. This boundary operand cons
curvature of surface "Surf"to be less than the target value.
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NAME Description bic|First surf|Last surf ain cubic -

CVOL|Cylinder volume. This operand computes thevolunspecified
lens units of the smallest cylinder thatwill are semi-diameters
range of surfaces. Only the vertex positions@ range of surfacesare used in the calculation, not the $a9- The

i Nae

 

  
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
  
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   
 
 
 
 

 
 should not include any coordinate breaks. 3

ture O
Curvature value. This operand constrains the curva
surface "Surf" to be equalto the specified target value. .am- ave

Diffraction Encircled Energy (radius). This operand computesert pling (see left)
radiusin ee to the aeaesae ,ensquared, x only, or y only (enslitted) & : ;Int1 specifies the pupil sampling, where | yields 32 x 32, 2 ie
64 x 64 etc. ,

int2 is the integer wavelength number;0 for polychromatic.
Hx specifies the field number. oxad
fyis the fraction of energy desired, and must be between 0.0 an
Px is the type: 1 for encircled, 2 for x only, 3 for y only, and4for
ensquared.
Py is the reference point: 0 for centroid, 1 for chief ray, 2 for
vertex.

If the samplingis too low, the radius returned is a 1¢+10. See also
DENF, GENC and XENC.
This operandis supported in XE and EE Only.
Diffraction Encircled Energy (fraction). This operand computes Sam- Wave|(seeleft)
the fraction of diffraction encircled, ensquared, x only, or yonly pling
(enslitted) energy at a given distance from the reference point.
The options and settings are identicalto DENC, except Hy, which
here is used as the distance at which the fraction of energy |S
desired. See also DENC, GENC and XENC.
This operand is supported in XE and EE Only.

DIFF Difference of two operands (OP#1 - OP#2). The two arguments Op #2
are the row numbersof the operandsto subtract.

 
  

    
 

 
  
  

   
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
  
  

 
  

 
 

 

  

    

Distortion maximum. Thisis similar to DIST, except it specifies|Field Wave
only an upper boundfor the absolute value of the distortion. The
Field integer can be zero, which specifies the maximum field ,
coordinate be used,or any valid field number. Note the maximum :
distortion does not always occurat the maximumfield coordinate. A
The value returned is always in units of percentage, for the ~
system as a whole. This operand may not be valid for non- 4
rotationally symmetric systems. ,

Distortion, calibrated. This operand computes the calibrate ,distortion acrossthefield of view, and returns the absolute value iis i:
of the maximum deviation from linearity of the f-theta condition hh
This operand is extremely useful for designing f-theta lenses, _ a

a.

Generalized distortion in percent. This operand compu es Wadistortion for any ray in thepupil, from anywhere in the che Ref Fld Wave Yi | ,
any wavelength, using anyfield point as a reference. The method a
used and assumptions made are the same as for the grid ®
distortion plot describedin the Analysis Menu Chapter. a

a

4
\

~~
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ae| Description
yaMe ' intt

IS’|value is Zero, the sum forthe entire s ie "Surf". If the surface|Surf Wave
surface Numberis zero, thedistortion ignee 5 USe9- Also,if the
This is the third order distortion calculatedfroeta.icients, and i i : om the Seidepoeltic d is not valid for non-paraxial systems. |

|] pivision of first by second ope

piv! row numbers of the operands eee two arguments are the peseraeteeoe,Delta N. Computes the differenc
pLTN minimum index of refraction on aleFindcheebot mak a ac

The minimum and maximum z coordinates ean byaesod
by accounting for the sag of both ends of the SurEG eons
section "Using gradient index operands". ce. See the

L—~_|Default merit function start. This oper. is si
pMFS indicate where the default merit funetionshoalKetecete "

one is subsequently Created. The row numberafter this operand
wilappear8s he default ‘Stat At” row on the default mer

pMGT|Diameter greater than. This boundary operand constrains the Surf
diameterof surface "Surf" to be greater than the specified target
value. The diameteris twice the semi-diameter value displayed
on the main spreadsheet.

DMLT Diameter less than. This boundary operand constrains the Surt
diameter of surface "Surf" to be less than the specified target
value. The diameteris twice the semi-diameter value displayed
on the main spreadsheet.

DMVA|Diameter value. This operand constrains the diameter of surface Surf
"Surf" to be equalto the specified target value. The diameteris
twice the semi-diameter value displayed on the main
spreadsheet.

DXDX Derivative of transverse x-aberration with respect to x-pupil Wave Yes
coordinate. This is the slope of the ray fan plot at the specified
pupil coordinate.

DXDY Derivative of transverse x-aberration with respect to y-pupil Wave Yes
coordinate. This is the slope of the ray fan plot at the specified
pupil coordinate.

OYDX|Derivative of transverse y-aberration with respect to x-pupil Wave Yes
coordinate. This is the slope of the ray fan plot at the specified
pupil coordinate.

DYDY|Derivative of transverse y-aberration with respect to y-pupl NEN Yes, ial
coordinate. This is the slope ofthe rayfanplotat the specified Ni
pupil coordinate. ;

EFFL|Effective focal length in lens units. This is paraxial, and may not Naesbe accurate for non-paraxial systems.

EFLX|Effective focal length in the localx planeof the specified range of Ere)|surfaces at the primary wavelength.

Effective focal length in the local y planeof the specified rangeofpee7|Surfaces at the primary wavelength.

End execution. Terminates the computation of the merit function.|alAll remaining operands are ignored.
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 Description first :respect to the
Mali ealy for centeredEntrance pupil position units,

surface. Thisis the paraxial pupil position,

Vai its.LEPDI|Eniranes pupdiameter ia lens une ands within the|First|Last
EQUA Equal operand. This operand constrains all Seevalue within the

specified range of operands to have the tie of this operand is
tolerance specified by the target. The valu of values, and then
computedbyfinding the averageof the range

trains Surf Code :
ETGT Edge thickness greater than. This boundary slatara the

the edge thickness of surface "Surf" to be g iculated at the
specified target value. The edge thickness |S ca o, the +x axis i“
semi-diameter radius along the +y axis if code Is Ze" if code is 3. "
if code is 1, the -y axis if code is 2, and the -x ax's
See also "MNET".

rt Cod -ETLT Edgethicknessless than. This boundary operand constatreie a ea
edge thickness of surface “Surf” to be less than the a pyre
target value. The edgethicknessis alwayscalculated at the se if )
diameterradius along the +y axisif code is zero, the Taeee scodeis 1, the -y axis if code is 2, and the -x axis if code Is 3. 9e

:

also "MXET".

EXPP

FCGS

in lens units, W! Se
  
  
  
  

 
 

=.summingthe absolute value of the error
andthe averageif the error exceedsthe targ

  and OSUM.
 
 

 
 
  
  
   

 
  

  
 
  
  

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
Edge thickness value. Constrains the edge thickness of surface Code

"Surf" to be equal to the specified target value. The edge
thicknessis always calculated at the semi-diameterradius along
the +y axis if code is zero, the +x axis if codeis 1, the -y axis if
codeis 2, and the -x axis if code is 3. See also "MNET".

oi Wave Hx,Hy _
FCGT|Generalized field curvature, tangential; see FCGS.|-|Wave|Hoty|
= e

hy
]

FICL Fiber coupling efficiency for single mode fibers. idefinesthe grid size usedfor the Iteapetion: with 1 poneeee ea se
2 being 64 x 64, etc. The wavelength must be monochromatic. co
and the wavelength numberspecified in the Int2 column The Hx
value is the integer field position number. If Hy is zero th vie
object source fiber is considered; if Hy is non zero, the i *
source fiber is ignored. Px and Py are used to define the . ites
and receiverfiber NA’s respectively. The calculated value isthe
total coupled energy efficiency, relative to unity. See Fi e
Coupling Efficiency" on page 128 for details. This operandi ibersupportedin the XE and EE editions of ZEMAX. Is only
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Exit pupil position in lens units, with respect to the image surface.
This is the paraxial pupil position, valid only for centered systems.

 Generalized field curvature, sagittal. The field curvature value for
anyfield point, at any wavelength. The value is generalized to
return reasonable results even for non-rotationally symmetric
systems; see the Field Curvature feature in the Analysis Menu
Chapter.

 
 

  
 
 
 
  
  

 
 
 

  

Field curvature in waves contributed by the specified surface. If
the surface valueis zero, the sum forthe entire system is used
This is the third orderfield curvature calculated from the Seidel
coefficients, andis not valid for non-paraxial systems.
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Soa
Description

Foucault analysis. This operand|inti|
uc n the computed eturns the RMS diffFOU|betwee puted and referenc ifference| by - Botscbas analysis feature, Feeaeee

default settings are. Tousethis operand, first defi r the current
on the Foucault analysis feature as desired th ine the settings

ifference" MU Tbe =ave ato return valid data. The opera e selecteddiference betweenthe cortipttadandes will return the RMS
Using this operand, the optical syste
be optimized to producethe reference shadowgram

GNP|BriceHtnonzero, ten the Coesitasecippeaies|Sut’|Wave|Sone
direction beam, otherwise, it is for the v-dieceneeen me: : ' y-direction.is used to define the input beam waist, and Px is eee to'detine
the distance from Surface 1 to the waist location. See the
Gaussian beam feature for details. :

 
  
  
  
  

 
 

Gaussian beamsize on surface "Surf".If Hxi -
computationis for the x-direction beam, CiiSeWies ‘tis‘ertege
direction. The Hy value is usedto define the input beam waist
and Pxis used to define the distance from Surface 1 to the waist
location. See the Gaussian beam featurefor details.

 GBWA Surt Wave|See left

 
  
  

 

GBWD Surf Wave|Seeleft

GBWZ

Gaussian beam divergencein optical space following surface
"Surf". If Hx is non-zero, then the computation is for the x-
direction beam, otherwise,it is for the y-direction. The Hy value
is used to define the input beam waist, and Px is used to define
the distance from Surface 1 to the waist location. See the
Gaussian beam feature for details.

  
 
   

  
 

Gaussian beam radius of curvature at the specified surface. If Hx Surf Wave|Seeleft
is non-zero, then the computation is for the x-direction beam,
otherwise, it is for the y-direction. The Hy value is used to define
the input beam waist, and Px is used to define the distance from
Surface 1 to the waist location. See the Gaussian beam feature
for details.

 
 

  
  

The distance from the image space Gaussian beam waistto the Surf Wave Seeleft
surface. If Hx is non-zero, then the computation is for the x-
direction beam, otherwise, it is for the y-direction. The Hy value
is used to define the input beam waist, and Px is used to define
the distance from Surface 1 to the waist location. See the
Gaussian beam featurefor details.

GCOS|Glass cost. This operand returns the relative costfactoraslisted Surf
in the glass catalog for the glass on the specified surface.

GENC|Geometric Encircled Energy. This operand computes the radius
in microns to the specified ph of geometric encircled,ensquared, x only, or y only (enslitted) energy.
Intt specifies the pupil sampling, where1 yields 32 x 32, 2 yields
64 x 64 etc. ‘4 tiInt2 is the integer wavelength number; 0 for polychromatic.
Hx specifies the field number.
Hy is the fraction of energy desired, and must be between zero
and 1, exclusive.Px is the type: 1 for encircled, 2 for x only,3 for y only, and 4 for
aehele 5ee al and XENC.so DENC d EE Only.This operand is supported in XE an

 

 
  

 
 

  
  
  

  
  

 
 

 

 

Sam- Wave|(seeleft)
pling
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E Inti a ilNAM Description meret quae _|Surf Sew |

GLCA Globalx-direction orientation vector 6° Pp Fi " Surfrface “Surf”. uonent of sura
GLCB Surf ye

GLCX|Global vertex x-coordinate of surface "Sut Surf se ;GLCY Globalvertex y-coordinate of surface “surf. ars 4GLCZ Global vertex z-coordinate of surface "Sur. The|Seeleft + ay ,
GMTA|Geometric MTF averageof sagittal and Lagttyields32 x

Int1 parameter must be an integer (1) Es oes The Int2 can be a
32 sampling, 2 yields 64 x 64 sampling, etc. tic, The Hx value
valid wavelength number, or 0 for polycniomne atial frequency
mustbe a valid field number (1, 2, ...)- Hy is the & ction limit will
in cycles per mm. Pxis a flag; if zero, then the i Serarwiee eobe used to scale the results (recommende: 2 nds" in this i
scaling is done. See the discussion "Using MTF opera :
chapterfor details.

; ft.GMTS_|Geometric MTF sagittal response. See GMTAfor details. f|.A
> iGMTT Geometric MTFtangential response. See GMTAfordetails. -|+g

Second
surface  

  
  
  

  
   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  

 
Ghostpupil image. GPIM controls the location of ghost pupils
(and optionally ghost images) relative to the image plane.
Double-bounce ghosts form images of the pupil, andif these
images are formed near the focal plane will contaminatethe
image with unwantedlight. This is the cause of the familiar “sun
flare” images of the pupil seen through camera lenses pointed
near the sun.

The operand computes any one specific orall possible ghost
pupil image locations and returns one overthe absolute value of
the distance from the imageplaneto the closest pupil ghost. The
operandis defined in this mannersoit can simply be targeted to
zero and weighted and optimized to reduce ghost pupil affects. If
the int1 and int2 parameters are set to specific surface numbers,
that specific ghost path is computed,if either or both of the int
values are -1, then all possible surface combinations are
considered. For example, if Int1 is 12 and int2 is -1, then all
double bouncesthat first bounce off surface 12 and then 11, 10,
9, etc. are considered, if both numbers are negative,all possible
ghosts are considered.
This same operand also can be usedfor detecting and controlling
image ghosts (which are distinct from pupil ghosts) by changing
the “mode”flag in the Hx column from 0 to 1, or to control ghost
pupil magnification, by setting the modeto 2.
The WFB and WSBcolumnswill list the worst inatifor reference and possible further analysis. Saltraeone
index changes are considered as possible ghostgenerators. Fibouncesoff mirrors are ignored. iSFitst
Gradient index minimum index. This bominimum allowable index ofrefraction akeimeee sets the Surf Wave
surface "Surf" at the wavelength number "Wave"orn lentindex
checkedatsix places: thefront vertex, front +y top. = e index isrear vertex, rear +y top, and the rear 4x side. Seo ot x Se:"InLT" and "GRMX". » see also "InGT",
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aTpeseription
AME

ox imum allowable ind X. This boundary operand6AM maximu ) le index of refracti perand sets the Wave
indexae Surf" at the wavelenathnueeei the gradient
is checke oer places: the front vertex, front ae - The indexside, rear vertex, rear +y top, and the rear y top, front +x
"AGT", “INLT" and "GRMN", +x side. See also

—TGlass TCE. This operand reg1CE|Expansion Alphat aslisted i Thus the Thermal Coefficient ofp ar In the glass catalog fthe specified surface. Og for the glass on
E——|Test for the hyperhemis rae phere conHHCN specified ray to the specified cutface,srreoneeneke st oe exe Moi

z intercept coordinates. Then, the x and y coordinate X, Y. and
used in the sag expression f s only are, or that surfacecoordinate results. If the z coordinates are not thaceita:ine
HHCNreturns 1, otherwiseit returns zero, This operand can be
used to prevent optimizations from reachinhyperhemispheric surface shapes. g solutions that require

AE Image analysis efficiency. This operand return iawe|Inegea as computed by the geometric image Sraneleamie
using whateverthe current default settings are (exceptfor "show"
which is alwaysset to spot diagram for this computation). To use
this operand, first define the settings on the geometric image
analysis feature as desired, then press Save onthe settings box.
The operand IMAEwill return the efficiency (normalized to unity)
as computed by the image analysis feature.
See the discussion “Optimizing with the IMAE operand” on
page 306.

INDX Index of refraction. Returns the current index at any surface and Surf Wave
defined wavelength.

  
 

 
   
   
  
  
  

  
  

 

 
   
 

 
 

         
 
 

   
 
  

 
  
 

  
  

 

InGT Index "n" greater than. This boundary operand constrains the Surf Wave
index of refraction at wavelength number "Wave" of gradient
index surface "Surt" at one of six points inside the gradientindex
lens. For n=1, the pointis the front vertex, n=2 is the front +y top,
n=3is the front +x side, n=4 is the rear vertex, n=5 is the rear +y
top, and n=6is the rear +x side.In all cases the operand bounds
the index at the specified point to be greater than the specified
target value. For example, "l4GT" constrains the minimum index
at the rear vertex of surface(i.e.the vertex of the next surface)of

! the gradient index lens. In all cases the +y top and +x side
) distance is defined by the larger of the front and rear semi

diameters set on the main spreadsheet. See also "GRMN" and
| "GRMX", which are similar operandsthatare easier to use.

InLT Index “n" less than. This operandis similar to "InGT"exceptit Surf Wave
constrains the maximum value of the index of refraction rather
than the minimum. See "InGT" for a complete description of the
parameter"n".

Inva This operandis similar to "InGT" except it simply constrains the

   
Current value of the index of refraction. See "InGT" for acomplete
description of the parameter "n".   
Image space F/#. This operand is the paraxial infinite conjugate
F/#, See "WENO".  

 
 

 

 isi -di tweenthe paraxialchief rayeaeere Seeongte defined. Not valid for
intercepts of the two extreme wa
Non-paraxial systems.

=
oe
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    Description ve The paraxial marginaluni
ens unit”¢ value.i min| nariant of syste mputeLagrangeinv:

data are used to COand chief ray ; ientaxial gradien
This boundary operand constrains the slopeOFMgradient index
index profile from changing signs index operands -g > ety
component. See the section “Using gradien -

ated range of operands-

 
 

 

   
 

  
 
 
 
 

 

 
First Last —  

 

 
 

Returns the largest value within the indie
See MINN.

Multi-configuration operand 9
constrain valuesin the multi-con

Multi-configuration operand less than. This is Use
values in the multi-configuration editor.

ue. This is used to direct!
nfiguration editor.

hin the indicated range of

   MC op-|Config # = '
erand #

MC op-|Config #
erand #

MC op-|Config # é
erand #

|
: ‘ cf

Returns the smallest value wit

|

:

=
reater than. This is used to
figuration editor.

 

 
  
  
 

 
d to constrain

  
  

y target

  Multi-configuration operand val
or compute values in the multi-co   

  
 

 
 

 

 
 
  
       
 

 
 
 
     
 

  

  operands. See MAXX.
erand constrains theMinimum Abbe number. This boundary operand POt Se ra to First surf|Last surf .

Abbe numberof surfaces between"First Surf" and "Last ar re
be greater than the specified target value. See also MXA suoperand only considers surfaces using model or substitute status
catalog glasses.

Minimum center thicknessair. This boundary operand constrains First surf|Last surf 2
each of the center thicknesses of surfaces from "First surf” to
"Last surf" which have air (i.e. no glass) as the glass type to be

    

    
greater than the specified target value. See also “MNCT" and
"MNCG". This operand controls multiple surfaces simultaneously. 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 

 
Last surf

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Minimum center thickness glass. This boundary operand First surf

constrains eachofthe thicknessesof surfaces from "First sur" to
“|ast surf" which have a non-air glass type to be greater than the
target value. See also "MNCT" and "MNCA". This operand
controls multiple surfaces simultaneously. 

 Minimum center thickness. This boundary operand constrains Last surfFirst surf

each of the center thicknesses of surfaces from "First surf" to
“last surf’ to be greater than the specified target value. See also
"MNCG" and "MNCA". This operand controls multiple surfaces
simultaneously. ]

Minimum curvature. This boundary operand constrain |the curvatures of surfaces from "First surf" to ‘Last surf"toi Fess Even |
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
  

greater than the specified target value. See also " "Thioperand controls multiple surfaces simultaneously. Noe Fee
Minimum diameter to thickness ratio. Contro injallowable value on the ratio of surface aera ienace First surf|Last surf 1)
thickness. Only surfaces with non-unity index of refractionar

  
 

considered. See also "MXDT". This opesurfaces simultaneously. Perand controls multiple   
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7Description
pAMle   Intt Hxy, PxMinimum edgethicknessair. Thi int]inte|Hy,Pay|| : S bounda oO :NINEA|Gachof the edge thicknesses Of surfaces fro peand constrains|First surf|Last surf“whi tt S from"

| surf" which haveair (i.e. no glass) as ing Haeaeto "LastTarandNEAGlaus See also “MET: NEC"ETS , *. This operand controls murint|_| sulaiouey. To bende appareteaus
| surface Only; see XNEA for constraining non-rotationallsymmetric surfaces, y

‘Minimum edge thickneEG Ss glass. This bouMN constrains each of the edge thicknesses of sufacesAeon liaWaser
sur!" to "Last surf" which have a non-air glass type to be greater
than the specified target value. See also "MNET", "MNEA"
ETGT", and "XNEG". This operand controls multiple surfaces
Smetana Theee applies to the top "+y" edgeof thesurface only; see Or constraini 5 iSrirnatrie aUnarede ining non-rotationally

MNET|Minimum edge thickness. This boundary operand constrains|First surf|Last surf
each of the edge thicknessesof surfacesfrom "First surf" to "Last
surf" to be greater than the specified target value. See also
"MNEG", "MNEA", "ETGT", and "XNET", This operand controls
multiple surfaces simultaneously. The boundary applies to the top
"+y" edge of the surface only; see XNET for constraining non-
rotationally symmetric surfaces.

Minimum index at d-light. This boundary operand constrainsthe|First surf|Last surf
Nd value of surfaces between "First Surf" and "Last Surf" to be
greater than the specified target value. See also "MXIN". This

  
operand only considers surfaces using modelor substitute status
catalog glasses. 

Minimum AP, ;.. This boundary operand constrains the First surf|Last surf
deviation of the partial dispersion of surfaces between"First Surf"
and "Last Surf" to be greater than the specified target value. See
also "MXPD", This operand only considers surfaces using model
or substitute status catalog glasses.   
 Minimum semi-diameter. Constrains the semi-diameter to be First surf|Last surf

larger than the specified target over the surface range.

Modulation square-wave transfer function, average of sagittal Wave|(seeleft)
and tangential. See "MTFT"for details. pling

Modulation square-wavetransferfunction, sagittal. See "MTFT" (seeleft)
tor details. ENAg

Modulation square-wave transfer function, tangential. See (seeleft)
"MTFT"for details. Pe

Modulation transfer function, average of sagittal and tangential. (seeleft)
See "MTFT"for details. g

‘ i "for details. Sam- Wave seeleftModulation transfer function, sagittal. See "MTFT oe ( )
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Int1|int2| 
 
 
 

 
  

 
 
 
 

 
     

 

Description  NAME =ial. THIS
r function, tangential. viMTFT|Modulation transfe an intege!diffraction MTF. The Int1 parameter me x 64 sampling, fe ’

where 1 yields 32 x 32 sampling, 2 vie vath number, OF poeThe Int2 can be a valid wavelengt lid field number (1, 2.
polychromatic. The Hx value must bea Mat mmm. If the sampling_..). Hy is the spatial frequency In cycles ih MTF,then the MTFig Set too low for accurate computation © ential and sagittal MTF

If both theTE operands on adjaceroperandsall return erreendare needed; place the f sly.fines and they will be computed simultane? jor detals.
discussion "Using MTF operands’in this chap
This operand and the related MTFA. MTFs,
MSWSare supported in XE and EE Only. : SoreeC

MXAB|Maximum Abbe number. This boundary operandconstraie :
Abbe numberof surfaces between "First Surf ne “MINAB". This
be less than the specified target value. See @ pstitute status
operand only considers surfaces using modelor su

 
 
 

 
   

      
  

    
 
  

  

catalog glasses.

MXCA Maximum center thicknessair. This boundary operand conetal First surf|Last surf
eachof the thicknesses of surfaces from "First surf" to ealaoe
which haveaira no glass) as the glass type tobe less tha aetarget value. See also "MXCT" and "MXCG". This opera
controls multiple surfaces simultaneously.

MXCV

   
 

 
 
 

 
  

 
  

Maximum center thickness. This boundary operandconstrains First surf|Last surf
each of the center thicknesses of surfaces from “First surf" to
“Last surf" to be less than the specified target value. See also
"MXCG" and "MXCA". This operand controls multiple surfaces
simultaneously.

Maximum curvature. This boundary operand constrains each of|First surf|Last surf
the curvaturesof surfaces from "First surf" to "Last surf’to be less
than the specified target value. See also "MNCV". This operand
controls multiple surfaces simultaneously.

MXDT Maximum diameter to thickness ratio. Controls the maxi iallowable value on the ratio of surface diameter to Santer Ce Need
vores eee,wedi non-unity index of refraction areconsidered. See also "MNDT". This operand c isurfaces simultaneously. . Shia MaUiEts

MXEA Maximum edgethicknessair. This bounda j :eachof the edge thicknessesof surfaces from“First:Suttottae RipeSet) etnsurf" which haveair(i.e. no glass) as the glass type to b ae
than the specified target value. See also "MXET" "MXEG™
ETLT", and "XXEA". This operand controls multiple surfaces

simultaneously. The boundary applies to the top "+y" ed easurface only; see XXEA for constraining non- ge of thesymmetric surfaces. n-rotationally
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|

Maximum center thickness glass. This boundary operand First surf|Last surf
constrains eachof the center thicknesses of surfacesfrom "First
surf"to "Last surf" which have a non-air glass type to be less thanthe target value. See also "MXCT" and "MXCA". This operand |
controls multiple surfaces simultaneously. | |
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 Description

 
 
 
 

  

   
  

Maximum edge thickness la ;
constrains each of the edge thickneseen'®,Doundary operand
surf" to "Last surf" which have a non-ai eee

ene

the target value. See also "MXEtr" ass type to be less than
Last surf

Maximum edge thickness. This boy es
j - ndary operand ‘ -fth perand constrains|First surf|Last surfeach of the edge thicknessesof surfaces from "First surf" to “Last

fieten|

Non-sequential object position y less than. =Non-sequential object position y value.

surf" to be less thanthe specified target value. See also "MXEG",

Page|

Su

Su

Su

Non-sequential object position z greater than.
Su

Su

   

  
 

 

  
  
  
  
  
  
 

  
 

 
 Maximum index at d-light. This boundary o erand constraiNd value of surfaces between "First Sut" ae "Last Surf”tobe

less than the specified target value. See also "MNIN". This
operand only considers surfaces using modelor substitute status
catalog glasses.

 

  
 
 

 
 

 

Maximum AP,,. This boundary operand constrains the
deviation of the partial dispersion of surfaces between "First Surf"
and "Last Surf" to be less than the specified target value. See also
"MNPD". This operand only considers surfaces using model or
substitute status catalog glasses.

  

  
 

 
 

  Maximum semi-diameter. Constrains the semi-diameter to be
less than the specified target over the surface range.  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

Surf Object

Surf Object

Non-sequential object position x value. Surf Object

Non-sequential object position y greater than.|Sut ObjectP

ft|Object

7

:

Non-sequential object position x greater than.   

 
 

Non-sequential object position x less than.   
 
 
  

 
 
 

  

"MXEA", "ETLT", and "XXET". Thi
svacessmularetesy thbaacPeaneanpl
edge of the surface only; see XXET for constraining non-

First surf|Last surf

Non-sequential objectpostion z less than. [eiranlhieancolMa)
Non-sequential object position Z value.|Surf|Object|=|
Non-sequential detector data. Detector refers to the object} Surf

Surf

rotationally symmetric surtaces.

numberof the desired detector.If the pixel number is zero, the

Source|Seeleft

     j i from the specified pixelpletcpalliogtcordyeatAfHN Ne aeciaiee, and 2 forflux/solidis returned.Datais 0 for flux, 1 uxisoliangle.S06 eeotiiag with sourcesEe in non
sequential mode” on page 305 for comple

ber of theefers to the abject num
Tee all sources will be traced. See

d detectors in non-sequential mode

 
 

   
  

 
 

  Non-sequential trace. Sou
ésired source. If source |S

“Optimizing with sources an
on page 305 for complete details.

Surf|Obiet|-‘|Non-sequential objecttilt about x greater than.|Sut|;
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Int

Description Surf
less than.NTXL Non-sequential objecttilt about * Surf

NTXV Non-sequential objecttilt about x value- Surf
Surt

Surf

Object

Object
  
 

  
 
 
 

  
Non-sequential objecttilt about y

iiLLB
ss than.
 
 

3 ial object tilt about y !eNon-sequential object t! Object

NTYV E i j iit aboutyvalue.PNTYV Non-sequential objecttilt a y biaster than.|Object|3 be
rf ihObject 5 I

Object

2u

NPGT Non-sequential parameter greater than. Th
define the parameter number.

NPLT

OPGT

OPLT

OPTH Optical path length. This is the di j :specified ray travels to the Ranenates(diac ae = ere
measured from the object for finite conjugates: Staeweedistance is referenced to the first surface. The opti iene
accounts for the index of refraction of the media. a q pee path
adding surfaces suchas gratings and binary optics "Seae

OSUM|Sums the values of all oany operands. See SUMM. Perands between the two specified|First

Chapter 13: OPTIMIZATIONam 292

Object|See jo

u

NTZG|Non-sequential object tilt about z grea ~

|NTZL|Non-sequentialobject tilt about z less than. =u

Non-sequential object tilt about2 value.
e Hx value is used to  

  
 

  
  
 

     
 

 
 

ue is used to 

Non-sequential parameter less than. The Hx val
define the parameter number.

Non-sequential parametervalue. The Hx value is used to
the parameter number.

   
  define Surf

 
Seelett.

 

 
 

iG|
Surt|Object|Seeme) 7

rad

]
 

  | aperture. This is only useful for finiteObject space numerica alculated on axis at the primaryconjugate systems, and is ¢
wavelength.  
 

 
  

 
This operand indicates an unusedentry in the operandlist. OFF
operands are automatically converted to BLNK operands upon
evaluation of the merit function. OFF is only usedto indicate that
the merit function operand type was not recognized.

Optical path difference with respect to chief ray in waves.

  
  

 
  
    
 
 
 

Optical path difference with respect to the mean OPD; this
operand computes the OPD referenced to the mean OPDofall
rays in the pupil. OPDM has the samerestrictions that TRAC
does; see TRACfor a detailed discussion.
 

     
 
 
 

 
 

 

Optical path difference with respect to the shifted and tilted
reference sphere that minimizes the RMS wavefront error; which
ZEMAX cails the centroid reference. OPDX has the same
restrictions that TRAC does; see TRACfor a detailed discussion

 
 

Operand less than. This is used to makinequality constraint. me enna

 
    ofor?ae 
\| elPo

i ee“
orall
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ry operand constraia parameter to be equalto the target value. The AneIERe
have different meanings depending uponthe surface type. Seethe Chapter" " aeGales: pter "Surface Types" for a description of the parameter

 
 

 

 
  
  
 
 
 

This operand is obsolete, use PMLTinstead.

 
 
 

This operand is obsolete, use PMVAinstead.

Paraxial ray x-direction surface normal at the ray-surface
intercept. This is the x componentof the surface normal vector at
the intersection point of the specified paraxial ray and the surface
"Surf", in the local coordinate system.

 

 
  
  

 
   
 

PANB Paraxial ray y-direction surface normal at the ray-surface
intercept. This is the y componentof the surface normal vectorat
the intersection point of the specified paraxial ray and the surface
"Surf", in the local coordinate system.  
 

 
 PANC Paraxial ray z-direction surface normal at the ray-surface

intercept. This is the z componentof the surface normalvectorat
the intersection pointof the specified paraxial ray and the surface
"Surf", in the local coordinate system.
  

 
 

  

PARA Paraxial ray x-direction cosine of the ray after refraction from the Surf Wave Yes
surface "Surf".

Paraxial ray y-direction cosine of the rayafter refraction fromthe|Surf Wave Yes
surface "Surf".

 
Paraxial ray z-direction cosine of the ray after refraction from the Surf Wave Yes
specified surface,

= ag co

   
 

  
  

 

Surf Wave Yes j i i i its at the specifiedParaxial ray radial coordinate in lens unl :
Surface. This is the radial distance from the local aot Ps
intersection of the surface “Surt" and the specified paraxial ray,
the local coordinate system.

e in lens units at the surface "Surf".

  

 
  
 

  
 

 Paraxial ray x-coordinat
Wave YesParaxial ray y-coordinate in lens units at the surface Surf".

: "Surf".ce

Paraxial ray z-coordinate in lensunits at the surfa
t. This is the tangent of thej -direction ray tangen ;Paralrayxciroctonfa, AGENplane aeration ro

Surface ur"  
eer
  pas Chapter 13: OPTIMIZATION
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ini|_@xy,

NAME__|Description tangent of the Surf Wave Pry
PATY Paraxial ray y-direction ray tangent. a bi refraction from

ange the paraxial ray makesin the y-Z plansurface "Surt". :: on- araxial WavePETC Petzval curvaturein inverse lens units. Not valid for non-P
systems. ,n-paraxial Wave

Petz Petzval radius of curvature in lens units. Not valid for non-P
systems. F maeiit for thePIMH Paraxial image height at the paraxial image Danis (ee
specified wave paraxial sys

height on the paraxial image plane tot

length. Not valid for non-

: = hae
Wave

useful forfinite conjugate systems. Note the paraxial image
paraxial focus.is used evenif the system is notat

The surface power(in inverse lens units) of the surface "Surf". Wave
This operand only works for standard surfaces.

    
  

 

  

 
 

 
  

 
   

 
 

 
  

 
   

    

 
 

    
 

  

 

  

length

PLEN Path length. This operand computes oeaaoa for the
(including index of refraction) between the primary wavelength.
See
specified ray, which is always traced at

PMAG

POWR

  

 
  atio of the paraxial chief ray

ar he object height. Only
plane

 
  

 

Paraxial magnification. This is t

 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

  
 

 

 
   
 

  
 

  
  
 
 
    

 
 

PRIM Primary wavelength. This is used to change the primary Wav# gt|A
wavelength number during merit function evaluation. This ;operand does not use the target or weight columns. my |
Product of two operands. The two arguments are the row Op #1 Op #2 | ye Rinumbersof the operandsto multiply. | 5) ‘i i

Quadratic sum. This operand squares and then adds all operands First Lastbetween thefirst and last operand (inclusive), then takes the |Fl|Resquareroot of the sum. See also SUMM, OSUM, EQUA. |: ary 5 Va |Real ray angle of exitance. This Is the angle in degrees between Surf Wave Yes | ftVa|Re
Ay

  

 
 

the surface normal and theray after refraction or reflection. See
also RAID. 

 

|

Real ray angle of exitance. This is the cosine of the angl Yes yebetween the surface normal and the rayafter eno oar Wave 1 |reflection at that surface. Does not return correct results if the Os
dpe prior to the surface is a gradient index medium. See also 14|. | M 

 
227RAGA Global ray x-direction cosine. This is the directi |ray in the global coordinate system. The ae7she soba Mae |coordinate system is at the global reference surface ru |

urf

Global ray y-direction cosine. See "RAGA". at|Surt||Wave|
Global ray z-direction cosine. See "RAGA" 5 rv|
Global ray x-coordinate.This is the coordinate in lens units in theRAGX
global coordinate system. The origiisystem is at the global reference ete the global coordinate

RAGY|Global ray y-coordinate. See "RAGX",|RAGZ_|Global ray z-coordinate. See "RAGX". aepWave yes

 
 

  

     
 Feoe

=
ell
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—— . r 1

Fran DescriptionN — = |int|inta|Hxy,Pxy|Real ieae of incidence.This 's the angle ind

N Real tay angle of incidence. This is i |
RA between the Surface normal and the rabolensahi angle|Surf|Wave Van

surface. Does not return correct results if the surf socio
is a gradientindex surface, See also RAEN eeae aa

G|Ray angle in radians with re i iRAN measured with respect to the local2,Bee Sar ee nee

Real ray y-directi i :

eal ray z-di i i ;REAC Seeences cosine of the ray after refraction from the
|

REAR|Realray radial coordinatein lens units at the surface "Surf". Yes

    
  
  

    ——
  

  Real ray x-direction cosin
surface "Surf".

 © of the ray after refraction from the
  
 
  
   

  
 

REAX Real ray x-coordinate in lens units at the surface "Surf". Yes

REAY Real ray y-coordinate in lens units at the surface "Surf". Yes

REAZ Real ray z-coordinate in lens units at the surface "Surf". Yes

RENA Real ray x-direction surface normalat the ray-surfaceintercept. Wave ¥y pt.|Sut|Wave|Yes |

Surf

Surf

a

 
ETX Real ray x-direction ray tangent (slope). Yes

Real ray y-direction ray tangent (slope). Yes

First Last
Surf Surf

Peale as

Ble :
Chapter 13: OPTIMIZATION

43ETY 
  
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 

 

Reasonable glass. This operand restricts the deviation the index, See Text
Abbe, and deviation of the partial dispersion values may take
from actual glassesin the currently loaded glass catalogs. See
“Optimizing glass selection” on page 303 for a complete
discussion. The constraint is active over the surface range
specified.

RMS spot size (ray aberrations) with respect to the geometricimage aieeed in lens units. This operandis similar to
RSCH, except the reference pointis the image centroid instead
of the chief ray. See RSCHfor details.
R ize (ray aberrations) with respect to chiefray. Thiserttone Gaussian quadrature method to estimate the
RMSspot size at a specified fieldcoordinate and wavelength.
The numberreturnedis in lens units. The method used is only

ith ci r pupils. The Int1 columnis usedaccurate for systems with circula iAe aahnate inento specify the numberofrings of F

requiredto converge,tne es)ONY Hyavevali int, Px an If th valucoeoncllphat weighted polychromatic calculationis
performed.

 
 

  
 

 
 

 
 RSCE
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;
AW 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

   

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Description ne geometricNAME
similar toa 5 ith respect toAMS spot size (ray aberrations) with (er operand isimage centroid, Necited in lens units. Te used instead of theRSCE, except a rectangular grida nd always considersGaussian quadrature method. This ieee’ 2 will trace 4 2x <vignetting. A grid value of 1 will Sree 3 x 3 rays per quadran

 
  

 
 

 

  

   
  

    
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

S=

rid per quadrant(16 rays), 3 Wl36 rays), and so on. Symmetry IS considered:  
= 

 pointis the chief ray-
e diffraction centroid. This Rings Wave

RWCE RMSwavefronterror with respect to th i hich isoperandis useful for minimizing the wavetront ityantecurve.
proportional the Strehl ratio and the area aTal natalThe units are waves, See RWCH. See RS = .i ngs av

RWCH_|RMS wavefront error with respectto the chief ray. One tha Ing °waves. This RMSreally refers tothe standard SPeee RWCE.
wavefront, since the mean OPDis subtracted out.
See RSCHfor details.

RWRE Like RSRE, exceptfor size.
Like RSRH, exceptfor

SAGX The sagin lensunits of the surface "Surf Surf
semi-diameterdistance.

|

RSRH Similar to RSRE, except the reference
  

 

   
  

2\oo  
wavefront error rather than spot

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
  

 
  

 
 

2\wavefront error rather than spot size.
in the XZ plane at the a)
 

  

   
The sagin lens units of the surface "Surf" in the YZ plane at the
semi-diameter distance. 
 
 

\
 =

Sagittal working F/#, computed at any defined field andSFNO
wavelength. See TFNO. 

  
 

  
 

4

 
 

|

 
 

 
 
 

 

  
 

 
   

 
 

  
  
  
  

Sine of the value of the specified operand number.If flag is 0, then Flag TRAX
the units are radians, otherwise, degrees.

SKIS Skip if symmetric. If the lens is rotationally symmetric, then Op # Tray
computation of the merit function continues at the specified
operand number. —

SKIN Skip if not symmetric. See SKIS. eee Re)
SPHA Spherical aberration in waves contributed by the specififood surface.If the surface value is zero, the sum forthe Ereevaraes a pareis used.QRT S f d iS quare root of operand. The argumentis thcore operand value to take the square rootof. eeeao

 
SUMM Sum of two operands. The two araie of the operandsto add. See meena ere ne row numbers. Opel|)OPA?
SVIG Sets the vignetting factors. When iae|vignetting factors for the current anhaleneoge MPHaiea ane aeie
TANG Tangentof the value of the specifiedbio then the units are radians, henwieeaearcea:BoPSrWNfags, Le Flag

       
TFNO Tangential working F/#, com :wavelength. See SFNO. puted at any defined field and fee
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ae“Description
NA

 

 

 
 

  
Hxy, 

 

  

Total mass. Computes the m

  

rf ass of the gl ’specified range of surfaces. On| . glasslenses within the|First Laststandard surfaces with circular aiaeei or plane and spherical bs hs
Menu" for a discussion of how elementa € chapter "Re
computed. SSeS and volumesare

“oth Total track (length) of lensin jens units,
Transverse aberration radial direct; ; :

TRAC plane withrespect to the centroid.Unlikeeae in the image

2

=
point together, and then usesthe collecticentroid ofall the rays. Each ray individue
the computed centroid. This operand should only b i( / e enter
the Merit Function Editor by the Default Merit Earciion took ane
is not recommendedfor use directly by the user.

ve data to compute the
ally is then referenced to

——|

TRAD|The x component of the TRAR only. TRAD has the samex Wave Yes
restrictions that TRAC does; see TRACfora detailed discussion.

 aaeae soo5ODFW <02>onpGOaMOQS34aRasco=eyPy336No==mas=4PORoxP2BsOo3Ack92aegcsgogo=e+5.S=Do2S PomeoOs25=x=?0pO35<=aoo®2-32a=O9G ©°3928340832370aagox=*8a737sayJAASoS>>5a20a0n0"

TRAE|The y component of the TRAR only. TRAE has the samea Wave Yes
restrictions that TRAC does; see TRACfor a detailed discussion.

  
  

TRAI Transverse aberration radius measured at the specified surface
with respect to the chief ray. Similar to TRAR, except a surface
other than the image surface may be specified.

Surf Wave Yes

RAR Transverse aberration radial direction measured in the image Wave Yes
plane with respectto the chief ray. See ANAR.

TRAX Transverse aberration x direction measured in the image plane
with respectto the chiefray.

RAY Transverse aberration y direction measuredin the image plane
with respectto the chiefray.

Transverse aberration x direction measured in the image plane

TRCY

TTGT

Pale
Wave Yes

Wave Yes

Wave Yes  
  
  
 
 

hould onlywith respectto the centroid. See TRAC. This operand s
be eran into the Merit Function Editor by the peeere
Function tool, and is not recommended for use directly by
user.

  
  
 
 

Wave 
i irecti in the image planerrationydirection measured Incecethe eee See TRAC.This BPRSeinont

be entered into the Merit Function Editor by nce
Function tool, and is not recommendedfor use directly
user.

 
 

  
  

  
 

Yes

 
Total thickness greater t)
the total thickness (includin
surface "Surf" to be greater tha
thickness is calculated at the se
axis if code is zero, the +x ax!s.

r than, This boundary operand constrains

mi-diameter radius along the +y

Surf Code

g both front and backsurface sags) of

operand automatically changes

n the specified target value. The
@ is 1, the -y axis if code is

i itivein mi es to always yield a posi
the sign on thicknesses In mirror epetes:aETVA,

cr
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Sum of thicknesses ronoethe thickness between the two
the sum is inclusive,
Surfaces.
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Description Surf =
Surf

TTVA Total thickness value. See TTGT. sal results vasraw|)Dates
UDOP|User defined operand. Used for optimizingsection "User

computedin externally compiled programs:
defined operands”. See also ZPLM. z

USYM if present in the merit function, this sit 7
assumeradial symmetry exists inthe ecuti e mer
symmetry does not exist. This ‘AS Axial S e
function in some special cases. see é sthe default merit function descriptio ; : id|First surf|Last surfVOLU Volumeof element(s) in cubic cm. The resultingaeetal
for regions bounded by plane and spherical within
volume. Computesthe volume of the lenses an sal
the specified range of surfaces. Only va "
standard surfaces with circular edges. S
Menu"for a discussion of how element masses an
computed.

WFNO|Working F/#. This is computed from the angle the real marginal
 

ray makes with respect to the chief ray in image space.
XDGT|Extra data value greaterthan. The Int2 number must be Hennes Surf

1 and 200 to indicate which of the extra data values is selected.
XDLT Extra data value less. The Int2 number must be between 1 and Surf Number

200 to indicate which of the extra data values is selected.

 
XDVA Extra data value. The Int2 number must be between 1 and 200 to Surt Number

indicate which of the extra data valuesis selected.

Extended source encircled energy. This operand computes the Type See leit
radius in microns to the specified fraction of extended source
geometric encircled energy, using whatever the current default
settings are. To use this operand, first define the settings on the
extended source encircled energy feature as desired, then press
Save onthe settings box. The only setting that is overwritten is
the type, which is 1 for encircled, 2 for x only, 3 for y only, and 4
for ensquared.
Hx is the fraction of energy desired, and must be between zero
and 1, exclusive.
See also DENC and GENC.

Minimum edge thicknessforair surfaces. This o :the edge thickness at numerous points around heeberths First surf|Last surf
the surface, and insuresall points are at least the mini 0
specified thickness. See "MNEA". intmum

Minimum edge thickness for glass surf Fchecks the edge thickness at AUMeuepolecose ive

 
 

perimeter of the surface, and insuresminimum specified thickness. See "MNEQ are at least the
Minimum edge thickness. This operandthickness at numerous points aro i checks the edge|First Last surfsurface, and insuresall points are at id ne Perimeter of the me
thickness. See "MNET". st the minimum specified
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ZApeseription  

Maximum edge thicknessfor air Surfaces. Th
ro :

Ten dge thick is o acti
x the eage thickness at numerous po; Perand checks| First surf Laihe surface,and insures all pointsaadi the perimeter of st surf

specified thickness. See "MXEA". ore than the maximum

—_|Maximum edge thickness for gig :
xXEG checks the edge thickness at numeroueeens hadtall epee en

perimeterof the surface, andinsuresalll points are n around the
the Maximum specified thickness. See "MXEG" oO more than

oe Maximum edge thickness. This o er 7XXE thickness at numerous points Siuthereataa First surf|Last surf
surface, and insures all points are No more than the maxi especified thickness. See "MXET". jaye

yNIP YNI-paraxial. This numberis the productof the paraxi F
ray height times the index times the angle a pbideecenc ee Mave
quantity Is proportional to the narcissus contribution of the
specified surface. See Applied Optics, Vol. 21, 18, p3393.

ZERN|Zernike Fringe coefficient. The Int1, Int2, Hx, and Hy data values|Term Wave|Seeleft
are used to specify the Zernike term number (1-37), the
wavelength number, the sampling density (1 = 32 x 32, 2-64 x
64, etc.), and the field position, respectively. Note thatif you use
multiple ZERN operands whichonly differ in the term number,
they should be placed on adjacentlinesin the editor: otherwise,
the computation is slower.

ZPLM|Used for optimizing numerical results computed in ZPL macros. Data# Yes
See the section "User defined operands". See also UDOP.

ZTHI This operand controls the variation in the total thickness of a|Firstsurf|Last surf
range of surfaces over multiple configurations.It is similar to the
TTHI operand, exceptitis an inequality operator. The target value
specified is the maximum alloweddifference between the TTHIat
each defined configuration. For example, if there are 3
configurations where TTHI 38 would evaluate to 17, 19, and 18.5,
respectively, ZTHI will return 2 (i.e. 19-17) if the target is less than
2. Otherwise, ZTHI returns the target value. To keep all zoom
configurations the same length, use a target of 0.

The DIFF, PROD,DIVI, SQRT) along with the parametric operands (CVGT,increncrtacySpeedy very general and complex optimization operands, as discussed
inthe section "Defining complex operands", which can be foundlaterin this chapter.

ac ; : tween parameters such as effective focal length (tens of millimetersor more) aeiScceeHOR odie 2 Welonuna of oneis sue for sueickrctai in lens
hls: However, the residual value ofthe effectivefocallength withnie wiggreAtradtoZaracreasing< Weighting will brin the resulting system closer to the desired Usual ETGTwith a target of ze will"Noticeable wh d finin ETGT(edge thickness greater than) BOa are Re aiceiaiTt = eae i£n yield q ene tly less than zero. Rather than increase the weight, p provide ata value just slightly le
98t value of .1, or some such number.
gs i urUpdate"9 changesto the operandlist, the c

- This is also useful for checking to see W nWeatest Contribution to the merit function. The percent co

 
 
 

  
  

s of each operand can be updated by selecting Tools,eteteiront values of each operand are, and which has the
tribution is defined as

2

SHYT)
jd

% contrib; = 100 x
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th
ands. GM a

where the index j indicates the sum over snip jy ie of
The merit function is automatically saved sie qf Ves ;Daceeeseee ope’ d others behave wa differently than Spe atinan meter, ;The boundary operands such as MNCT, cTGT, Sapa a boundary aatar thicHnaeaichert he ar! us oftarget operands such as TRAR and REAY. When ie maintain 4 Te Int? column and ‘Oleae Sol eg
value as the definition of the boundary. For eae 40 (where the iy iumn of that operand ‘ee®targa natmm, you might use a command such as GT observethe "value se ss is less than 10, th Ere are 4), i on
column). If you update the merit function and Ventats, the center MICTTS trcenter thickness n° ela eipossibilities for the value: 1) if the boundary Sina boundary is not violated, ' @SSig Qreata, tte ex
valueof the thicknesswill be displayed, or 2) | a 0
than 10, then the value 10 will be displayed. | value is shown: if itis not violated, the valueis sey tot, PoaTherule is simple- if the boundary is violated, the aoaigorithm. If during optimization the boundary becone, eit ;
target and is therefore ignored by the optimizane d and the optimization algorithm will attempt to Correct tye apPviolated, then the value will automatically be update ey fl
offending parameter. light! ore complicated. Th : ine?s are slightly m Pl G. These my; ‘The boundary operands which constrain a ranige9Seeffect of all violated boundaries within the erect ene
pu sece Onearen ietaltimalees cr 40 will constrain the minimum centerthicknessof surfacee, zen
surface range. For example, the operand MNCT1 ery, taerithe difference betweenthe valueofthe Operant \ ¢09through 10. If the targetis 3.0, which defines the bounty thicknessesof all surfaces between1 ral fland the target is the sum of the difference between 3.0 and the thi thick | and 19 ( alumwhose aeaier thickness is less than 3.0.If only onesurface in the range has a center thicknessless than 30s|Missal
2.5, then the operand hasa valueof2.5.Ifa second surface isoy , t tarditen‘eanee gp ne'AM
then the operand will have a valueof 1.7 (2.5 minus 8; the Bis 3.0 -2.2). Bee ha violtiaa Ghost the target|*pel
of the operand and the value is 3.0 - 1.7 or 1.3. This difference of 1.3 is due to the violation of 0.5 by the fir,9te! vatsurface and another 0.8 by the second surface. leaders - ZEMAX d Oe
If calculating the value of these boundary operands seems confusing, dont worry; oes all thecalculations for you. All you needto do is to specify the boundary type (such as MNCT or MNET)the boundary|eHicald
range (surface 1 through 10, or whatever) and the desired value (3 mm or whatever). If all the bounday}ies
constraints are met, then the operand value is equalto the target, otherwise, the value will be different andthe}psycolt
merit function will increase. The increased merit function will cause the optimization algorithm to seek a reduction ray be ent
of the operand contribution. he an int
if a boundary operand does not seem to work,there are severalthings to check: naghboring

1) Make sure the variables you have defined can have someeffect on the boundary operands. A common}Tetarget
mistakeis to specify MNCT and have some "frozen"thickness within the surface range.If the thicknessviolates Fequency i
be boundary and it is not variable, ZEMAX can't fix it. The operands DO NOTignore violated but frozen beforoundaries. et

2) If there is a small residualerror, try increasing the boundary value. For example, if MNCTis used with a Tag y
target of 0.0, and the value is a small number(like -.001) the problem is not that the operand doesn’t work,|lan,
is simply that the residualerroris too small to increase the merit function significantly. It is usually better? _
increase the target to 0.1, or some other number, rather than to increase the weight. Increasing the weightwl
only lead to a smallerviolation (like -.0000001) rather than meeting the boundary. =
3) Check to seeif there is a reasonable contribution to the i ig with tepercent contribution column. By looking at the percent satdsui eeu ie can easily checkthis west [mes

h infl the total : : oncolumn,verify that the operand in ques:)ly.has enough influence on the total merit function. If it does not incr : the preceding iparagraph for advice on changing thetarget. , INCrease the weight, or seetheP i
; te

Understanding the boundary operandsis a crucialpart of i posites : ‘ {ioe 9)youwill find them to offer excellent control and flexibility mastering ZEMAXoptimization, and withalitte pit “hig
Using MTF operands it

~S
er Xy

These operands are only supportedint, ne (7he XE and EE editions of ZEMAX. aS
The MTF operands such as MTFT, MTFS, and MT

eM
af F - san MIEThis is a powerful capability, however, using th si Provide a Capability to directly optimize the diffraction M

operands requires some care on the part of the use"
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limit, 'for arta. These should beusedin place Fheae equivalent MTF
i. of aberration. ra

operands calculate the complete gj ;
The jg, Diffraction menu option. Therefo , etric MTF exactly like the pl hs, ; : ; re, an : e plots available on theanaly excessive OPDin thepupil, see the chapter"An “ystem for which the MTF plot producesinvalid data

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

fraction or geom
Star, oo as Wa attire ich thque »ptimization. For example. it ree Nalysis" for details) will als d ingless dat5 yf Oe optimiza ple, it is unrealistic to oo4 SO produce meaningless data5 i. 1h ascourse the MTF generally cannot be Eschaiehy a lens for MTF starting from plane parailel plates,
ay a4 pec asiderably slower than RMSspotsize or RMS : Y computed for such a system. Also, MTF optimizationMg BO at if you use both a MTFT anda MTFS Wavefront error optimization, typically 5 to 50 times slower.
ret Pian adjacentlines in the editor: otherwise thoneesie and wavelength data, they should bea : ; uted twice. If t ingi tbs Femputation of me MTF, ao the uae Operandsreturn zero rattan thana SoestcenaaAl giemd
F tothe alah OEUaeGdianeeee erieaes updating the Merit Function Editor display, and entering and“Coma,|exiting the op ZEMAX or ‘ ese times the merit function is updated, If several MTF operands haveFeo} the pean entered, may take several minutes on a Slow computerjust to refresh the screen

his to interactively design yo i ‘Agood approac gn your system using RMS wavefronterror. Generally s eaking, systemsMulting with low RMS Cae error will have reasonable MTF performance. After the design is oa Reciehy in the final
Pecitgy form, then try switching overto MTF optimization for a "touch-up".It is also a good idea to completely erase the
faces 1 default merit function before entering any MTF Operands, except of course for any boundary constraints needed
2Perang (euch as MNCT).
and 49 The MTF operands use the operand data columns such asInt, Int2, and Hx differently than most operands. The3.0, say inti column determines the sampling density to be used. A value of 1 Specifies a 32 x 32 grid should be used, 2

Say 2.2 specifies a 64 x 64 grid, and so on. Usethe smallestgrid size for which the data are computed accurately; again
® targa see the “Analysis” chapterfor details.

the fig, The Inte column selects the wavelength,like most operands. However,a value of zero may be entered to specify
apolychromatic calculation. In this case, the wavelength-weighted polychromatic MTF is computed. Obviously,

all the this is slower than a monochromatic MTFcalculation,
aundany The Hx column is used to specify the field position, and it must be an integer between 1 and the numberof defined
dundary fields.
andthe

The Hy columnis the spatial frequencyin cycles per millimeter, independentofthe lens system units. Any value
may be entered; the operandwill return0if it is past the incoherent cut-off frequency. The value does not need
to be an integral multiple of some fraction; the exact value of the MTF is computed using a cubic splinefit to the
neighboring data points, just like the MTF data plots.
The target and weight columnsare used just like any other operand. Of course,if the target is set to 1.0, and the
requency is non-zero, then the value of the operand can never reachthetarget.
Performing an optimization

wih To begin optimization. choose Tools, Optimization from the main menubar. The optimization control dialog box
‘work Will appear with the following options.
et OPTIMIZATION OPTIONS
ight  
 

 

 

 
 

 
Executes until ZEMAX determinesthe system is no longer improving significantly.

foe[executesasinglptmizaionee
SOees Executes 5 optimization cycles.

Executes 10 optimization cycles.

500;¢e8 Executes 50 optimization cycles. |
zation cycles in an infinite, continuous loop untilExecutes optimi

Description

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 
"Terminate"is pressed.

  
 

.

Closes the optimization dialog box.
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iFirediraw all open windows atthate and ; atically update. imization progress yen0lf checked, ZEMAX wilautoraiows monitoring of the OP Progress using any
each optimization cyc'e-
analysis feature.

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
  
 

  
 

 
 

 
  

Auto Update

# CPU's
  

  
d the optimization task. MoreU's overt which to nin which casethe single CPU wae 1

le CPU comp s the numberof processors detects,Selects the number of GP
The default!may be selected, even ona sing

share the multiple simultaneous tasks
by the operating system.
 
  

  
 

  ress is being made. The otheroptions will ry,
Selecting automatic will cause the optimizerto run unt NO PTAthe time required to run a given optimiza,
specified numberof cycles. Automatic modeis highly recommen lexity of the system. the numberof solvescycle varies enormously with the numberof variables, the rene ie is taking too long, orif it appears to be j rena
numberof operands, and of course the compute! ee , Aceon Terminate to end the optimization run, ung rte the
up, orif you feel the design is not progressing adequately, rit function. If any of the operandscannot ne iWhentheoptimization begins, ZEMAXfirst updates the system ee displayed. Operands cannot be com : eecomputed, the optimization cannot begin, and an error message wie ee internalreflection (TIR)at ante st?if they require the tracing of rays which miss surfaces OF which undergo aeaptionie in error, or theta tees ice 4
boundary. If such an error message appears, usually the starting ene IRE bed might happen with ies iF on)are incorrectly defined (this will not happen with the default merit functions, efined |gt function cannot be evaluated during the course of optimiza.
rays). ZEMAX can automatically recoverif the mer! joperands'in sis rapallh funlator,tion; only the starting system need be adequateto compute a
Defining complex operands 

Although the default merit function, coupled with a few predefined operands, |S pertectly suitable for the majori
of optical designs, there are times when an unusual constraint needs to be addedto the merit function. Rather
than define a very large numberofvery specific operands, ZEMAXallows you to build your own operandsoutof
simple building blocks.
ZEMAXallows very general operanddefinitions. There are twotricks to creating these operands.First, usecertain
operands with zero-weighting to define the parameters you need, and second, use the operational operandsto
define relationships between them. For example, suppose you require that the thickness of surface 3 andthe
thickness of surface 4 sum to 10. There is an operandthat doesthis, TTHI. The commandstructure would look
like this:

 
  
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

mi 5

Peeeeeee| ~
et

ay   
Operand 1 uses the enThickness VAlue (CTVA) command toSimilarly, operand 2 is used to extract the thickness of surface 4 Ponty san PAEthat the optimization algorithm ignores the constraint;it is only eneell)on both operandsaon
sumstwo operands: number 1 and number2. Theresult is the sum of the arise ee aa oe isthe
value of operand3, andthis has a non-zero weight. Theoptimization algorithm will attompttoeei10 10.
Why goto all the trouble of this three-step processif a sing] - 8reasonis that this approach can be extended to develop endeneneeNaveae anneSeisji

* p a,

extract the value of the thicknessof surface 3

Ghaperi3:OPTIMIZATIONgp
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j f curvature ofthe radius0 Surface 5 tg
aends to See if you understand how this is qoecentered On the vertex of Surface 8. Study the followingco ; , 

 
oteepbs theGace oe Miknege at Surface 5 must be greater than twice the radius of curvature
(each): ant of surface 2 (this is nonsensical, butillustrative of the flexibility in the

 
 

Operand 4 extracts the (center) thickness of surface 5. Operand 2 extracts the value of the curvature of surface
: 4. Operand 3 sets a constantof two, and operand4 divides the value 2 by the curvature(yielding twice the radius
eo Sfcurvature). COVAextracts the conic, and SUMM adsoperands 2 and 4. Operand 7 takesthe difference of the

= | itkness and twice the radius plus the conic. Since we wantthe former to exceedthelatter, we set an operand
- greater than constraint: the only one to have a non-zero weighting.

—_ ,— || 2btimizing glass selection
Sf Optimizat ; ther data. Optimizing the glass choice directly ;es ion of gl d somewhatdifferently than other data. Op g the glass choicedirectly is=a adiffi Bereeebecausethere does not exist a continuum of glasses on the glass map. Therecult and unpredictable p

baa oo é ) : by using model glasses or by using glass substitution. Glassre YO methods for dealing with this problem: by using itiLod Substitution is usually far Neerer but is only supportedin the XE and EE editions of ZEMAX.

 

* se.

ST at |) Themog roy antes lass dispersion using a few simple numerical parameters, and thom e ass dispers " ; ener | limize EeeesSecontend either the parameter values or the computed indexvalues to be
A Similar to availA | This is the "model" glass method. Modelglasses are describedin detailin the chapter
7 Using aon ete disadvantage of the model glass methodis that the optimized parameters and

Se) ‘Siting index valuesmay not correspond to any physically existing glass. Anotherdisadvantage is that model
ie qesses are onlysufficientlyecourate in the visible spectrum. This method is used by the conventional optimizer7 Tibed in thi

70 optim ame. irst, change the glass of the appropriate surface to a "Model"
J Sassitnglassesthenrequiressever!sePs.FtEatorFor nformaion onmodel lasses, soe the Chapter

Z ae 4 Score
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d"to “Model”, ZEMAXwill make a suitahEi 5 leixe f ou"Using Glass Catalogs". When you changethe glass dida need to change the valuesif you wish. The thet
for the index, Abbe number, and partial dispersion: OTa next to each entry. y
values can be made variable by clicking on the Vary dex, Abbe, and partial dispersiontones tf Var)

The Ctrl-Z shortcut on the glass columnwill also rae aatimized using tne optimization feature in the usyay a,owautomatically. The model glass data values can n ials being selected.Thisis bg
0

igh index mater \y ieUnconstrained glass optimization usually will lead to ve'y hig boundary) need less curvature tha,‘ ; fi e in index across the rfaces introduceless aberration lo &

k: it makes the in
 

surfaces with high refractivity (a large difference ure surefractivity surfaces to have oe sameoptical power. Laer NE to fabricate, and may be brittle, delica, <
Unfortunately, high index materials are expensive, heavy: Teas8 not always exist; there are few gigs, fi
susceptible to stains and scratches.Also, very high index MANTATvq value also is limited to the range. p,Se ayAsasUBSanast en n aaSandvdUaiee to reasonable ranges during optimiza fait
euanien to 80. Therefore, it is essential to i His pangse partial dispersion deviation also mustbe limited In : ; gn

There are two waysto limit the Nd, Vd, and AP, p values. The eiipiee Ae: i eae Tee operand ta
somewherein the operandlist. The RGLA operand measures the "distance oroecerihy aednaan inde,|#nem
Abbe number, andpartial dispersion of the model glassto the SeEI t the Schott and Hoya cat ohae ye
example, if you are optimizing the index and Abbe and you have Beets ‘es utes the "distance"to Hd ae it
used (these are specified on the general data window), the RGLA operan eae f for the RGLA operand “i Glass # nut
in these catalogs. If the smallest "distance"is less than the target value specie ey : oe cee @nthe|i?
boundary condition is met, and the value of the operandis equal to the target. If the eRe * SSIs farther than
the target value, then the RGLAvalueis the actual "distance". The lataca Pteher eiteotalanvarinaete gizweighted sum of the squaresofthe difference between the index, Abbe, and partial dispersion termsfortwo |
glasses. The "distance" between any two glassesis given by nt

1 anes

f ; AL RHA ct BL ENTS vgfiicul
amenip

wherethe factors Wn, Wa, and Wpweight the various terms. The weighting factors may be user defined onthe Js 2 st
RGLA operand parameterlist, orif left at zero, will default to 1.0, 1E-04, and 1E+02, respectively. tog an

pees sey
The best way to use RGLAis to specify the surface range that coversall of the surfaces you are optimizing,For
a target value, start off with 0.05. This will allow the glasses to easily move all over the glass map,since the jhepn
spacing betweenvariousglassesis usually less than 0.05. After optimization, decrease thetargetto roughly 0.02  }imene pi,
and reoptimize. This will encourage the optimized system to choose index and Abbe numbers reasonably near lan
actual glasses. “theses
The other method for constraining index and Abbe valuesis to use the MNIN, MXIN, MNAB, and MXABcontrols.|ta,
These operands are mnemonicsfor Minimum and Maximum Index and Abbe values, and they are documented hls
in the preceding tables. These operands can be usedto restrict the optimization to specific rectangles on the l2|
glass map.It may be useful to use RGLAalong with MXIN, for example,to restrict the glass selection to existing).
glasses with an index lower than somevalue. Peg
At somepoint you will want to convert your variable index data back to a re ; not be a ites,perfect match between the optimized Nd and Abbe values and thoseof nraetbalShee in ieona catalog. Vig
However, ZEMAXwill search through the catalog andfind the "bestfit" glass using a least-squarescriterion similat ;
to the RGLA definition above(the partial dispersion term is omitted). The glass in the catalog whichdiffers he a
least from the variable index parameters is the glass selected. This glass is also reporteda "Surface Dala
Summary"feature (select Reports, Surface Data). The index of refraction data shownis that calculated from the ey
Nd and Abbevalues,not the bestfit glass. After converting from a model glass to a real glass, another o timizationrun is generally required. For systems withdelicate chromatic aberration balancin the ay ss eis mig
never be found using variable glasses, simply because the model glass dis g,thebest g = sept
dispersionof a real glass. persion is never iden

Usingglasssubstitution
The glass substitution methodis to directly alter the glass types, and then

eePSFF
ray s

reoptimize to seeif the new gl@s=°
yield a better solution. This method can be used manuall . by si thenreoptimizing, or the process can be automated using the ape= Seatchanging the glass ‘ype ox *
chapter, “Global Optimization". The global optimization method uses onl iedasorasrigageanerst Ig, and! 4
this senseis the superior method. y actual glass catalog materials, S

L.2ON3——————
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scussion "Optimizing Glass Selection"
nse? td for optimizing glass selection, -'°” | the next chapter,m
eo i-4 zing zoom and multi Configuration lenses

© mizing 200M lenses is virtually identical t ii :ni 'Muiti-Configurations" for details, © optimizing conventional Single-configuration lenses. See the
aptimizing extra data

"Global Optimization* for a discussion on

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

_ & this discussionis onl
¥ relevant for users of ZEMAX-EE

a Editor. Whenthe extra data editor appears, move
ptimize, and pressCtrl-Z (the same command used
€ optimized when the optimization is run.
extra data values. XDVA, XDGT. and XDLTare extra
1 column on the spreadsheet display indicates the

olumnis used to specify which ofthe extra data values

ursor to the row and column with the value you want to o
tvariables on the main screen). The variable will now b

There are also several boundary constraintsfor use with the
dala value, greater than, or less than, respectively. The In
surface numberto which the operand applies, and the Int2.c
Isto be used.

Optimizing objects in a non-sequential group with sequential rays
Optimizing variables within a non-sequential groupis fundamentally no different from optimizing other numerical
parameters. Variables are set in the same wayas for parameters in the Lens Data Editor.
The difficulty is optimizing non-sequential object propertiesis the unpredictable way in which rays may (or may
not) propagate through a non-sequential group. For non-sequential objects such as prisms, usually a small
change in position or size of the prism does not dramatically affect the ray path. However, for objects such as light
pipes, a small change in the object definition can dramatically affect the ray path. Rays that once propagated
through an object may miss the abject completely if the object position or angle changesslightly. This usually
talses severe errors in the computation of derivatives, and the optimization performs either poorly or not atall.
Another problem with some non-sequential systemsis the exit pupil may not be a reasonable image of the
Snirance pupil. For this reason, rectangulararray rather than Gaussian Quadrature should be usedif the system
8anon-imaging system that does not form an image of the entrance pupil at the exit pupil.
Forthese systems, optimization may proceed more effectively using the global optimization algorithms, which do
fot tely exclusively on derivative computation.
Of timizing with sources and detectors in non-sequential mode

Optimizing illumination systems or other optical systems that use non-sequential sources and detectors is
*Upported using the NSDD and NSTRoperands.
Atypical merit function would consist of three groups of operands:

; r the data in the current detectors. NSDD 00clearsall energy insoGe aessdklial top of the merit functionis all that is needed. NSDDreturns a
Value of “tHeaaRS veect on the merit function value when usedto clear detectors.
SCO m NSC sources. NSTRi traces analysis rays from sourceenSpasngnare Ween eeeEEoe Note the number of analysis rays on the NSC editoroers allaf a0 how long the evaluation of the NSTRoperandwill take. NSTR
always brine iad noth and has no effect on the merit function value.
T to read out the detector data. NSDD has four arguments:a&new group of NSDD apenasiane numberof the NSC groupae 1 if the program modeee detector, pixel, and data. hiect numberof the detector. Both detector objects and faceted detectors
a, Sequential). Detector is the0 j ro, the sum of all the flux in the detectoris returned.If pixel is an integer

Gre me used as detectors.If pixel is Z@ a flux/solid angle is returned for that pixel. Which of the three is
deter,eal zero, the flux, tes should be 0, 1, or 2 for flux,irradiance,orintensity, respectively. The

&d by the data argument,
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its, see
units of the returned data is determined by the Byare supported.
the objectis a faceted detector, only data options Oa sr eulty of computing derivatives of detected q

The practical difficulty in optimizing these systems is the me ie © uncertainty in computing detecteq ener!
with respect to variable parameters because of the relatively “arg Y.: roximately.
Many rays mustbetraced to determineillumination patterns app
Optimizing with the IMAE operand

ing many rays into the entrance :
The IMAE operand estimatesthe efficiency of an optical system celinelt surface. Optimization with
computing the fraction of rays that pass throughall surface net res, such as the circular aperture, are ys i
operand may not proceed smoothlyif only hard-edged SEa b making very smalldifferential chan neThis is because ZEMAXestimates the derivative of operand values by nd value. For the IMAE operand aa oa
the value of each variable, then computesa finite differenceof pli aceite ate: if no rays are close enough ae
change in the value of a variable may not changetheefficiency estima “a
aperture to change from being vignetied to unvignetted or vice-a-vers®- laced on a user-defined sur
The solution is to replace hard edged apertures with soft-edged Bae aperture, but near the eae :soft-edged aperture has a transmission that is unity over most 0! Ie Qe thebate ; bruptly.transmission drops to zero gradually over a small region, rather than a ’: : é Ff : e DLLfiles; see the Chapter Surface TypesFilter functions for doing this are included with ZEMAX as Seean of the US_FILT4.DLL sample. ypesunder "User Defined Surface"for details. See in particular th

IMAE usesthe current savedsettings for the image analysis feature, Feed
spot diagram for this computation. See “Geometric Image Analysis" on page Ts:

t for "show" whichis alwaysset tp

There are several optimization operands which are used to control the properties of gradient index materials
during optimization. Some of them are described below.

DLTN

DLTNis used to control the maximum total changein index within a gradient indexlens. Int1 is used to define the
surface number, and Int2 is used to define the wavelength number. DLTNis defined as:

Dsve imax —~"min*

The min and maxindex values are computedat the extreme z coordinates, Z min and Z max. Z min and Z max
are the Z coordinates of the minimum and maximum axialpositions of the blank used to makethelens,before
the shaping begins. For a convexsurface, they correspondto the vertex. For a concavesurface, they correspond
to the maximum sagat that surface.

LPTD

LPTD is used to control the profile of the gradient within the material. Only the Int1 value is used to define the
surface numberof the gradient index surface. LPTD is an acronym for LightPath Technology Delta, and the
constraint is used to keep a nonlinear profile monotonically increasing or decreasing.It only needsto be used
whenthe quadratic or cubic term of the axial gradientis variable. This operandonly affects GRIN 5 surfacetypes:
The LPTD operand should be usedwith a target of 0. The boundary constraint enforces the following conditions:

   an dn dn=— > 0 and >0, or <0 dnOZmin Ore. Beis oe dz memaxX

Z min and Z max are the Z coordinates of the minimum and maxi ; ca ke
the lens, before the shapingbegins. For a convex surface, they Soieancratpeat of ie blank weae
they correspondto the maximum sagat that surface.If the residualvalue of the o oa isl : os zero, then
the target may be decreasedslightly (try 0.1), Changing the targetis volainactpee is Fd naned
weight. The value of the LPTD operand mustbe zero for the blank to be fabricat effective than te radientprofile to make sure the slope does not changesign. icated. Always checkthe 9

“(rradiance/Iiluminance Units” on Page gp Zlf

aeeesciiippotereaeeeeeeeneeee
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‘3efined operandse

are
p ions aljob computes the MTF, and then r, already, suchays. eturns a as the MTFA operand which tracesnf ; y ome limited calculations can be hatte mee ie number to the Merit Function Editor “value”caion in the section "Defining complex Operands"E :yer tnore are problems for which only the fexbi

ity of a user defined program i ici iachieving this: prog iS sufficient for defining thebemcompuled by an operand. There are two Ways of
4) Through the use of a ZPL macro
9) Through the use of an externally defined and compiled program

the use of ZPL macros is simpler, well integrated with ZEMAX.aever itis limited by the capabilities of the ZPL macro are re
means slow execution for complex calculations. ZPL
macros that execute fairly quickly,

Externally defined programsare more complex to program, require an externalC or other language compiler, and
atleast some programming experience. However, externally defined programs can be vastly more complex than
what is supported by the ZPL macro language, and since external programs are compiled, they run significantly
faster. The speed difference can be dramatic, and generally more complex calculations will benefit more from
being externally compiled. Indeed, externally defined operand programs may be very complex, tracing millions
oifays or doing other lengthy calculations before returning control to ZEMAX.Notethis interface can be used to
optimize lenses based upon data computedby otheranalysis programs, such asa straylight analysis program.
Both the ZPL and the externally compiled methodsof implementing UDO's are described in detail below.
Optimizing with ZPL macros

the ZPL macro languageis sufficient to perform the required computations, then the operand ZPLM may be
used to call a ZPL macro from within the merit function. The macro performs the required computations, then
felutns the result using the ZPL OPTRETURNkeyword.
2PLM is simple to use. The Int1 and Int2 values are used to specify the macro number anddatafield number,respectively. The macro numberis used to indicate which ZPL macro should be executed, while the data field
number indicates which value computed by the macro should be optimized.
The macro number must be an integer between O and 99.If the Inti value for a ZPLM operandis set to 17, for®xample, then the ee Beagi7, and the macro to be executed must be named ZPL17.ZPL. The macro
flame must always use a twodigit representation of the macro number. If the macro numberwas6, then the macro

be executed would be ZPLO6.ZPL. The ZPL macrofile must reside in the default directory for ZPL macros; see
Nechapter "File Menu"enu" for details. ; : ae

The data {i mber between 0 and 50, inclusive. This numberrefers to a position in a
Global airy.rionaeneps ee Rimeniory, During execution of the macro,Lt macro pare rdena

fies whi tores the results of the macrocalculation. There are51differe ields,Which data field numberstor ae to 51 different values simultaneously. For example, suppose

quires very little programming experience.
guage, and ZPL macrosare interpreted, which

Macro optimization is generally a better choice for simpler

needed a macro which computedthetotal lengt
*\8el-defined version of the TOTR operand). The m
as nsur ()
for 4 _ Discs
Mex, * = * + thic(i)
*Ptreturn Ake i it

i in the global arra’ord stores the resulting value for "x" in the g y
Poa use of the OPTRETURN keyword aeAPL. To optimize the resultingvalueforx, theZPLM meri
function 0. Suppose this macro was ae it Function Editor, with Intt =15 ae aay "4 uP: :tingthe riseheiOperand would be added to the Merit FunctionESFTeang it canbeop afN. the "value" would be the same as tha
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be read by th :e data fields canberr ¥ the ZPL !
ZPLM also permits the use of the Hx, Hy, Px, and Py data fleevaly “py"is a mnemonicfor "Pass Valuer
using the PVHX, PVHY, PVPX, and PVPX ZPL functions, '* ber, If it is Zero, then the macrois ayaq,
There is one very important thing to know about the data field hehe field number is not zero,then the man
and the value from OPTRETURN 0 is returned. However,if ee athe macro is used instead. The advantg°l
not executed, but any previous value stored from an earlier ca hich needto be optimized,the oe

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

, ; il of w fo

this convention is substantial. If the macro computes many SSthe data. This is much moreefficien, the ,
abipr to be called once, yet multiple ZPLM operands can 2° an ,calling the macro multiple times f which require optimiza: I; e values, all of w quire optimizatio
For example, suppose a macro named ZPL11.ZPL computesthre My of
the macro, the values are stored using OPTRETURN: j
OPTRETURN 0 = x i
OPTRETURN 1 = y g
OPTRETURN 2 = z a

the optimization wi iThen three ZPLM operandsin the merit function can extract the data and perform p with a Single
call to the macro:
2PLM 11 0
ZPLM 11 1
eebe, 21) 2

The macro ZPL11.ZPL is only called during the evaluation of the ZPLM 11 0 operand. Note the Fx, Hy, Px, ang
Py values canonly beusedif the Int2 valueis zero, since only in this caseIS the macro ovelliata: if
Lastly, it is very importantthat no changes be madeto the lens data during the macro para ere changes ‘
may interfere with the subsequent evaluation of other operands. ZEMAX does not res ten 2 Ns bein }evaluated to the state it was in prior to the evaluation of the ZPLM specified macro. Also, Z Should not be |”
used in the middle of a default merit function, but should instead be placedeitherpriorto or aftertheportion of all
the merit function that ZEMAX defined by default. If lens data is changed during the operation of the macro, Jah
ZEMAX has no wayof knowing what data wasaltered, and cannotrestore the lenstoits original unaltered state, Jy!
This could be avoided by allowing the ZPL macro to execute onlyon a copy of the lens being optimized,rather
than the actual lens, however this is not currently supported. The reason is there may be times where a macro
needs to alter the lens data prior to evaluation of subsequent operands. In this case, two macros should be
executed. Thefirst should modify the data as required, and the second should restore the data to the original
condition, Both macros canbelisted in the merit function editor, with the intervening operands executing on the
altered lens data.

timizi ti rnally c ji rograms

The second methodof creating a user defined operand (UDO)is to write an external Windowsprogram which
computes the data, then use Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE) to pass the data to and from ZEMAX. The DDE
interface in ZEMAX is documented and described in the chapter "ZEMAX Extensions". The material presented
there is not duplicated here; this discussion assumesthe material in that chapter is understood.
The operand UDOPis usedto call an external client program from within the merit function. Theclient program
performs the required computations, possibly by making multiple DDE calls back to the ZEMAX server,then
returns the result to ZEMAX using the DDE interface. The computed data is then placedin the "value" columnal
the Merit Function Editor and thus may be optimizedin the usual way.
UDOPis simple to use. TheInti and Int2 values are usedto specify the client program numberand data field
number, respectively. Theclient program numberis usedto indicate which client program should be executed,
while the data field numberindicates which value computedbythe client program should be optimized.
Theclient program number mustbe an integer between 0 and 99.If the Inti value for a UDOPoperandis set to
17, for example, then the client program numberis 17, and the client program to be executed must be named
UDO17.EXE.Theclient program name mustalways usea twodigit representation of the client program number.
If the client program numberwas6,thenthe client program to be executed would be UDOO6.EXE.The ciet
programfile must reside in the \UDOdirectory off the main ZEMAX directory. :
Whenreaching a UDOPoperandwith a data field numberof zero (
will call the client program. The client program is called with the
number was17:

UDO17.EXEbuffercode hx hy px py

The buffercode is an integer value provided by ZEMAX to the client that u

more on the data field numbershortly), ZEMAY
following syntax, assuming the client prog’@

ct lensr f i : i i ifi orre' frBecause ZEMAX is capable of evaluating multiple lenses simultaneously, ialibecedeccnneeen igentiliet
so that whenthe client requests or returns data, it is associated with the correct lens. Note that while optimizing
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89g),4 ay be evaluating dozensoflenseSk hee _ 8S simultaneo
mization progresses, Theclient must com teaetena8 derivatives are evaluated

ndicated lens.

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

gyclear the ZEMAXserver's memory.
fg) Terminate the DDE link and exit,

d the correct lens into the ZEMAX server's memory, a single |one A gle item must be sent to the ZEMAX server,DOSystem. The synissie GetUDOSystem, buffercode". This will cause ZEMAXto retrieve the correct lens
ystem memory, and all subsequent DDE calls will be for actions (such as ray tracing) on this lens.

e remaining fields blank. ZEMAXwill wait for the client program to passthis string back. ZEMAX has no
knowing how long the computation may take; and so ZEMAX will "hang"until it receives the data. If the

i program crashes, or never returns the data, ZEMAXwill never complete execution of the operand, and will
g forever. Pressing the escape key from within ZEMAXwill "break" the evaluation and cause ZEMAXto skipoperand evaluation.AE

Terminating the link is achieved by the client program UserFunction returning control to ZCLIENT.
Asample code that computes 3 data items,called a, b, and c, mightlooklike this:
‘eid UserFunction(char *szCommandLine)

uble a, b, ae
* szBuffer[5000], szSub[256];

; ffer_code;

NS et the buffer code that identifies the lens */ ne
i= atoi(GetString(szCommandLine, 0, szSub));
Iget the Correct lens in the server's memory .
serlr {f(szBuffer, “GetuDOSystem, ti", buffercode i
_““€questMessage(szBuffer, szBuffer);
Phere. se lines are omitted */_*re is where we compute the data... the

re

hapter on ZEMAX Extensions for details. */
", buffer_code, a, b, c);(szBuffer, "Setupopata, ti, %-7£,%-7£/%-74 ;

&stMessage (szBuffer, szBuffer) ?
lient program.This is wherethe data field: ith a single call to the c |itmutipie data values may be setae be any number bates 0ae59,inclusive,Th‘ numbertoaonBeyereaewith thei ipiuring precoriotthe ontps ram

IDE item "SeUDOData® is used to return a long str See eeeoariad vibes: t be numeric, a
aK to be zero), These 18eeDDE item nameslimits SetUDODatato passing backfar fewerns Clice, th characterlimiitems; @ 255 DOltem" works aroundthis limitation by passing back data oneata time.but the DDEitem "SetUDOle
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e; and so SetUDOData

"There is a limitation of 255 charactersIn Eeeeeitthis limitation, use Setuncit
to passing back a small number of values. my,
described in the chapter "ZEMAX Extensions".

e used to optimize up to 51 qiThere are 51 different datafields, so that a single client program callCatTe values should be placede"el
values simultaneously. The data field number indicates which © " the
“value” column for that UDOP operand f : s can ber :UDOPalso permits the use of the Hx, Hy, Px, and Py data fields. Theebi fields c ead by the Cliany
program, because they are passed on the commandline after the burle If it is zero, then the client pro. + i : |There is one very important thing to know about the data field edbagtat However,if the data field numbey ‘
executed and the value from data position 0 is placed in the vale lier call inot zero, then the client program ape executed, but any previous saetha clientprogram computes mag
program is used instead. The advantage to this conventionIseS‘to be called once, yet multiple bavalues,all of which need to be optimized, the client program only needsfo7 TeSOO
operands can accessthe data.This is much moreefficient than calling the © h : | Il of whi hs, all of which regyFor example, suppose a client program named UDO25.EXE computes three value Nh ‘uireoptimization. In the client aingrern.the values are passes back using SetaOePunoer nee threg
UDOPoperandsin the merit function can extract the data and perform the optimiza gle call to the
client program:
UDOP 25 0
UDOP 25 1
UDOP 25 2

Theclient program UDO25.EXEis only called during the evaluation of the UDOP25 0 operand. Notethe Hx, Hy,
Px, and Py values can only be usedif the data field valueis zero, since only in this case is the client program
evaluated.

Unlike using ZPL macros, UDO’s mayfreely changethe lens dataduring evaluation sinceall DDE commands
are executed on a copy ofthelens,notthe actual lens being optimized.
There is a sample UDO sourcecodefile called UDO_DEMO.G; it may be compiled and linked in with ZCLIENT,
The executable needs to be renamed UDOxx,EXE wherexxis a two digit integer. The sample UDO returns 6

es—h Px, Py, and two dummyconstants,in data positions 0 through 5, respectively.
Suggestions for use |

In preliminary design stages,it is rarely required to trace all of the rays forall of the wavelengths at eachfield
position during optimization. For this reason, execution times may be substantially decreased bylimiting the
numberoffields and wavelengths used during optimization.If the weight of selected fields and wavelengths is
set to zero, then the default merit function algorithm will skip the zero weightedfields or wavelengths when
constructing the merit function. This results in fewer rays being traced, speeding execution.
For example,if the lens is being evaluatedatfivefield points,it is possible that only the first, third, andfifth field
need be includedin the merit function. Of course, later in the design processall fields may needto beincluded
and the default merit function reconstructed.

There are a few other tricks to improve performance. Avoid setting boundary operands onvariables unless the
optimized solution persists on implausible designs. Boundary operands add computational overhead.Use solves
instead of explicit operands whenever possible. For example, use a curvature solve to control the focal length
rather than an operandif possible.
Optimization is inseparable from the art of modern lens design, andonly practi i j roficientset of optimization algorithms. Users whoare expert at other software Dorniscien ReStiinealateBo Ai
ZEMAXeasierto use, and withalittle practice, the mechanicsof using the interface will Slip into the subconscious)
and the designer can concentrate uponthe designitself. If you are new to computerized optimization of lensesthere is no better way to learn thanto practice. p
The global optimum
nreoeae

The design that yields the lowest possible value of the merit function is call i " opti and is DYdefinition the best possible design. However, there is no known Bolaneichaeoninie: ened find
the global optimum for an arbitrary design problem, unless you consider"direct search" an optimization algort
(in other words,try all of the infinite numberof possible solutions to see whichis best) Theart of optical desig"
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uter assistance has twobasic Ee ee aeeepul ,yin ONEsign, and second,he or she must Donents: First, the designer mustetor knows when and how to back uppaythe fe! of Supervisor during oeatesa suitable
jotunatel:trisOecomniesconsiderable exonndicaleae into a more fruitful direction 9°
ostodes an automatedcapabilityoo” analysis, andhackinsecreoxcessveteu, erezechapter. ‘Performing this global optimum elie‘hematitetedearbedih
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